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Abstracts

Global Health Determinants and Limits to the Sustainability of 
Sustainable Development Goal 3
by Eduardo Missoni

 The Agenda 2030, signed by the Heads of State and Government in 2015, set 
out 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and, for each of them, a number of 
targets to be reached within the next 15 years, with a total of 169 targets. SDG 3, 
“ensuring a healthy life and promoting well-being for all at all ages”, provides, 
among others, Goal 3.8 “achieving universal health coverage, including protection 
of financial risks, access to quality essential health care services and access to safe, 
effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all”. Agenda 
2030, unlike the global agenda for the previous fifteen years, which focused on the 
so-called Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), mainly concerning the poorest 
countries, involves and commits all governments to the adoption of “indivisible” 
and universal goals that will help to end poverty by 2030 “once and for all”, and 
also brings the issue of development back to a global dimension. The~new agenda 
is not without contradictions. Among other things, it proposes, among its economic 
objectives, “sustainable, inclusive and sustained growth”, an oxymoron that was 
pointed out at the beginning of the 1970s, when the Club of Rome showed the 
“limits of growth” in a finite ecosystem. Thus, the~challenge of sustainability is 
global and involves all national health systems. Using Universal Health Coverage, 
SDG 3’s target, which seems to attract most of the attention, as the main focus, 
the~paper argues that SDG 3’s feasibility and sustainability is highly dependent 
on transnational determinants which, if left unregulated by appropriate global 
governance processes, may jeopardize its attainment. Global determinants 
(international macroeconomic policies, migration, climate change, market forces, 
technological innovation, etc.) affecting health system functions (stewardship, 
resources generation, financing and the provision of services) are identified, and 
their impact analyzed. The~analysis provides suggestions for the identification 
of an urgent paradigmatic shift to ensure the effective sustainability of SDG 3 in 
general, and of universal health coverage (UHC) in particular.
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Transitioning to Good Health and Well-Being: The Essential Role 
of Breastfeeding
by Colin Binns, Mi Kyung Lee and Jane Scott

 The world is facing unprecedented public health challenges, including 
changes, due to climate change, that will affect every continent, and limitations 
on global food and water supplies together with an increasing epidemic of non-
communicable disease. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 3, “good 
health and well-being”, includes targets for child mortality, maternal mortality and 
reducing chronic disease. Breastfeeding is one of the most cost-effective public 
health interventions available for countries at all levels of development. In the first 
year of life, appropriate infant nutrition (exclusive breastfeeding to around six 
months) reduces infant mortality and hospital admissions in infancy by 50% or 
more. Breastfeeding followed by the introduction of appropriate complementary 
foods at around six months establishes a healthy microbiome, has a long-term 
association with reduced rates of childhood illnesses, hospitalizations, obesity 
and later chronic disease, while improving cognitive development. It is consistent 
with the historical cultural practices of all societies. While the development of 
infant formula has been of benefit to some infants, its inappropriate promotion has 
resulted in a decline of breastfeeding in recent decades, and, as a result, recent 
health gains in many countries have not been as great as they could have been. 
Formula use increases health care costs through increased illnesses and hospital 
admissions. The specific target for non-communicable disease in SDG3 is to 
reduce premature mortality from chronic disease by one third by 2030. The Global 
Burden of Disease project has confirmed that the majority of risk for these targets 
can be attributed to nutrition related targets, and it is estimated that annually 15 
million people between the ages of 30 and 69 years die from a non-communicable 
disease (NCD), the majority from cardiovascular causes. Healthy life course 
nutrition, beginning in the first 1000 days of life, is a major public health priority 
in answering this challenge. Breastfeeding, exclusively for about six months, 
and appropriate complementary feeding, establishes a healthy developmental 
trajectory. Children are the population segment most susceptible to the effects 
of climate change, bearing an estimated 80% of the increased burden of disease 
associated with climate change. The health benefits of breastfeeding will provide 
some protection against the health effects of climate change, including projected 
increases in some infectious diseases. Increased breastfeeding will avoid the high 
environmental costs associated with the production of infant formula, including 
the use of large quantities of potable water and energy. In contrast, breastfeeding, 
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as well as being the best infant feeding intervention, has a very low environmental 
impact. An important part of the sustainable development agenda should be to 
promote breastfeeding and its benefits and to reverse the inappropriate promotion 
of infant formula.

Taxation of Tobacco, Alcohol and Sugar-Sweetened Beverages for 
Achieving Sustainable Development Goals
by Violeta Vulovic and Frank J. Chaloupka

 Premature death and disability rates from non-communicable diseases (NCDs) 
have been rapidly increasing with potentially enormous implications on global 
economy. Three major risks factors for NCDs are tobacco use, harmful alcohol 
consumption, and poor diet. National governments can create incentives for 
behavioral changes in the consumption of these products through fiscal policies, 
such as price increase through taxation. A substantial body of empirical evidence 
suggests that a significant increase in prices of tobacco and alcohol products 
through higher taxes can discourage consumption and reduce their negative 
impact on the individual’s health and the economy. Emerging increasing evidence 
on the impact of consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) suggests the 
same. Consumption of tobacco, alcohol and SSBs can undermine development and 
attempts at meeting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), including health 
and well-being, hunger and poverty alleviation, quality education, economic 
growth, and reduced inequality. The empirical evidence shows a strong causal effect 
of consumption of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs on NCDs. The attributable estimated 
economic costs can be very high, and significantly higher than the tax collection on 
consumption of these goods. Moreover, consumption of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs 
can crowd-out spending on food and nutrition and increase hunger. In addition, 
the attributed NCDs can lead to lost productivity and earnings, as well as high 
out-of-pocket medical expenses for their treatment, putting an individual and their 
families into a vicious circle of poverty. At the same time, children may be forced to 
drop out of school to take care of ill family members or to work to make up for lost 
earnings, denying them educational opportunities and having an intergenerational 
impact on their and their country’s economic development and growth. This paper 
reviews the empirical evidence on the impact of consumption of tobacco, alcohol, 
and SSBs on SDGs to make a strong case to support a significant tax and price 
increase to help achieving a country’s development goals.
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Transforming Regional Agrifood Productions to Challenge 
NCDs—From the DiMeSa Study to the PASSI Project and Beyond
by Giuseppe Carruba

 Today, the crisis of the agrifood sector across several geographical European 
regions, including our own, combined with social, economic and health inequalities 
at regional, national and community levels, is characterized by extremely critical 
aspects, mainly residing in the limited innovation potential of companies and 
small/medium enterprises (SMEs), the lack of integration with public–private 
research institutions, the insufficient systematization and organization of 
the existing resources in an extended territorial networking. This results in 
increasing difficulties of SMEs to exist in both domestic and foreign markets 
with characteristics of quality and competitiveness. On the other hand, several 
epidemiological studies clearly indicate that Western countries, including Italy, are 
witnessing a dramatic phenomenon consisting of an increasingly large prevalence 
of chronic noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), including cardio-, cerebrovascular 
and respiratory diseases, diabetes, obesity and cancer, whose causes are primarily 
related to (removable) lifestyle risk factors, notably diet. Based on this two-sided 
consideration, promoting both the sustainable consumption and production of 
traditional food products in regional, domestic and international markets—through 
a series of activities aimed at increasing their health and/or nutraceutical potential, 
to clinically validate their effects on both health and chronic disease(s), and to 
enable the rapid technological transfer and development of either processes or 
products—would represent a systemic strategy of high impact in the short, medium 
and long term for important expected outcomes from an economic, technological 
and healthcare standpoint. Lessons learned from the Dieta Mediterranea e Salute 
(DiMeSa) study and its recent advancement, the PASSI project, with both published 
and unpublished results, are presented and discussed here.

Impact of Public Health and Sustainability of Global Health 
Action for Achieving SDG 3
by Florian Fischer and Franziska Carow

 Global health is an area for research and practice that places a priority in 
improving health and achieving health equity for all people worldwide. Therefore, 
it corresponds with the aims of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for 
providing universal health coverage and leaving no one behind (SDG 3). Public 
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health is understood as global health on a regional or local level. Whereas “old” 
public health focused mainly on the prevention of infectious diseases and the 
healthcare for specific subgroups at risk, “new” public health takes a holistic and 
interdisciplinary perspective on aspects related to health and well-being. Inter alia, 
public health genuinely deals with the reduction of health inequalities and risk 
factors---not only by prevention on a behavioural level, but also on a structural 
level, such as environment and society. Thus, we understand health as part of each 
of the 17 SDGs. In a world characterised by globalisation as well as epidemiologic 
and demographic transitions, the impact and sustainability of global health action 
needs to be taken into account to improve the world population’s well-being. 
Therefore, this contribution highlights present and future challenges for global 
health. Furthermore, it provides overarching suggestions and policy advices for 
improvements to strengthen a global response on today’s challenges and to gain 
the targets set within the SDGs, by pointing out that almost all of the 17 SDGs are 
relevant for health-related issues.

On the Relationship between Health Sectors’ Digitalization and 
Sustainable Health Goals: A Cyber Security Perspective
by Stefan Sütterlin, Benjamin J. Knox, Kaie Maennel, Matthew Canham and
Ricardo G. Lugo

 The healthcare system’s efficiency and effectiveness depend on policies 
and procedures, such as the rapid and goal-directed exchange of health-related 
information between its different actors. In recent years, more national healthcare 
systems approached sustainable health benefits for their populations by 
digitalization. Despite numerous advantages such as the improved availability of 
medical services, their improved quality and cost-effectiveness, new vulnerabilities 
threatened the trust in the healthcare system. Healthcare institutions are a 
primary target for cyber attacks and have the stigma of being a particularly easy 
prey for malicious actors, due to the relatively low levels of problem awareness 
and preparedness. We argue that cyber threats pose a new challenge to reach 
sustainable health goals and have to be considered an imminent part of all 
healthcare development strategies. Cyber threats in the healthcare sector can 
have detrimental acute effects in times of national crisis, hybrid warfare, or 
international conflicts above or below the threshold of war. In peacetime and in 
western democracies, however, breaches of data that were processed by private or 
public bodies undermine the public trust in these institutions. Public awareness 
and scepticism therefore influence policies around the digitalization of healthcare, 
and this consequently affects the development of institutions at the frontline of 
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healthcare and achievement of sustainable development goals. The chapter further 
discusses the relationship of working towards sustainable health goals, public trust 
and data security with the example of the Estonian e-health system, where leading 
principles such as cyber security, transparency, and patient’s data autonomy are 
prioritized.

SustainableWork Ability during Midlife and Old Age Functional 
Health and Mortality
by Subas Neupane and Clas-Håkan Nygård

 Background: Sustainable work ability is a multifaceted concept that involves 
the matching of the needs and abilities of the individual with the quality of 
work. Good work ability during a work career is one of the potential indicators of 
sustainable work ability and employment, as it requires a good balance between 
individual resources and work demands. We aimed to study the developmental 
pathways of work ability during midlife until retirement and its impact on 
functional health in terms of mobility limitations in old age using longitudinal data 
on employees in a large amount of blue- and white-collar occupations. Furthermore, 
we studied the difference in survival among people in different trajectory groups. 
Methods: Questionnaire data on work ability, working conditions, lifestyle, and 
physical functioning of middle-aged municipal employees (n = 2918) were linked 
with registers on retirement and all-cause mortality. Perceived work ability was 
measured as the current work ability compared with the lifetime best in a score 
of 0 to 10. The trajectory of work ability was analyzed by using growth mixture 
modeling in 16 years of follow-up data. Mobility limitations as an outcome was 
defined using nine items related to physical mobility tasks. Trajectory membership 
of work ability was used as a predictor of mobility limitation after 12 years using 
generalized linear models. Cumulative hazard curves for mortality by trajectory 
group were calculated. Results: Three distinct trajectories of work ability emerged. 
The majority of the participants (65%) had good work ability, which is here defined 
as sustainable work ability, 25% having L-shaped decreasing work ability and 10% 
having U-shaped decreasing work ability. Demographics, lifestyle factors, morbidity, 
and physical workload-adjusted models shows that L-shaped (Incidence rate ratio 
(IRR) 1.24, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.18–1.30) and U-shaped (IRR 1.37, 95% CI 
1.28–1.47) work ability trajectory membership was strongly associated with a higher 
risk of mobility limitations in the next 12 years of follow-up. The cumulative hazard 
for all-cause mortality was highest among those in the U-shaped decreasing work 
ability trajectory group. Conclusions: Those with a sustainable work ability during 
midlife showed a lower risk of mobility limitations and better survival compared 
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to those with decreasing work ability. These findings highlight the importance of 
sustainable work ability throughout the working career as well as the need for early 
identification of workers with diminishing work ability and need for workplace 
interventions to help to promote an extended working career as well as a healthy 
old age.





Global Health Determinants and Limits to
the Sustainability of Sustainable
Development Goal 3

Eduardo Missoni

1. Introduction

The Millennium Declaration, signed by all Heads of State in September 2000,
attempted to reaffirm a human-rights-based approach to development, with the
liberation of the whole human race from need as one of its main goals (UN 2000).
The Declaration proclaimed equality, freedom, solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature
and shared responsibility as “fundamental values”; it also recognized the unequal
distribution of common goods and the costs of globalization (UN 2000).

In order to translate the Declaration into a more operational instrument, it was
later decided to identify the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that would
make it possible to verify the progress of the development agenda. The original
purpose of the MDGs was to go beyond the narrow paradigm of growth and focus on
human, sustainable and equitable well-being. However, the conventional economic
concept of development prevailed, with economic growth set as the primary force for
poverty reduction (Vandemoortele 2010). Emphasis was placed on the identification
of a limited number of relatively narrow targets and indicators, rather than on the
need for deeper social transformations, almost entirely neglecting issues such as
inequality and discrimination (Teichman 2014). The MDGs and the related targets
set for 2015 lacked a systemic vision, and did not take the social, economic and
environmental determinants of people’s living and working conditions into account,
or issues such as equity of distribution and access to resources (Fehling et al. 2013;
Teichman 2014).

The MDGs focused exclusively on poor countries and reflected an idea of
“development” pertaining only to development aid, involving high-income countries
only as “donors”. Indeed, low-income countries were scarcely involved in the process
(Fehling et al. 2013).

In view of the 2015 deadline, in June 2012, the United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development “Rio +20”, recorded a general consensus on the need for new
global objectives for “concrete measures that accelerate implementation of sustainable
development commitments” (UN 2012, p. 6), and initiated the inter-governmental
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process for the identification of new, truly global Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). The result of that process was the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development,
adopted on 25 September 2015 by the Summit of Heads of State and Government,
convening in New York, by the United Nations (UN 2015).

In the traditional definition, sustainable development “meets the needs of current
generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs” (WCED 1987). Thus, sustainable development involves, on the one hand,
the use of renewable resources and strict environmental protection, and on the other
hand, the ability to ensure that human progress (first and foremost, the improvement
of the living conditions of the populations) lasts over time.

The introduction to the ambitious Agenda 2030 affirms the “historic” dimension
of the agreement, which commits governments to the adoption of a set of 17
“indivisible” objectives and 169 universal targets: to end poverty “once and for all”
by 2030; to combat inequalities; to ensure lasting protection of the planet and its
resources; to create the conditions for “shared prosperity” and “sustainable, inclusive
and sustained” growth (UN 2015).

The new Agenda is not without contradictions. The achievement of “Sustainable,
inclusive and sustained” economic growth, one of the pillars of the Agenda 2030
(UN 2015), is a conceptual oxymoron (Kopnina 2016; Spaiser et al. 2017).

Inside the planetary boundaries that define a safe operating space for humanity,
“sustained” growth, with unmodified production and consumption patterns, is not
compatible with sustainability. Almost fifty years ago, the first Report to the Club
of Rome indicated the existing “Limits to growth” and called for “the initiation of
new forms of thinking that will lead to a fundamental revision of human behaviour
and, by implication, of the entire fabric of present-day society” to avoid “the tragic
consequences of an overshoot” (Meadows et al. 1972, pp. 185–196). The forecast
of a rapidly approaching global crisis based on mathematical models was recently
confirmed, based on more solid data (Turner 2014). The current COVID-19 pandemic,
and its global health, social and economic consequences, seems to be a dramatic
expression of that forecast.

Nevertheless, the adoption of the “Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development”
(UN 2015) could still open a new phase in development policies in the global context
of increasing complexity and unprecedented challenges, particularly as it stresses the
interrelations between the different goals and their indivisibility.

Indeed, it was also suggested that health should be adopted as the main, if not the
sole, goal of the sustainable development agenda, highlighting that health cross-cuts
all phases of human life and people’s individual and collective experience, such as
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education, work, gender balance, the distribution of wealth and access to resources,
social protection, quality of the natural environment, capacity for self-determination
and the quality of democracy. “Health is a dramatic and early indicator of the
performance of other indicators, and equity in health measures the quality and extent
of citizenship attributed to individuals in a society” (OISG 2014). In the same way,
inequality in health is a mirror of all other inequalities, as well as constituting a
“common danger”, as stated in the WHO Constitution (WHO 2014).

Sustainable Development Goal 3 is to “ensure healthy lives and promote
well-being for all at all ages”. SDG 3 targets have been identified to measure the
success of implemented policies and strategies. Among the nine health targets, the first
three concern maternal mortality, infant mortality and the control of certain infectious
diseases (primarily HIV/Aids, tuberculosis and malaria) and reflect previous MDGs.
The new agenda adds targets for non-communicable diseases, substance abuse, deaths
and injuries from road traffic accidents, universal access to reproductive health-care
services, universal health coverage (UHC), and deaths and illnesses from hazardous
chemicals and air, water and soil pollution and contamination. Finally, four specific
actions have been identified, in particular (a) to strengthen the implementation of
the “World Health Organization Framework Convention on Tobacco Control”; (b)
to support the research and development of vaccines and medicines for developing
countries, and ensure access to essential medicines and vaccines; (c) increase health
financing, and the recruitment, development, training and retention of a health
workforce in developing countries; (d) to strengthen the capacity of all countries for
early warning, risk reduction and management of national and global health risks
(UN 2015).

Although the challenge of sustainability is global, national health systems will
be confronted with it based on the very different socio-economic conditions and
expectations of their populations.

The achievement of UHC has been indicated as “the centrepiece of goal 3 . . .
This is the one target that, if achieved—or let’s say when achieved—will contribute
to all the others” (Ghebreyesus 2018). UHC has been defined as universal access to
the health services people need, when and where they need them, without financial
hardship, including the full range of essential health services, from health promotion
to prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and palliative care (WHO 2020c).

It is generally accepted that universal access to quality care plays an important
role in the improvement in population health and the reduction in health inequalities.
In this sense, universal coverage is considered to be a particularly well-suited objective
to address the complexity of the challenges facing health systems (Franklin 2017).
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Among others, health systems’ effectiveness and sustainability, i.e., the ability to take
care of the needs of today without compromising the ability to provide for those
needs in the future, is affected by a wider range of societal determinants beyond
national boundaries.

Global power and processes may seriously undermine success, interfering with
health systems’ main functions, increasing demand or debilitating offers.

The acceleration of globalization and the hegemony of the neo-liberal ideology
led to the progressive deregulation and liberalization of trade regimes, extensive
privatization and the scaling back of the State. These processes have intensified
the commodification and commercialization of vital social determinants such as
health and social services, water and electricity. Unhealthy products are aggressively
marketed by global industries (tobacco, alcohol, pesticides and other chemicals,
processed foods and beverages, etc.). Environmental deterioration is also a result
of the dominant economic model, which also heavily impacts labour and working
conditions (CSDH 2008).

Health no longer depends solely on the specific situation of the country where
people live but is largely determined by global forces acting outside the control of
individual states, becoming an issue of foreign policy, global security, international
trade, the overall sustainability of development, democratic governance and human
rights (McInnes and Lee 2012).

Adopting Universal Health Coverage as a main focus, this chapter analyzes SDG
3’s feasibility and sustainability using health system components as a framework
to understand how global determinants interact with each component, affecting
the functioning and sustainability of the health system as a whole. It concludes
by arguing that, without an urgent paradigmatic shift in the current development
model, the attainment of SDGs, and, specifically, the sustainability of SDG 3 and its
“centerpiece” UHC will be at stake.

2. Health Systems’ Functions

The World Health Organization (WHO) defined health systems as “all the
activities whose primary purpose is to promote, restore and maintain health” (WHO
2000, p. 5). This includes health care as well as efforts to positively influence
determinants of health. This conceptualization of health systems goes beyond the
boundaries of the healthcare system, including policies and interventions often
outside the direct competences of the health authorities, such as food accessibility,
quality and safety, road safety or environmental control.
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Based on the approach proposed by the WHO (2000; 2007; 2010b), the core
objectives of health systems may be summarized as: (a) protecting and improving the
health of the population they serve and reducing health inequalities; (b) responding
to people’s non-medical expectations and enabling participation in decisions that
have an impact on their health and health systems; (c) protecting individuals from
the risk of financial hardship due to the costs of health services through risk-pooling
mechanisms, ensuring fairness for individual contributions and equity in access to
services, i.e., access to and coverage of effective health interventions according to
needs; (d) ensuring the best use of available resources to reach the aforementioned
three objectives.

While the latter three objectives are specific to the healthcare system,
the attainment of the first objective—protecting and improving health—relies only
partially on healthcare and requires extending action, and even our understanding of
a health system, to a system for health, i.e., beyond “activities whose primary purpose
is to promote, restore and maintain health” (WHO 2000, p. 5)., to include all the
policies and activities that have an impact on human health, thus also challenging
the healthcare system, and its capacity to provide UHC, as will be discussed below.

Regardless of how they are organized, to achieve their goals, all health systems
have to rely on some basic components: (a) leadership and governance; (b) human
resources; (c) medical products and technology; (d) mobilization and allocation
of finances; (e) service delivery. The components originally identified in the
World Health Report 2000 were later summarized in the WHO Health Systems
Framework, capturing information as an additional cross-cutting “building block”
of increasing importance in supporting the overall functioning of the system
(WHO 2007). The relationships among the six building blocks and their connection
with the objectives of the health system are represented in Figure 1.

It is well-known that “health systems are subject to powerful forces and
influences that often overwhelm the rational formulation of policies” (WHO 2010b).
Among others, “these forces include a disproportionate focus on specialist care,
fragmentation into a multiplicity of competing programs, projects and institutions,
and the pervasive commercialization of health care into inadequately regulated
systems” (WHO 2010b, p. 1).
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Fig.1 Health systems’ building blocks and goals.
(WHO 2000; Missoni et al. 2019, modified)
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Figure 1. Health systems’ building blocks and goals. Source: Modified from
(WHO 2000; Missoni et al. 2019).

Indeed, the efficiency (appropriate use of resources) and effectiveness
(achievement of objectives) and, ultimately, sustainability, of health care systems are
put to the test by many forces and phenomena, which also require interventions and
policies that are located outside the health system and often beyond the exclusive
control of national authorities. In the following sections, we will focus on those
interactions.

3. Determinants That Affect Steering and Governance

National health policies are influenced by international policies and transnational
forces acting at different levels. Structurally or economically weaker states and
economies are more susceptible to such influences and less prepared to deal with
them. In the 1980s, international financial institutions (mainly the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank) imposed Structural Adjustment Plans (SAPs)
on a large number of indebted countries, which entailed, among other things,
a drastic reduction in public spending, the dismantling of universalist health systems,
the privatization and commercialization of health services and the introduction of user
fees—a real “tax on disease” (Geddes 2018, p. 35)—which had disastrous effects in
terms of reduced access to services, exclusion of the weakest and the impoverishment
of families. In more recent years, similar macroeconomic measures have been
imposed by international and supranational bodies in more advanced economies as
well, which were affected by the economic crisis, causing the impoverishment of large
sections of the population (Kondilis et al. 2013). These measures contribute, among
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other things, to the fragmentation of health systems, making their management more
complex and increasing their costs (Lister 2008; Geddes 2018).

In Official Development Assistance (ODA)-recipient countries, health policies
and priority setting are strongly influenced by earmarked resources and donor
conditionality, which often do not take the needs of partner countries into account
(Biesma et al. 2009).

4. Determinants That Affect Human Resources and Access to Medical Products
and Technology

Several global determinants influence the availability of human resources and
access to medical products and technology.

The inadequacy of health workers’ training in relation to the needs of the
population has been recognized since the 1970s. The training of health personnel
should not start from pathology, but from the context that generates disease, “from
reality and not from theory, from the living society and not from the study of a
corpse” (Maccacaro 1971, p. 377). With a few exceptions, medical faculties continue
to follow what the Brazilian pedagogist Paulo Freire defined a “banking” educational
approach (Torre et al. 2017), providing “information, or rather notions, detached
from the context of real medicine that inevitably takes place more and more in the
territory, outside the hospital” (Stefanini 2014). The World Health Report of 2008
also highlighted “hospital-centrism” among the problems at the root of the failure in
achieving the health-for-all goal (WHO 2008). Practice in medical studies is mainly
based on the observation of a hospitalized individual in a “horizontal” position, a
“patient” in bed (Missoni 2018), and in a context too often socially and/or culturally
alien to the social reality in which people “are born, live, work, grow old and die”
(CSDH 2008, p. 26).

From the beginning of their career, future medical professionals are introduced to
the logic of a globalized social model, which is profit-oriented and serves the interests
of the dominant class (Stefanini 2014). Moreover, the standardization of skills and
learning objectives (disproportionate focus on specialist curative care, high complexity,
technological sophistication, etc.) respond to healthcare models that are scarcely
sustainable even in middle–high income countries and are accessible elsewhere
only to high-income population groups. Such an approach is a bad investment for
low-income countries that already lack essential human resources. On the one hand,
it produces health workers who are incapable of “usefully becoming part of an urban
or rural community, of taking care of it, of understanding the problems of its illness
and of defending its right to health” (Maccacaro 1971, pp. 377–382), with a training
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clearly detached from the local needs. On the other hand, the standardization of
training across countries may have the unintended consequence of helping with
professional migration across national boundaries (Frenk et al. 2010).

The main drivers of brain-drain include push (low level of income, poor working
conditions, the absence of job openings and social recognition, oppressive political
climate) and pull (better remuneration and working conditions, prospects for career
development, job satisfaction, security) factors; however the latter leverages globally
standardized training, which tends to produce “fit for export” health personnel.
Indeed, health workers and, in particular, doctors, who are not prepared and
unmotivated to serve in their own communities, will seek work elsewhere—first in
large urban centers and then abroad—to obtain the kind of professional integration
that requires their skills and meets the aspirations suggested in their medical studies,
according to the globalized stereotype of the successful doctor (Missoni 2018).

Health workforce “brain drain”, is also fueled by “import” agencies from
high-income countries lacking human resources, often bypassing the norms that
some of those countries have adopted based on the WHO global code (WHO 2010a).
Healthcare-related trade policies and agreements have also promoted the migration
of health professionals from the public sector to the private sector, and abroad.

Medical products and technologies are key resources for the health systems,
but global determinants may affect their availability and affordability, as the following
examples illustrate.

While basic research is still largely generated in universities and public research
institutes, thanks to private funding, the research and development of biomedical
products and devices are essentially in the hands of the transnational corporate sector,
which invests only if a return on investment can be predicted, without taking health
needs and health burden into account. As a result, only 10% of global health research
spending is allocated to health conditions that account for 90% of the disease burden.
Between 2000 and 2011, only 1% of the new active ingredients on the market were for
neglected diseases (Pedrique et al. 2013). Thanks to the contribution of international
initiatives and product development partnerships, there has been some progress
in recent decades, especially for malaria, but very limited or no progress for other
neglected diseases, such as dengue fever, Buruli ulcer, trachoma, rheumatic fever,
or typhoid fever (Cohen et al. 2010).

The price of medicine remains the largest obstacle to access to care. Drugs
and other medical products represent the largest public expenditure on health after
personnel costs in many low-income countries, and the expense is a major cause of
household impoverishment and debt (WHO 2020b).
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Numerous patent-protected lifesaving medicines of proven efficacy are marketed
at a high price, unaffordable for most of the people and healthcare systems in
low-income countries. The global system of protection of intellectual property rights
(IPR) may contribute to price increases and reduced access to medicines and vaccines
(Smith et al. 2009). In the interest of public health, flexibilities under the Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement—such as compulsory
licensing and parallel import—allow countries to gain access to medicines that, in
other countries, may still be under patent. Unfortunately, there is still reluctance to
implement these flexibilities due to concerns about the reactions of trade partners
or a lack of the administrative, legal and/or productive capacity to adopt such
an approach, which is also opposed by transnational pharmaceutical companies
(Kerry and Lee 2007).

Prices may come down when the patent expires, and competition and/or
generic products emerge. However, at that point, the transnational pharmaceutical
industry often adopts sophisticated “lifecycle management” strategies. This patent
“evergreening”, based on the introduction of minor changes to the formulation, allows
companies to extend their monopoly privileges on the drug, keep prices high and
remain in control of these drugs on the market. This seriously challenges the access
to affordable drugs, as it delays the generic competition without any improvement in
the efficacy of the already-patented drug (Abbas 2019; WHO 2020b).

5. Determinants Affecting the Financing of the System

There is a correlation between the increase in health spending and increased life
expectancy. However, above a spending threshold of about 75 US dollars per capita,
that relationship becomes unpredictable and improvements in health outcomes
depend mainly on the efficiency of the system (how money is spent) and on political
choices related to social solidarity and equity (Savedoff et al. 2012).

In the same way, beyond a certain threshold of GDP per capita, economic growth
is no longer correlated with health outcomes; rather, the inequality in the distribution
of income directly correlates with disease burden (Pickett and Wilkinson 2015).

The efficiency of health care systems largely depends on how funds are collected,
allocated, pooled and finally used for the purchase of services.

The combination of these components determines how many resources will be
made available and how efficiently they will be used to achieve the desired results.

The macroeconomic framework of a country (including the quality and
effectiveness of its fiscal system) determines resources’ availability. Weaker economies
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have greater difficulty in bearing the costs of their health care systems and suffer most
from financial crises and the imposition of international provisions (Gurtner 2010).

Ideologically mandated “rigorous” one-fits-all austerity policies impose social
expenditure “cuts”, including to salaries, maintenance costs and investments.
As Geddes observes, “the undeclared objective” is to reduce the public services
supported through the State’s tax revenues, with the purely political aim of promoting
the privatization of services, to the benefit of private capital (Geddes 2018), in a
veritable “assault on universalism” (McKee and Stuckler 2011).

Dependence on out-of-pocket payments (OOPs) of services, introduce regressive
mechanisms in financing, constitute a barrier to access to needed care and generate
problems of financial protection. There is a very strong correlation between the level
of OOPs and the incidence of catastrophic and impoverishing health expenditures,
which are solely determined by the extent to which out-of-pocket payments absorb a
household’s financial resources (WHO 2020a).

Every year, more than 100 million people end up in poverty as a result of
direct spending on health care (Haider and Nibb 2017). When in need, people
without guarantees of access to care tend to turn to the much more expensive hospital
emergency services. In addition, they tend to be excluded from health promotion
and prevention activities that health services carry out.

In poor resource-settings, where health care providers tend to be inadequately
paid, user fees may constitute a major source of revenue for health workers, creating
perverse financial incentives (WHO 2020a).

Out-of-pocket health spending as a percentage of total health spending is highest
in lower-middle-income countries and tends to make up a smaller share of the total
health spending in upper-middle- and high-income countries (IHME 2019). However,
even in the European Union “too many patients [ . . . ] are facing financial hardships
as a result of healthcare costs” (Franklin 2017, p. 2) and, for some people, direct costs
act as a deterrent to the use of health services or to the continuity of care they cannot
afford. Others, in order to access needed care, have to cut spending on food, clothing
and housing. Unfortunately, since 2009, spending on direct payments in Europe has
grown faster than public spending, with a negative impact on the functioning of
health systems and the functioning of society in general, in terms of social cohesion
and economic development (Franklin 2017).

Fragmentation reduces health care systems’ efficiency, and systems based on
the private coverage and insurance market are the most inefficient, with the sharpest
increase in both public and private health expenditure (Unger and De Paepe 2019;
Geddes 2018), which obviously makes this approach the less sustainable one.
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Private insurance systems also promote over-diagnosis and induce health
consumerism, without benefits to the public sector even in terms of waiting lists’
reduction, use of services or cost reductions. Rather, cost-control is much more
problematic in systems where different providers compete, even disregarding the
negative impact on the equity of the system (Geddes 2018; Steendam et al. 2019).

In low-income countries, health services are largely dependent on development
assistance. Unfortunately, external financing is often also volatile and unpredictable,
making planning impossible. In addition, these funds are often tied to particular
activities or diseases, sometimes do not respond to local needs and nationally
established priorities and use autonomous management procedures and mechanisms
with unnecessary duplication and increased transaction costs, generating an
unsustainable administrative burden on already weak, resource-poor institutions
(Missoni et al. 2019). The steady increase in the number of public and private aid actors
and their profound diversity in terms of strategies and procedures, disregarding
internationally agreed alignment and harmonization strategies (OECD 2005), further
contribute to making aid inefficient and ineffective. Besides leading to an extreme and
unsustainable fragmentation of national systems, the growing number of new private
actors and public–private partnerships, pushed by the globalization of neoliberal
ideology, also undermine the WHO’s authority in directing and coordinating
international health activities, and thus its leading role in support of national
systems (Missoni et al. 2019; Ruger 2018).

6. Determinants That Affect Service Delivery

Both increases in demand and insufficient or inappropriate offers may affect
the capacity of a healthcare system to provide universal access to care, and the
sustainability of such a policy.

6.1. Demand

Besides demographic factors, the fil rouge that links multiple determinants of the
unsustainable increase in illness and, as a consequence, demand is the consumerism
inherent to the globalized capitalistic growth society, which is reflected in the multiple,
diverse, but interconnected pathways described below.

The steady increase in the world’s population and its progressive ageing are
among the main causes of increased demand for health services. Between 2015
and 2050, the proportion of the world’s population over 60 years of age will almost
double, from 12% to 22% (WHO 2018b).
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Ageing not only leads to a decline at the biological level, it is, in fact, associated
with a profound transformation of a person’s lifestyle, and often living conditions,
which, in turn, may contribute to the worsening of physical and mental health.
Although partly dependent on genetic factors, the health of elderly people is heavily
influenced by social, economic and environmental determinants, including the quality
of food, housing conditions and the consistency of family and community networks,
as well as life experiences since early childhood. In this sense, the social determinants
that affect young people today will influence the type and frequency of diseases in
the coming decades. Geriatric syndromes that characterize health conditions of the
elderly, i.e., complex multimorbidity, lead to a greater demand for health care and
require totally new care approaches (WHO 2018b).

The considerable increase in the global burden from chronic diseases cannot be
attributed exclusively to the ageing of the population. In fact, it affects all age groups
and almost all countries, with a much greater impact in poorer countries, which
are experiencing an epidemiological transition with a double burden of disease, i.e.,
both infectious diseases and chronic non-communicable diseases. Three quarters
of deaths from chronic diseases are recorded in low- and middle-income countries
(Haider and Nibb 2017).

While pandemics of old and new infectious diseases are seriously challenging
humanity, an “epidemic” of chronic diseases, especially heart disease and cancer,
observed since Second World War, clearly parallels the globalization of the western
societal and lifestyle model (Kesteloot 2004).

A society aiming at and measuring its success through sustained growth
requires a constant increase in consumption, no matter what is consumed and
no matter the impact on the environment and health, based on the conventional
wisdom that those are the unavoidable consequences of economic development
(Landrigan et al. 2018). To that end, agricultural and industrial production cycles
become faster, more resource-intensive and more contaminating, with the inexorable
impoverishment of natural resources and increased levels of pollution, which is
the largest environmental cause of disease and premature death in the world today
(Landrigan et al. 2018).

With the promise of high yields and reduced losses in the production, pesticides
and chemical fertilizers are massively promoted and used almost without control,
causing contamination of the soil, water, and air, with a direct health hazard for rural
workers and their families, and dangerous amounts of chemical residuals entering
the food-chain, including drinking water (Kennedy et al. 2004; Landrigan et al. 2018;
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Willett et al. 2019). The phases of food processing, packaging, transportation, and
storage are also significant contributors to food contamination (Rather et al. 2017).

Similarly, industrial production is still widely based on the use of energy from
fossil resources, contributing to high emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases,
and thus climatic change, as well as, in many cases, diffusion in the environment
of many other dangerous contaminants, with a direct impact on the health of the
population and an increase in health care expenditure in neighboring provinces
(Zeng and He 2019). Climate change, indissolubly linked to the dominant production
and consumption model, has an impact on health, with multiple interactions and
predictable, potentially catastrophic, irreversible epidemiological transformations
(Watts et al. 2017).

Extremely aggressive market strategies further push consumption. Worldwide,
supermarkets’ shelves are full of harmful food (processed foods with added sugar,
salt, preservatives and colorants; high-calorie drinks; etc.), alcohol and tobacco,
and other unhealthy or otherwise potentially harmful consumer products (such as
home and personal care), which all contribute to the dramatic increase in chronic
diseases such as obesity, metabolic diseases (first of all diabetes), respiratory diseases,
cardiovascular, neoplastic, and neurodegenerative and mental illnesses (Kennedy
et al. 2004; Landrigan et al. 2018; Willett et al. 2019).

In turn, consumption produces waste and a variety of pollutants, which, in most
cases, are not optimally disposed of. Among others, the presence of microplastics in
the food-chain, including treated tap- and bottled water, have raised considerable
concerns regarding their impact on human health (WHO 2019).

Overall, environmental factors account for between 25% and 33% of the global
burden of disease. A total of 83% of deaths are mediated by environmental
factors. Carcinogenetic chemicals can now be found at every level of the food
chain, in soils, groundwater and air emissions, and are widespread in a myriad
of household and personal care products to which people are exposed every day
(Haider and Nibb 2017).

The impact of pollutants on health is not limited to current generations. Besides
the environmental consequences of the unsustainable exploitation of natural resources
and the pollution of land, water and the atmosphere, many widely disseminated
pollutants have been shown to produce epigenetic changes which are transmitted
from one generation to the other, putting the health of future generations at risk
(Skinner et al. 2010).
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The ongoing commodification of water is the subject of growing concern in
relation to water security, as well as quality- and water-related diseases, besides the
maintenance of an unequitable status quo of inaccessibility. (Brisman et al. 2018).

Mental and relational pathologies (depression, suicide), and physical
pathologies deriving from the use of new technologies (reduced physical exercise,
pathologies of postural origin) are associated with globalized changes in lifestyle,
including “behavioural addictions” associated with “excessive use of the internet,
computers, smartphones and other electronic devices” which are also increasing
(WHO 2015, p. 5).

The direct and indirect impact of the ever-increasing global exposure to
electromagnetic fields on human health is widely underestimated and is a matter
of increasing concern, calling for the adoption of severe precautionary principles
(Bortkiewicz 2019).

Besides the pathological effects arising from the use of new technologies,
the global expansion of the Internet has an additional impact on the increase in
health demand. Social networks represent an easily accessible market of hundreds
of millions of users through direct-to-consumer advertising of the improper or
illegal use of often counterfeit medicines, with considerable health risks and an
inevitable increase in health expenditure. Direct advertising is the fastest growing
form of pharmaceutical marketing. Although only legal in the United States and
New Zealand, online forms of interaction now allow legal restrictions to be violated
everywhere (Liang and Mackey 2011).

Through disease-mongering strategies, i.e., creating patients, offering a distorted
perception of the severity of a condition or presenting a physiological condition as
pathological, the pharma industry induces the unnecessary consumption of drugs,
contributing to the increase in health expenditure (Doran and Henry 2008).

The health care system itself also contributes to its own unsustainability, being
one of the causes of the spread of antibiotic resistance, although 80% of antibiotic
consumption happens in the livestock industry. The General Assembly of the United
Nations, in 2016, warned against the potential re-emergence of diseases kept under
control for decades, and the risk of new catastrophic epidemics (IACG 2019).

6.2. The Offer

Increased demand may also come from within the health care system. It is
well known that, in the health sector, the increase in supply generates demand,
particularly in the absence of control mechanisms and in health systems mainly
based on private care. Particularly in developing countries, health care systems are
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highly fragmented and governments, which are mostly only in control of the public
sector, are not able to create appropriate mechanisms to regulate the private sector’s
activities and performance. Experience in the Americas shows that fragmentation
leads to difficulties in access to services, the poorer technical quality of services,
the irrational and inefficient use of resources, unnecessary increases in production
costs, and low user satisfaction with the services received (Montenegro et al. 2011).

On the other hand, health management in developing countries is inspired by
the theories and practices adopted in high-income countries, and tends to reflect
elements which are intimately linked to the technological, institutional and cultural
characteristics of those countries. Management and governance systems are often
imposed from above and are not consistent with the local context, while the “western”
model, dominated by neoliberal policies, has become the universally adopted
standard. In addition, we have been witnessing, for some time, a generalized attempt
to transfer the logic, culture and managerial tools of private enterprises to the public
sector, based on the unproven principle that market forces tend to generate better
results than bureaucratic and hierarchical mechanisms (Fattore and Tediosi 2011).

Health, and health systems, is increasingly at the mercy of market dynamics.
The commercialization of health care further contributes to the fragmentation of
health systems, with resources being taken away from the public system to the
advantage of the private system, with obvious discrimination in terms of the access to
and quality of services, and even the exclusion of important sections of the population
from access to both curative and preventive care (UNRISD 2007).

The lack of, or limited access to, adequate health care services (sometimes
with paradoxical situations where family income is insufficient to afford private
insurance, and not low enough to receive public assistance), pushes population
groups with sufficient economic resources to travel for the purpose of receiving
medical care at lower costs, engaging in so-called “Medical Tourism”. While
medical tourism is seen as an opportunity for economic returns in the recipient
countries, eventually, many authors would agree that, for those countries, health
tourism is a source of increased inequalities, possible overall healthcare cost increases
and an additional push-factor for the migration of the health workforce from the
public to the private sector, even without considering the risks for patient-tourists
(related to travel, medical–surgical intervention, the course and post-operative care)
(Hopkins et al. 2010).

It is paradoxical, and ethically unacceptable, to consider medical tourism as an
opportunity that should be encouraged to reduce the national health expenditure of
the originating countries, arguing, for example, that “If only 10 percent of the top
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50 low-risk treatments were performed abroad, the U.S. health care system would
save about $1.4 billion annually” (Herrick 2007, p. 28), without worrying about the
negative effects on the destination health care systems.

While technological innovation can contribute, among others, to promoting
healthy behaviour, supporting home care, and facilitating more accurate diagnoses
and better therapeutic responses, it is not always real progress and can create
sustainability problems. Industry introduces new technologies responding to
expectations of return on an investment, independently from the real therapeutic
advantage they may offer (Thimbleby 2013). The health sector is also often prey
to “planned obsolescence” as a market strategy by which manufacturers induce
the replacement of equipment with new models that bring nothing substantive in
terms of diagnostic or therapeutic results, aiming instead to create dependence on
accessories and consumables (Rosenthal 2014). Most innovations tend to increase
care costs, rather than reduce them, without a parallel increase in performance
(Geddes 2018). What is too-often lacking is good management of existing technology
and an adequate maintenance culture, an often-forgotten aspect in infrastructural
and technological aid projects in low-income countries.

Over-prescription is another cause of increases in health care costs.
Geddes (2018), for example, warns against “periodic check-ups”, which are
often promoted as part of well-designed market strategies in the biomedical
industry, but have “no effect in reducing diseases and deaths from either cancer
or cardiovascular disease”, rather leading to an increase in diagnoses and
“incidentalomas”, with consequent risks related to further investigation.

The abuse of medicine, technologies and services, including ineffective or
inappropriate use, is also linked to the culture and choices of prescribers (often under
the marketing pressure of manufacturers and pharmaceutical representatives), patient
requests (induced by misleading and increasingly pervasive advertising), conflicts
of interest, fragmentation of levels of care leading to the repetition of clinical
investigation, and remuneration criteria for facilities and professionals (Geddes 2018).

7. Making Health Systems Sustainable

The incompatibility between the planet’s finite space and resources and the
consumerist imperative of our global growth-society, as well as the impact on
the health of the latter and the need for “degrowth”, have been widely described
(Missoni 2015).

Despite its contradictions (such as the oxymoron of “sustained sustainable
growth”), which should be corrected, the implementation of Agenda 2030 and its
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universal sustainability goals represents an opportunity to avoid disaster. Indeed,
pursuing “health and well-being for all and for all ages” (SDG 3) could make a
fundamental contribution to the achievement of several other SDGs, including that
of economic growth (Kieny et al. 2017). However, health-for-all in general, and the
achievement of “universal access to essential quality healthcare services” in particular,
are subject to the achievement of many other SDGs, where progress seems to be
halting (UN 2019).

Despite the extraordinary international commitment, the necessary change in
direction cannot yet be perceived. In the previous sections, we have tried to highlight
how global determinants interact with the different components of national health
systems, interfering with their sustainability and the achievement of the UHC goal.
Below, some corrective actions are identified to promote the resilience of the system.

7.1. Steering and Governance

Intervention in the global determinants that act on the governance of the health
system requires a solid alliance between public stakeholders, through all levels of the
system, from the local (civil society organizations and grassroot movements), to the
national and supranational (e.g., the EU), to the global (international institutions, in
particular the WHO), both for the promotion of good practice and the prioritization
of health in all public policies (economic, industrial, agricultural, social, etc.), when
needed through regulatory interventions to control market forces that push in the
opposite direction (Missoni 2015).

To this end, the WHO should be re-empowered and use all its authority to
push public health needs and priorities in the political agenda of other sectors and
initiatives, e.g., in trade negotiations, at both global and regional levels (Missoni
2015). The systematic application of the Health Impact Assessment (HIA) (WHO
1999) to all public policies would allow for the timely correction of legislative projects,
plans and programs that do not respect that priority and may have negative health
outcomes. Today, HIAs are implemented mostly as a section of the environmental,
social and health impact assessment (ESHIA) of industrial projects (e.g., in the
extractive industry), and are mostly implemented to meet a regulatory or statutory
requirement. Instead, policy proposals should be subject to HIA with a wider societal
scope, adopting a social view of health approaches and being used as a mechanism
to address the potential health inequities that they may generate (Harris-Roxas and
Harris 2011).
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7.2. Ensuring the Right Human Resources and Access to Medical Products and Technology

It is essential to radically rethink health workers’ curricula. They should be
exposed to community health from the very beginning of their studies, and made
aware of the role of socioeconomic and related social factors in shaping health. Their
knowledge and experience should be consistently linked and relevant to local realities,
as well as inspired by values of social solidarity and service, with people at the
centre. Health professionals should be trained in the use of socially, culturally and
economically appropriate technologies, and be guided by the needs of the population
and the early correction of determinants with a negative impact on health.

Applying the WHO Code for the International Recruitment of Health Personnel
(WHO 2010a) to address the shortage of health workers and their distribution will
not be enough in the absence of an in-depth review of policies and investments aimed
at aligning health workers’ competences (knowledge, experience, motivation, values)
to the context and needs of the population they are intended to serve, rather than
investing in, and even increasing resources for, the perpetuation of a flawed system.

Similarly, it will be necessary to find the right incentives for the research
and development of technologies to serve the health of the population, rather
than the economic interests of investors. The market follows the consumer, and
“corporate social responsibility” also responds, to a large extent, to consumers’ choices.
In the provision of health care, the main customer is often the State. In this case,
the choices that decision-makers at different levels of the health system will be able
to make in order to orient and regulate medical consumption and innovation will be
particularly relevant.

7.3. Financing

Although there is no single formula for universal coverage, ensuring fairness
in individual contributions and equity in access to services are essential to protect
individuals from the risk of financial hardship due to the costs of health services.

To ensure fairness, individual contributions should be based on progressivity, i.e.,
increasing in rate as the base increases with the economic capacity of the contributor.
This is a common characteristic of many fiscal systems, thus of health care systems
that are financed through general taxation, an approach that many countries with
large sectors of informal economy and/or weak fiscal systems cannot adopt, meaning
that they need to recur to alternative mechanisms and sources to finance their public
health care systems.

Besides a stable increase in the resources allocated to the health system, universal
access to care requires greater use of advance payment mechanisms and a parallel
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reduction in the dependence on out-of-pocket payments for services, which are
typically regressive and thus unfair (Haider and Nibb 2017). To increase efficiency,
reduce inequalities and promote equity, it will be mandatory to reduce systems’
fragmentation, merging collecting institutions, and, above all, pooling risk as widely
as possible across the population.

The quality of financial and administrative management systems is also a
further element in this direction (Evans and Antunes 2011). Stepping away from
healthcare privatization policies is also essential to reduce inequality and costs,
increase quality, efficiency and public control, and optimize the use of the health
workforce (Steendam et al. 2019).

Certainly, to be sustainable, health systems need to be guided by long-term
strategies that include investment in the development of adequate managerial
approaches, simplification of processes, the appropriate use of ICT and a strengthened
administrative capacity, in order to free up energy and human resources for care
functions, reduce administrative complexity, and ensure proper monitoring of
activities and costs and a reduction in waste (Geddes 2018). In this sense, integrated
national health systems allow for considerable economies of scale and greater
efficiency, in this as well as in terms of planning, procedural and technological
standardization, and the centralization of procurement (Montenegro et al. 2011).

Given the globalization of health industries (pharmaceutical, insurance, etc.),
global regulatory mechanisms and coordination are equally essential (Geddes 2018).

In countries where external aid plays a significant role, it is fundamental that
funding, in addition to being increased, becomes more predictable (with long-term
commitment), less fragmented and respectful of the well-known principles of aid
effectiveness (ownership, alignment and harmonization) (OECD 2005). When feasible,
General Budget Support initiatives and Sector-Wide Approach programs with the
establishment of joint funds in support of sound national health plans are among the
best options (Missoni et al. 2019).

7.4. Health Services

The response of the health care system to demographic changes (population
growth and ageing) can only be through adaptation. The increased demand deriving
from the ageing of the population, with its corollary of chronic and multi-morbidity
diseases, calls for a rethinking of the model of care, and even of socialization, which
can be implemented in the short- to medium-term. The active social integration
of disabled and elderly people should be promoted as much as possible. In more
advanced countries, experiences which are alternative to the conventional social
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organization (e.g., unifamilial home), such as extended families, life-communities,
the sharing of living spaces (co-housing) and resources, offer opportunities to
reconsider intergenerational experiences of solidarity, which are valid alternatives
to the hospitalization and institutionalization of people with reduced autonomy
(Missoni 2015). Naturally, such an approach also requires an investment in the
development of new skills.

People and communities, with their own specific needs and problems, should
be the focus of any system whose goal is health and wellbeing. A people-centred
approach implies framing access to health care as a right and requires changes in
both culture and society.

Universal access can only be guaranteed through a Primary Health Care
approach, which was already indicated in 1978 as the strategy to ensure “Health for all
by the year 2000”, but which was immediately opposed and replaced by the selective
approach that has contributed everywhere to weakened health systems (Missoni
et al. 2019). Primary care must link the community and the rest of the health care
system, i.e., it must be the basic element of a care system, which links social protection
and support to health care and is organized according to well-connected levels of
complexity and intensity of care that are able to provide appropriate responses at
the most appropriate level. Pathways of integration among different policy fields,
including health, social protection and urban regeneration, have been promoted and
encouraged to address societal changes, particularly in more deprived urban areas
(De Vidovich 2020). Linking the health care system to community social networks
(volunteering, self-help groups, self-managed centers, etc.) and involving the patient
as an active player in the care processes is also part of the Chronic Care Model (CCM),
and its further development also responds to this need (Wagner et al. 2001).

In many countries, primary care is a natural hub for the integration of Traditional
and Complementary Medicine (T&CM) with national health systems. This integration
has been advocated since the 1970s to improve primary care access and health
outcomes by increasing the availability of services as an additional point of contact and
a clear contribution to pathways toward UHC (Lee Park and Canaway 2019). However,
in many cases, a lack of support or frank opposition from central governments,
institutions, medical organizations, and the biomedical industry represented an
obstacle in that direction. The considerable worldwide use of T&CM, both in
industrialized countries (Unites States, 42%; Australia, 48%; France, 49%; Canada,
70%) and less advanced economies (Chile, 71%; Colombia, 40%; up to 80% in African
countries), should suggest the need to bring traditional medicine “into the mainstream
of health care, appropriately, effectively, and above all, safely” (WHO 2018a, p. 1).
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Today the connection between primary care and a higher level of complexity
may take advantage of new information and communication technologies (e-health,
m-health, big-data, social networks, etc.); however, these also require guidance,
regulation and organization within the health system for their optimization.
The digital revolution of the health system is, in fact, a “Tsunami” directed by
“numerous, powerful and intelligent forces and actors” with an “immense thirst
for technological and economic conquest” (Comtesse 2017). Health systems are not
prepared to face this challenge. Due to its transnational dimension, the response
needs a phenomenal commitment to global analysis and direction. In general, a
systemic approach to new technologies is still missing almost everywhere, and the
projects described in the literature refer almost exclusively to pilot experiences that
seem to lack systematization. The WHO itself states that: “For eHealth to play its full
role in helping health systems achieve UHC a sound legal framework is required”,
which is obviously still missing (WHO, p. 6).

In general, the focus must be shifted from treatment to primary prevention,
from the hospital to the community—now also the virtual one—where the disease
originates. Therefore, first of all, policies and interventions are needed aimed at
improving the daily living and working conditions of the population (housing,
workplace, public spaces, transport, recreational and sports facilities, etc.), as well as
policies aiming to “tackle the inequitable distribution of power money and resources”
(CSDH 2008, pp. 108–109). Interventions at the community level involve local
and national responsibilities and public policies, which should prioritize health
and inevitably involve multiple sectors and authorities outside the health sector.
Nevertheless, the role of the choices made at the international level to promote and
support national and local initiatives should not be underestimated.

The control of internet-mediated activities on health and health consumption
necessarily requires international synergies, as national laws are easily circumvented
on the web, making global measures urgent (Liang and Mackey 2011).

The primary (i.e., immunization) and secondary prevention (i.e., screening and
early detection) programs offered by health services are of great importance. However,
policy decisions should always consider risks in terms of safety, effectiveness and
possible risks.

In the long-term, the reduction in demand due to chronic diseases can only
derive from interventions for systemic determinants, for example, through laws and
regulations that impose (e.g., through restrictions, taxes and other disincentives)
the internalization of the social costs of production cycles, practices, services and
products that are harmful to health, which are otherwise transferred to the community,
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while incentivizing the accessibility (wide availability, lower costs, etc.) of healthy
products and services. Unfortunately, this type of intervention clashes with strong
interests and requires considerable courage and political will. Health education
campaigns aimed at promoting the change in individual behaviors (stopping smoking,
reducing the consumption of alcohol or sugar, doing more exercise, consuming
healthy food, etc.) are an easier alternative (politically and socially less problematic),
but considerably less effective (Swinburn et al. 2011). At the local level, changes
in consumption patterns and behavior can greatly benefit from the initiatives of
single groups and communities. Instead, at a global level, only a strong connection,
through national and transnational networks of civil society organizations, and their
cooperation with international institutions, particularly the WHO by mandating “the
directing and coordinating authority on international health work”, will generate the
alliance which is necessary to combat the “globalization of unhealthy lifestyles” and
oppose “the commercial interests of powerful economic operators” (Chan 2013).

8. Conclusions

Despite good intentions, the achievement of SDGs seems to move further away
every year: “At the current pace, around 500 million people could remain in extreme
poverty by 2030. Global hunger is on the rise. Violent conflicts, climate change,
gender disparities, and persistent inequalities are undermining efforts to achieve the
SDGs” (Steiner 2019, p. 1). The COVID-19 pandemic is an additional, unprecedented
wake-up call.

More than ever, the achievement of the universal and indivisible SDGs set by
Agenda 2030 represents a considerable challenge for health systems worldwide.

UHC is a central goal for the health sector in the wider context of SDG 3.
However, the feasibility and sustainability of universal access is heavily dependent
on the intertwined actions of multiple and diverse forces and determinants acting at
various levels, with global determinants playing an enormous role. Thus, pursuing
“health and wellbeing for all at all ages” will require strong intersectoral collaboration
and pushing the health priority into all public policies. The success of Agenda 2030
undoubtedly rests on the respect of the principle of indivisibility of the SDGs.

From the examples proposed in this paper, it should be evident that the main
“cause of causes” of the unsustainability of the UHC target, and of SDG 3 as a whole,
is the dominant neoliberal, market-oriented societal model. As a consequence of its
indivisibility, the same overarching determinant hampers the success of the whole
Agenda 2030.
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The scientists who wrote the report commissioned by the Club of Rome were
“convinced that realization of the quantitative restraints of the world environment
and of the tragic consequences of an overshoot is essential to the initiation of new
forms of thinking that will lead to a fundamental revision of human behavior and, by
implication, of the entire fabric of present-day society” and called for a “basic change
of values and goals at individual, national, and world levels” (Meadows et al. 1972,
pp. 189–190). Today, evidence of the correctness of that analysis and forecast makes
that radical economic and social transformation imperative (Turner 2014).

The (un)sustainability of the UHC target and SDG 3 may be a good indicator
of the limits of the Agenda 2030 in the absence of a paradigmatic shift toward a
more inclusive, cooperative, equitable and ecological human society, where nobody
is left behind.
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Transitioning to Good Health and
Well-Being: The Essential Role
of Breastfeeding

Colin Binns, Mi Kyung Lee and Jane Scott

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, there have been major improvements in the health of
the citizens of most countries in our world. World infant mortality fell from 160
deaths under 12 months per 1000 live births in 1950, to 41 in 2016. There are still
wide discrepancies between the regions with the highest infant mortality (West
and Central Africa; 95 per 1000 live births) and the lowest (Western Europe;
4 per 1000 live births) rates (UNICEF 2017). There are also variations between
countries and within the districts of countries. In the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) 2018 progress report on SDG 3 Ensure healthy lives and promote
well-being for all at all ages, the UN stated that, while the quality of global health
is increasing, “people are still suffering needlessly from preventable diseases,
both infectious and non-communicable, “and too many are dying prematurely”
(United Nations Economic and Social Council 2019).

Promoting, and achieving, the World Health Organization (WHO) goals for
breastfeeding is essential for achieving SDG 3. The WHO recommends “mothers
worldwide to exclusively breastfeed infants for the child’s first six months to achieve
optimal growth, development and health. Thereafter, they should be given nutritious
complementary foods and continue breastfeeding up to the age of two years or
beyond” (World Health Organization 2011). These recommendations are consistent
with the historical cultural practices of all societies, and the promotion of breastfeeding
is a return to a pre-commercial era.

Breastmilk provides complete nutrition for an infant, supporting optimal
growth and development, for the first six months of life, and protects against some
childhood diseases and some chronic disease later in life (Horta and Victora 2013).
Physiologically, almost all mothers can breastfeed, and sometimes grandmothers
or relatives can re-lactate to feed an infant if a mother is prevented from doing so
by illness. In some lower–middle income countries (LMICs), such as the Maldives
and Papua New Guinea, most all mothers initiate breastfeeding with rates of
almost 100% (Binns 1976; Raheem et al. 2014). Some Scandinavian countries have
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almost reached this level and, in Denmark, rates of initiation of 99% have been
reported (Maastrup et al. 2019). With the help of family, the health system and society,
and a supportive environment, high rates of breastfeeding are possible for all mothers.
There are, of course, a few situations where breastfeeding is not possible (World
Health Organization 2009). These situations include seriously ill, low birthweight
infants and some maternal and infant infections. Many of these infants benefit from
expressed breastmilk, or the feeding of breastmilk can be commenced later.

The aim of this review is to demonstrate the central role that the promotion of
breastfeeding has to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.

2. Materials and Methods

This review was based on a search of the English language literature using
the keywords ‘breastfeeding’, ‘sustainability’ and ‘infant feeding guidelines’. The
Web of Science, Science Direct and PubMed databases were used with no time
restrictions. All studies on the importance of breastfeeding are limited by the ethical
restraints of undertaking research on infants in such a critical field (Binns et al. 2017).
Most studies are, therefore, observational in nature, but the accumulation of evidence
over many studies reassures of the benefits of breastfeeding for infants, their mothers
and society.

3. Results: Sustainable Development Goal 3 Specific Targets

Specific targets have been set within each of the Sustainable Development
Goals, including specific health targets for SDG 3 (World Health Organization 2017).
The promotion of breastfeeding will contribute to most of these targets, in conjunction
with other health interventions.

3.1. Reduce Global Maternal Mortality

By 2030, reduce the global maternal mortality ratio to less than 70 per 100,000
live births (World Health Organization 2017).

The global maternal mortality rate has fallen in recent years, from an
estimated 451,000 maternal deaths in 2000 to 295,000 in 2017. The maternal
mortality ratio is now 211 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births (World Health
Organization 2019a). This is a continuing public health tragedy that means that
an estimated 808 mothers are dying in childbirth every day. The global lifetime
risk of maternal mortality for a 15-year-old girl in 2017 was estimated at 1 in 190.
During the period 2012–2017, almost 80% of live births worldwide occurred with the
assistance of skilled health personnel, up from 62% in 2000 to 2005 (United Nations
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2019). Early initiation of breastfeeding, as advocated in the Baby Friendly Hospital
Initiative, raises oxytocin levels after delivery, causing the contraction of the uterus,
and may reduce post-partum hemorrhage (Sentilhes et al. 2016; WHO UNICEF 2018).
This would have a particular benefit in LMICs of reducing post-partum hemorrhage,
which continues to be an important cause of maternal deaths, particularly where
deliveries occur away from well-equipped facilities.

3.2. Reduce Neonatal Mortality

By 2030, end preventable deaths of newborns and children under 5 years of age,
with all countries aiming to reduce neonatal mortality to at least as low as 12 per
1000 live births and under-5 mortality to at least as low as 25 per 1000 live births
(World Health Organization 2017).

The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) project found that 6.64 million deaths of
children and adolescents occurred in 2017 (GBD 2019). In 2018, worldwide, 5.3 million,
85% of deaths among children, occurred in the first five years of life and 2.5 million
(47%) in the first month of life (UNICEF 2019b). While this is a reduction on previous
decades, it is still a huge public health burden. Infectious diseases remain the leading
cause of preventable deaths for children under the age of 5 years. Lower respiratory
tract infections (15%), diarrheal diseases (8%) and malaria (5%) are the leading causes
of death globally among children under the age of 5 (UNICEF 2019b; Walker et
al. 2013). Infants and children with undernutrition are particularly vulnerable to
infections, and nutrition-related factors contribute to about 45% of deaths in children
under 5 years of age (UNICEF 2019b).

In the original WHO monograph on nutrition and infection by Scrimshaw et al.,
the authors described the importance of breastfeeding on infant survival: “the fate of
newborn infants in many pre-industrial areas seems to depend largely on whether
they are breastfed or not - either they are nursed or they die” (Scrimshaw et al. 1968).
The importance of exclusive breastfeeding for six months to reduce infant mortality
was demonstrated in the classic WHO Collaborative Study, which demonstrated
higher odds, as high as 6.0, of death before six months of age for infants who were
not breastfed (WHO Collaborative Group 2000). In a review at the beginning of
the millennium for UNICEF, exclusive breastfeeding during the first 6 months of
life was found to have the single largest potential impact on child mortality of any
preventive intervention (Jones et al. 2003). In this review, Level One evidence found
that exclusive breastfeeding prevented infant deaths from diarrheal disease, lower
respiratory tract disease and neonatal sepsis (Jones et al. 2003). In the PROBIT
study, a postnatal breastfeeding intervention increased breastfeeding rates and
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reduced gastro-intestinal infections in infants (Kramer et al. 2001). Numerous
studies and reviews have demonstrated the reduction in infectious diseases and
hospital admissions of infants who are breastfed in countries at all levels of economic
development (Horta and Victora 2013; Nguyen et al. 2020; U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services 2011). The GBD study noted the importance of sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), a condition for which exclusive breastfeeding offers some
protection. A pooled data analysis of SIDS and breastfeeding found a reduction
of 50% for infants breastfed for more than two months (Thompson et al. 2017).

Breastfeeding, according to the WHO recommendations, will result in a major
reduction in the number of deaths under the age of 12 months by at least 820,000 each
year (Rollins et al. 2016). It is also estimated that up to 50% of neonatal infant deaths
could be averted if breastfeeding is initiated within the first hour of birth (Khan et al.
2015). In LMICs, an estimated 13% of all child deaths could be prevented if optimal
breastfeeding levels are achieved (Nkoka et al. 2019).

The mechanism for the effectiveness of breastmilk in protecting against
infections includes the composition of breastmilk with antibodies, non-specific
immune factors and cellular components. An important mechanism for the
prevention of infectious disease is the establishment of the microbiome. Breastmilk
contains prebiotics and probiotics, and exclusive breastfeeding results in a ‘healthy’
microbiome. The microbiome of exclusively breastfed infants contains a higher
proportion of Bifidobacteria and Lactobacillus spp., compared to formula-fed infants.
These species are protective against gastrointestinal infections (Dong and Gupta
2019). The hormonal changes of breastfeeding contribute to the beneficial effects of
breastfeeding on ovarian and breast cancers, and to birth spacing (Binns et al. 2016;
Smith and Harvey 2011).

Additionally, breastfeeding reduces the risk of mortality in children under 5 years
of age through its effect on birth spacing. Breastfeeding exerts a natural contraceptive
effect by suppressing ovulation and delaying the return of menstruation, leading to
increased birth spacing and fewer children (Sundhagen 2009). The risk of stunting,
anemia, and mortality is higher among the children born to women with a higher
number of births and short birth intervals.

Achievement of the SDG 3.2 target would require an annual reduction of
approximately 1.5 million deaths of children under 12 months of age. At least 50% of
this target could be realized by feeding infants according to the WHO Guidelines
(Victora et al. 2016).
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3.3. End Specified Epidemics

By 2030, end the epidemics of aids, tuberculosis, malaria and neglected
tropical diseases and combat hepatitis, water-borne diseases and other
communicable diseases (World Health Organization 2017).

Breastfeeding offers some protection against diarrheal diseases, reducing the
rates by approximately 65% (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2011).
It is not known if breastfeeding provides any protection against AIDS, malaria and
tuberculosis, but partial protection is insufficient, and other public health measures
are required. The WHO recommends that mothers known to be HIV-infected
should be provided with lifelong antiretroviral therapy or antiretroviral prophylaxis
interventions to reduce HIV transmission through breastfeeding. Mothers known
to be HIV-infected (and whose infants are HIV-uninfected or of unknown HIV
status) should exclusively breastfeed their infants for the first six months of life,
introducing appropriate complementary foods thereafter, and then continuing to
breastfeed (similar to the general population) (World Health Organization 2019b).
Partial breastfeeding in the first six months of life provides inadequate protection
against the vertical transmission of HIV from mother to child (Coutsoudis and Rollins
2003). Climate change will increase the global geographic spread and the incidence of
many infectious diseases (Ahdoot et al. 2015; Philipsborn and Chan 2018). In infants
and children, breastfeeding is important in protecting against infections, and making
populations more resilient to such changes in the longer term (Lee and Binns 2019).

3.4. Reduce Premature Mortality from Non-Communicable Diseases

By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-communicable diseases
through prevention and treatment, and promote mental health and well-being
(World Health Organization 2017).

Improving breastfeeding rates has a role in the long-term prevention of
non-communicable diseases. Within the time frame of the SDGs, breastfeeding
can reduce the rates of some non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in mothers, and,
generally, the effect is proportional to the total amount of time spent breastfeeding.
Breastfeeding reduces the rates of ovarian cancer, premenopausal breast cancer and
Type II diabetes (Gunderson et al. 2015; Scoccianti et al. 2015; Shield et al. 2018;
Su et al. 2013; Victora et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2004). A review of six cohort studies
with 273,961 mothers found that the relative risk of developing diabetes for the
highest duration of breastfeeding versus the lowest was 0.68 (95% CI = 0.57–0.82),
reflecting a strong association between breastfeeding duration and lower rates of
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diabetes (Aune et al. 2014). Mothers who have breastfed may lose weight more
rapidly after pregnancy and are less likely to be obese (Snyder et al. 2019). In a
long-term follow up of overweight mothers, those who exclusively breastfed for
four or more months and continued breastfeeding for 12 or more months were on
average 8 kg lighter six years later compared to mothers who had not breastfed
their infants (Sharma et al. 2014; Tahir et al. 2019). Breastfeeding reduces the risk
of subsequent cardiovascular disease in mothers, by about 10% (Nguyen et al.
2017; Peters et al. 2017). The Women’s Health Initiative Study (n = 139 681) found
that a lifetime history of more than 12 months lactation resulted in a reduction of
hypertension (OR = 0.88), diabetes (OR = 0.80), hyperlipidemia (Or = 0.81) and
cardiovascular disease (OR = 0.91) (Schwarz et al. 2009). A follow-up of the European
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition prospective cohort (n = 322,972) found that
mothers who had breastfed an infant had a reduced risk of dying over the following
decade (OR = 0.92) (Merritt et al. 2015). The rate of perinatal depression is lower in
mothers who continue breastfeeding (Xu et al. 2014; Yusuff et al. 2015).

The roots of non-communicable diseases lie in early life nutrition. The promotion
of breastfeeding to meet the WHO guidance and appropriate nutrition during the
first 1000 days of existence will result in a reduction in chronic disease later in life.
Infants who are breastfed have lower rates of obesity. Other chronic diseases that are
reduced by breastfeeding include diabetes (both type 1 and type 2), hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, hyperlipidemia, some types of cancer and inflammatory
bowel disease and related digestive system disorders (Ananthakrishnan et al. 2018;
Binns et al. 2016).

The role of the human microbiome in health and disease is being increasingly
recognized. Breastfeeding has an important role in establishing a healthy microbiome,
and this contributes to the reduced prevalence of chronic disease through the
developmental origins of health and disease process (Stiemsma and Michels 2018).

3.5. Strengthen the Prevention and Treatment of Substance Abuse

Strengthen the prevention and treatment of substance abuse, including narcotic
drug abuse and harmful use of alcohol (World Health Organization 2017).

The use of alcohol, tobacco products and other drugs is contra-indicated during
breastfeeding, and this advice is given in public health guidelines for infant feeding
(Binns et al. 2018; National Health and Medical Research Council 2013).
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3.6. Halve Global Road Traffic Deaths and Injuries

By 2020, halve the number of global deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents
(World Health Organization 2017).

Not applicable to breastfeeding.

3.7. Universal Access to Sexual and Reproductive Health-Care Services

By 2030, ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health-care services,
including for family planning, information and education, and the integration
of reproductive health into national strategies and programmes (World Health
Organization 2017).

Appropriate birth spacing results in healthier mothers and improved
breastfeeding outcomes. Teenage mothers are less likely to breastfeed and to
have a shorter duration of breastfeeding than older mothers (Kanhadilok et al. 2016).
Postponing the age of reproduction until adulthood will improve the health of
mothers and infants, and this highlights the need to make sexual health services
available to this age group.

Temporary contraception for new mothers whose monthly bleeding has not
returned requires exclusive or full breastfeeding day and night of an infant less
than 6 months old and may be 98–99% effective (Tucker et al. 2011; World Health
Organization 2018a).

3.8. Universal Health Coverage

Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to
quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective, quality and affordable
essential medicines and vaccines for all (World Health Organization 2017).

Universal health care provides the opportunity for mothers and fathers to attend
health services and obtain education needed before birth. After birth mothers need
appropriate treatment and advice on the best ways to continue breastfeeding if
complications occur, such as mastitis. On the 30th anniversary of the Convention of
the Rights of the Child the UNICEF Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food issued a
report stating that support for breastfeeding, as implied in Article 18, is consistent
with the legal obligations most countries have committed to, by their ratification of
the Convention, which includes obligations to protect children’s right to a healthy
food environment (United Nations Children’s Fund and United Nations Special
Rapporteur on the Right to Food 2018).
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Breastfeeding will reduce the demand on health services as infants; children
and adults are less likely to require health service treatment (see above). For mothers,
breastfeeding reduces the rates of a significant number of diseases, reducing overall
demand and enabling expansion to unreached areas and releasing resources for
promoting and supporting breastfeeding.

3.9. Reduce Death and Illness from Hazardous Chemicals, Pollution and Contamination

By 2030, substantially reduce the number of deaths and illnesses from hazardous
chemicals and air, water and soil pollution and contamination (World Health
Organization 2017).

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) have been of environmental and health
concern for more than half a century. The only two countries with long temporal
trend studies are Japan and Sweden. In most cases, the trends show decreasing
concentrations of POPs in mothers’ milk (Fang et al. 2015). Plastic infant feeding
bottles have been shown to release bisphenol A and S into infant formula
(Russo et al. 2018; Walker et al. 2011). Obviously, breastfeeding is the simplest
way to avoid this problem.

4. Breastfeeding and the Other SDGs

The Sustainable Development Goals are an integrated whole, and Goal 3 should
be considered along with the other 16 goals. Increasing breastfeeding is essential to
achieving Goal 3 of the SDGs. Breastfeeding will also make a major contribution to
achieving other goals:

• SDG 1: No Poverty. There is a strong link between health and economic
development. Gallardo-Albarran has examined progress in the 20th century
and demonstrated that improving health has contributed to a narrowing of the
income gap between countries (Gallardo-Albarran 2018). In a large long-term
cohort study, breastfeeding was associated with improved performance in
intelligence tests three decades later, and there was an association between
breastfeeding and increased educational attainment and income in adulthood
(Victora et al. 2015).

• SDG 2: Zero Hunger. Breastmilk, while providing the optimal source of nutrition
for infants, and substantial benefits for mother, is also substantially cheaper
than the available alternative, which is commercial infant formula. Breastmilk
represents a valuable lost ‘natural’ resource when replaced with formula. It was
estimated that, in 2012, the total potential value of breastmilk in the USA was 110
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billion USD, but 2/3 of this is lost due to sub-optimal breastfeeding (Smith 2013).
The total world milk formula sales grew by 40.8% from 5.5 to 7.8kg/infant/child
in the period 2008–2013, and is projected to grow at the rate of 9% per annum
over the next decade (Allied Market Research 2017; Baker et al. 2016).

• SDG 4: Education. There is increasing evidence that breastfeeding also confers
long-term benefits to the infant, not only in health and disease, but also in the
development of human capabilities (Horta 2019; Strom et al. 2019). Children
who have been breastfed will have, on average, a slightly higher IQ and be
healthier, including being less likely to be obese. These factors will improve
education performance.

• SDG 5: End Discrimination against Women. Promoting breastfeeding should
prevent 20,000 deaths of mothers from breast cancer annually (Aryeetey et al.
2018; Victora et al. 2016). As part of the strategies to enable breastfeeding,
the provision of paid parental leave should be expanded (Heymann et al. 2017).
Mothers are often unable to continue breastfeeding their infants after their
return to work, but there are many strategies to make this easier for them
(Lakati et al. 2002).

• SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth. Breastfed infants had improved
cognitive development (higher IQ), and this appears to be dose-related. They are
also healthier, and the advantage of better health persists into adulthood.
When they reach adulthood, a large cohort study documented higher incomes
in breastfed infants (Straub et al. 2016; Victora et al. 2015). In situations when
infants are fed formula, the cost and time spent in preparation impose significant
burdens on a family (Siregar et al. 2018; Smith 2019; Walters et al. 2019).

• SDG 9: Reduced Inequality. The breastfeeding of all infants will assist in reducing
inequality. Where artificial infant formula is promoted and available, poorer
families may purchase cheaper varieties, over dilute the formula to reduce costs
or use contaminated water supplies. In recent years, there have been instances
of contamination of infant formula and shortages of supplies (Qiu et al. 2010;
Xin and Stone 2008). It is difficult (but not impossible) for mothers to resume
breastfeeding, and in the case of the Chinese contamination, parents spent large
amounts of money buying formula that had been imported from high income
countries. Food security for infants and young children is not possible without
high rates of breastfeeding (Salmon 2015).

• SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and Production. The alternative to breastmilk
is the use of infant formula, which is usually based on dairy milk production.
The carbon footprint of milk production is high and manufacture into infant
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formula requires large quantities of potable water in the order of 4000 L of water
for one kg of formula milk powder (Clune et al. 2017; Hagemann et al. 2011;
Karlsson et al. 2019; Rollins et al. 2016). If access to pure water is difficult, and it
may become more difficult with climate change, using formula can be very
dangerous. The cost of less than optimal breastfeeding is substantial, due to the
increase in child and maternal morbidity and mortality (Bartick and Reinhold
2010; Bartick et al. 2013). The loss of productivity due to the lower level of
cognitive development in infants who are not breastfed is estimated at 302 billion
USD annually, or 0.49% of world gross national income (Rollins et al. 2016).

5. Disaster Management and Breastfeeding

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) include 169 targets used to
monitor achievements. The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNISDR) has identified 25 targets related to disaster risk reduction in 10 of the
17 SDGs (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015). Unfortunately,
with the effects of climate change becoming more prominent, the number and
severity of natural disasters is increasing. It is important that, in any disaster
situation requiring the provision of food, the breastfeeding of infants and young
children receives early attention. If it is at all possible for mothers to continue to
breastfeed, they should be encouraged as much as possible, in order to minimize
infant morbidity. The provision of emergency supplies of infant formula in disaster
situations should be carefully managed to avoid permanent changes to infant
feeding patterns. Only high-quality infant formula in plain packaging should be
used to avoid advertising and breaching the International Code of Marketing of
Breast-Milk Substitutes (the ‘BMS Code’) (WHO 1981; World Health Organization
2018b). The promotion of breastfeeding and feeding mothers (water and food) will
be more sustainable and provide better health outcomes than distributing infant
formula (Binns et al. 2012b; Summers and Bilukha 2018).

6. Achieving Breastfeeding Goals

In historical times, breastfeeding was universal, as all infants were breastfed
by their mothers or a wet nurse. Currently, the WHO/UNICEF estimates that
worldwide, 44% of infants begin breastfeeding within one hour of birth (UNICEF
2019a). Exclusive breastfeeding 0–6 months is estimated at 42%, and 65% continue
beyond 12 months, but these results are dependent on the method and definitions
used in collecting the data (Binns et al. 2012a). Improving breastfeeding rates is
one of the most important steps in achieving the targets of SDG 3 (Perez-Escamilla
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2017). The Sustainable Development Goals provide an appropriate framework for
supporting universal breastfeeding targets. The WHO and UNICEF have endorsed
many strategies to improve breastfeeding that have been evaluated. However,
the resources and the will to implement have not been forthcoming. In part, this is
due to the long-term nature of public health benefits compared to the short-term
political cycle, and, in part, due to the role of industry in infant formula production and
promotion. Strategies to achieve optimum breastfeeding will require the involvement
of family, health services, local and national governments and society in general.
A global environment supportive of breastfeeding is required, which would include
the following components.

6.1. A Supportive Societal Environment

Media reports, advertising and social media ideally should all portray the
benefits and joys of breastfeeding, as has already being done by many mothers’
groups and breastfeeding advocates. Breastfeeding needs to be regarded as the norm
and specific programs of information need to be implemented to provide accurate
information. While breastfeeding is an individual activity, it requires investment at
a societal level (Brown 2017). In a globally connected world, countries which are
large producers of infant formula have a duty to limit their exports of these products
(Galtry 2013; Gribble and Smith 2014). Public places need facilities where mothers can
care for their infants and feel comfortable about breastfeeding. In many economies,
mothers undertake paid employment and would like to continue breastfeeding while
returning to work. Maternal leave, including paid leave, has been shown to improve
breastfeeding rates (Chai et al. 2018). Informal arrangements to breastfeed and return
to employment are also beneficial (Lakati et al. 2002).

6.2. Maternal and Family Preparation for Breastfeeding

Giving mothers knowledge and motivation about breastfeeding is important.
The best time to begin to discuss the benefits of breastfeeding is before or soon
after the mother becomes pregnant (National Health and Medical Research Council
2012). Antenatal education, counselling and encouragement are important, and are
of benefit. This can be achieved through formal structures, the use of volunteer health
promotors or village health workers. Fathers and other close family members are
important participants in infant care, and they all need knowledge and motivation
(Maycock et al. 2013). The use of smartphones has become almost universal and they
provide an important medium for sharing knowledge and experience, provided that
this is moderated to ensure accuracy (White et al. 2019).
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6.3. Health Service Support

Universal health access will mean that all health workers will need education
into the benefits of breastmilk and the BMS Marketing Code so that BFHI principles
can be implemented at all levels of the health service. Breastfeeding counselling
and promotion during antenatal education is important. A Cochrane review on
prenatal intervention found that healthcare-professional-led breastfeeding education,
and non-healthcare-professional-led counselling and peer support interventions
can result in some improvements in the number of women beginning to breastfeed
(Balogun et al. 2016; Perez-Escamilla 2020). The Baby Friendly Hospital (and health
service) Initiative needs to be implemented universally to provide a favorable
environment for mothers and infants (Perez-Escamilla 2020; Spaeth et al. 2018;
WHO 2019; WHO UNICEF 2018). At present, the endorsement or even accreditation
of BFHI is widespread, but may not always be applied in practice (Hawkins et al.
2014; WHO UNICEF 2018). The aims of the BFHI include the early initiation of
breastfeeding (early skin to skin contact), feeding colostrum and continued exclusive
breastfeeding, all of which are highly effective and low-cost interventions for short
and long term health of infants (Bhutta and Labbok 2011; Bhutta et al. 2014; Rollins
and Doherty 2019; Rollins et al. 2016). Hospitals and other components of the health
system must not promote infant formula in any way, or accept free or low-cost
supplies or promotional material.

6.4. The Promotion of Breast Milk Substitutes

Recognizing the damage caused by breast milk substitutes, the World Health
Assembly approved the International Code of Marketing of Breast-Milk Substitutes
in 1981(WHO 2020a). Support, in principle, for the code is extensive, but, when it
comes to legislative action, it is often limited (WHO and UNICEF 2020). Very few
countries have marketing restrictions on products suitable for up to three years of age,
and the majority have voluntary restrictions only up to six months of age (WHO 2020a,
2020b). The Code is widely breached in many LMICs, with widespread advertising
across all media, including television, print and social media (IBFAN 2018). Infant
formula products designed for toddlers are widely marketed, and parents often
assume that the exaggerations in the advertisements apply to infants of all ages.
Many countries, particularly middle-income countries, have experienced a surge in
infant formula use, as incomes increase (Neves et al. 2020; Son 2017). Vietnam is
an example of an LMIC that has experienced sales growth of 12% per annum over
the past decade (Whitehead 2020). The government’s response has been similar
to other Asian countries such as China and Japan, to encourage and support local
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production of infant formula. This is despite cow milk production for infant formula
having a large carbon footprint and requiring large quantities of potable water in its
production (Smith 2019; Sultana et al. 2014). The use of plain label packaging has
been highly successful in reducing tobacco sales, and could be beneficial in curbing
the widespread promotion of infant formula (Drovandi et al. 2019; Wise 2017).

6.5. Specific Groups May Need Special Programs eg Obese Mothers, Illness

There are a small number of mothers for whom breastfeeding may be
contra-indicated (World Health Organization 2009). These mothers and other
mother–infant dyads in which there are physical conditions (e.g., obesity), or illnesses
that impair breastfeeding, may require special counselling and support from the
health system. Breastfeeding can usually be maintained using the mother’s own
supply or from donor breastmilk.

6.6. The COVID-19 Pandemic

There have been reports that mothers with COVID have stopped breastfeeding
their infants, and this action is being recommended in some countries, including
Japan. However, the World Health Organisation recommends: “that mothers with
suspected or confirmed COVID-19 should be encouraged to initiate or continue to
breastfeed (World Health Organization 2020). Mothers should be counselled that the
benefits of breastfeeding substantially outweigh the potential risks for transmission”.
This is the position of most pediatric societies (Rozycki and Kotecha 2020).

7. Conclusions

Globally, appropriate breastfeeding practices have the potential to prevent
over 800,000 deaths of children under five years of age annually. In low income
countries, an estimated 13% of all child deaths could be prevented if optimal levels
of breastfeeding were achieved. If breastfeeding increases, infants, children and
adults will all be healthier, and contribute to achieving the SDGs. Minimizing
avoidable health care costs will facilitate achieving universal health care. Promoting
breastfeeding will not have any detrimental on any of the other SDGs.

The sustainability costs of breastmilk substitutes promoted by industry as
alternatives to breastfeeding are massive, and from an economic perspective, the cost
of not breastfeeding is into the trillions of dollars. When we add the human costs
of not breastfeeding, the benefits of promoting breastfeeding, as the world works
towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, are overwhelming. To achieve
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these benefits, the combined efforts of many sectors of society and government will
be required.

We summarize our chapter in the following statement:
Breastmilk is best for all babies, mother–baby dyads, for lifetime health,

for sustainability, and for the environment and economy. Protect it from harm
or it is gone.
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Taxation of Tobacco, Alcohol and
Sugar-Sweetened Beverages for Achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals

Violeta Vulovic and Frank J. Chaloupka

1. Introduction

NCDs cause more than two-thirds of mortality in the world. More than 40 percent
of these deaths are premature, and most of them are preventable. About 80 percent
of NCD attributable premature deaths happen in low- and middle-income countries
(LMICs). Moreover, low- and middle-income households bear 67 percent of NCD
disease burden (IHME 2019), and one third of these deaths affects the economically
productive age group, the age group below 70. Numerous studies show that tobacco
use, obesity, and diabetes, especially among lower socioeconomic groups, have been
high risk factors for NCDs (Niessen et al. 2018), and can lead to long-term economic
consequences for individuals, their families, and the society. Around 60 percent of
deaths from HCDs are caused by cardiovascular and respiratory diseases and diabetes.
The number of deaths from these diseases has increased globally by 21.7 percent
between 2000 and 2015. In terms of their share in total NCDs, there has been a very
modest decline, from 61 percent in 2000 to 59 percent in 2015, primarily driven by a
decline in high-income countries (HICs) (Figure 1). Potential economic implications
of NCDs can be enormous if this trend continues, with an estimated cumulative
global output loss by 2030 of USD 47 trillion (Bloom et al. 2012).

SDGs represent a global plan of action to end poverty, fight inequality, tackle
climate change, and ensure that people live in peace and prosperity by 2030 (UN
2015b). Among its 17 goals, SDG target 3.4 under SGD 3 (good health and well-being
for people) focuses on reducing premature mortality attributed to NCDs by one third
by 2030. Progress on SDG target 3.4 is of a major relevance in accomplishing at
least five other SGDs, specifically, SDG 1 (reducing poverty), SDG 2 (zero hunger),
SDG 4 (quality education), SDG 8 (decent work and economic growth), and SDG 10
(reduced inequalities).

NCDs tend to be disproportionally clustered in lower socioeconomic groups of
a society. While evidence on the relationship between the socioeconomic status and
NCDs in HICs is extensive, there is little systematic evidence to support this link in
LMICs. There are a few ways of how NCDs and poverty (SDG 1) are related. Firstly,
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poverty is linked to limited access to health care, and to an unhealthy diet and use of
tobacco, which are targeted under SDG 3 (The Lancet 2017). People living in poverty
are less able to practice healthy living and are more predisposed to suffering from
chronic diseases (Wagstaff 2002).
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Figure 1. Deaths from selected NCDs by country-income group. Deaths caused
by cardiovascular diseases, respiratory diseases, and diabetes total presented as %
in total NCDs (LHS); total number of deaths from these three diseases presented
in millions (RHS). Source: Authors’ calculations using WHO (2018a).

Good nutrition is estimated as a necessary determinant for reducing NCDs and
meeting most of SDGs (WHO 2017). Malnutrition at an early stage in life increases
the risk of developing chronic diseases and hinders children’s cognitive development
and growth (Fall et al. 2010; Boney et al. 2005). Moreover, low socioeconomic status
increases one’s risk to develop chronic diseases and predisposes them and their
families to economic hardship due to high out-of-pocket costs, lost earnings and
employment, and then impoverishment (Hanratty et al. 2007). In such situations,
families can lose the ability to support opportunities for education and human
development of their children, especially when they have to stay at home and provide
care to ill family members (Engelgau et al. 2012). Even those who are insured can
incur very high medical costs of treatment of NCDs when they have low income
or limited coverage (Jan et al. 2018), and they are commonly not able to pay for it
(Levesque et al. 2007).

Better economic conditions and quality education enhance the health outcomes
of household members, while low socioeconomic status leads to poor health, which
further reduces their income status and may lead to poverty (Nugent et al. 2018; Jan
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et al. 2018). High premature mortality and morbidity from NCDs reduce workers’
labor productivity and earnings and their family income (Bertram et al. 2018) and
hinders a country’s economic growth and development (SDG 8). Without a reduction
in NCD attributed mortality and an increase in economic growth, especially in
LMICs, the world will see not only the continued but deepening inequality within
and between countries (SDG 10).

Around 39 percent of 40 million NCD attributed deaths in 2015 was caused
by tobacco use (8 million), heavy alcohol consumption (3 million), and obesity
(4.5 million) (WHO 2018b, 2019c; Gakidou et al. 2017). One of the major causes of
obesity, globally, has been an increase in consumption of SSBs. Taxation is one of
the most cost-effective measures that encourage healthy behavior, and prevent and
reduce NCDs. By increasing prices, they can discourage consumption of tobacco,
alcohol, and SSBs, and generate additional government revenues much needed for
development spending (NCI and WHO 2016; Wagenaar et al. 2010; Sornpaisarn
et al. 2013; Thow et al. 2018). However, despite their potential, these taxes have
been frequently opposed and underused by the policymakers. Current tobacco tax
collection in most LMICs is still well below 1 percent of GDP, which does not come
even close to covering the estimated healthcare costs associated with tobacco-related
illnesses estimated at well above 1.8 percent of GDP (Goodchild et al. 2018).

One of the most commonly used arguments by the policymakers for opposing
taxation of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs is that they may be regressive. While the
evidence from developing countries on the distributional impact of taxation of
tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs is limited, the findings from available studies suggest that
the concern about their harmful effect on the poor may be overstated and that, on the
contrary, they can result in health and welfare gains without imposing an excessive
burden on the poor (Sassi et al. 2018).

This paper reviews existing evidence on adverse effects of consumption of
tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs on health (SDG 3), and their relevance for achieving a
few other related SDGs, including poverty reduction (SDG 1), nutrition (SDG 2),
education (SDG 4), economic growth (SDG 8), and reduced inequality (SDG 10).
Based on this evidence and evidence on the effectiveness of taxation in influencing
consumer behavior and in collecting additional much needed revenues, this paper
also builds a case for accelerating tax policy to meet development goals. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the evidence on the health
and development impacts of consumption of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs. Section 3
discusses the evidence on impact of tax and price policy on consumption of these
products and revenue impact of policy changes. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
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2. Impact of Consumption of Tobacco, Alcohol and SSBs on Selected SDGs

2.1. Tobacco

There is a significant body of research offering evidence on a negative impact of
tobacco consumption on health and economic development. It has been estimated
that tobacco causes more than 8 million deaths per year (WHO 2019c). Most of those
deaths (7 million) are attributed to direct tobacco use, and more than 1 million to the
exposure to second-hand tobacco smoke. Around 80 percent of these deaths happen
in LMICs, and most of them are preventable. In terms of the regional disparity, almost
60 percent of tobacco-attributable deaths happen in South-East Asia and Western
Pacific regions (Figure 2). Around half of lifetime smokers die before reaching 70,
while quitting before the age of 40 reduces the mortality risk by 90 percent (Jha et al.
2015). Tobacco use significantly increases the risk of death from lung and other
cancers, heart disease, stroke, respiratory disease, and tuberculosis (WHO 2019c).
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Figure 2. Smoking-attributable deaths by gender and WHO region, 2016 (% in
total by gender). Source: Authors’ calculations using GBD 2015 Risk Factors
Collaborators (2016).

The evidence on the impact of tobacco use on health outcomes in HICs has
been well documented, and it shows significant tobacco-related health disparities
(TRHDs) among lower socioeconomic groups (Haustein 2006). This trend is in line
with disparities in cigarette consumption showing relatively higher consumption
by lower-income groups (Figure 3). Moreover, this disparity has been increasing, as
smoking prevalence has declined relatively more among higher income groups than
among those below the poverty line (NCI and WHO 2016). On the other hand, while
still limited, the evidence from LMICs has been increasing, and showing a similar
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trend for male smokers, as lower income men are significantly more likely to smoke
than the higher income men (Efroymson et al. 2001). However, the picture is different
among women. While in about two thirds of countries the poorest women are
significantly more likely to smoke than the wealthiest women, in about one third of
countries, mostly in Eastern Europe, the case is the opposite (Hosseinpoor et al. 2012).
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Figure 3. Cigarette consumption by income group in selected countries in 2009.
Measured by an average number of cigarette sticks per person. Source: Authors’
calculations using CDC (2019).

The economic impact of tobacco use can be very high. Evidence suggests that
total global economic cost of smoking in 2012 was around 1.8 percent of global GDP
(PPP$) (Figure 4), of which 25 percent were direct medical costs, and 75 percent indirect
costs due to morbidity and mortality (Goodchild et al. 2018). LMICs accounted for
almost 40 percent of this cost, while regionally, most of the cost (70 percent) was in
the Americas and Europe. A systematic review of studies from various countries
conducted between 1990 and 2011 finds that estimates vary greatly, depending on the
scope, type of data, and methodology (NCI and WHO 2016). In LMICs, estimated
direct and indirect costs of tobacco use range from 0.1 percent of GDP in Lao PDR to
3.4 percent of GDP in Philippines, while in HICs it is between 0.3 percent of GDP
and 2 percent of GDP.
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Through its adverse effect on physical health, tobacco use can significantly
negatively impact people’s financial health and socioeconomic status, even in the
long run. If a household’s principal earner is a smoker and develops a disease, this
would lead to medical costs associated to a treatment of that illness, and possibly a
loss of earnings due to disability, and even mortality. In 1998, in China, 30.5 million
people in urban areas, and 23.7 million people in rural areas were impoverished due
to direct tobacco spending and medical costs for treatment of tobacco-attributable
illnesses (Liu et al. 2006). As workers from poorer households commonly have lower
level of education and lower skills, and usually work in labor intensive jobs, their
disability often results in a relatively greater loss of earnings than with people with
higher income and more resources.

Tobacco use can contribute to or exacerbate both primary and secondary poverty
(NCI and WHO 2016; John et al. 2011). Primary poverty is defined as a situation
in which an individual has no sufficient resources to afford necessities of life, while
secondary poverty refers to a situation in which these resources are sufficient, but are
not used effectively (Liu et al. 2006). There are two main tobacco-associated factors
contributing to the impoverishment, the opportunity cost of tobacco use, and the
burden due to illness, disability, and mortality.

With limited resources, spending on tobacco products requires a trade-off in
consumption and crowds out basic necessities—food and non-food items (clothing,
housing, education, healthcare, fuel). In India, spending on tobacco reduces spending
on food, education, and entertainment (John 2008). In Bangladesh, it crowds out
spending on education and healthcare (Do and Bautista 2015), while in South
Africa, low income households sacrifise spending on dairy, fruits, nuts, and oils
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due to spending on tobacco (Chelwa and Koch 2019). In other words, this foregone
consumption of basic necessities is called the opportunity cost of tobacco use. Tobacco
use can hamper the standards of living of all income groups, but relatively more with
poorer than with richer households (Pu et al. 2008). These changes in the household’s
internal resource allocation could lead to a poor diet and malnutrition in children,
poor health, and decreased opportunities to obtain education and gain skills (Semba
et al. 2007; Paraje and Araya 2018; Virk-Baker et al. 2019).

Moreover, numerous studies provide evidence on the wage-gap between smokers
and non-smokers (Hotchkiss and Pitts 2013; Bondzie 2016). The estimated gap ranges
from as little as 1.5–3.5 percent to more than 20 percent, depending on which factors
that may contribute to lower earnings have been accounted for, in addition to tobacco
use (Leigh and Berger 1989; Hotchkiss and Pitts 2013). In an attempt to explain the
wage-gap due to tobacco use, studies have tried to evaluate the underlying causes,
and have identified different reasons, from deteriorated health to lower productivity.
In addition, it has been found that smokers place a higher emphasis on gratification
in the present over their future well-being, and therefore tend to make relatively
lower investments in education and a healthy life-style than non-smokers.

Economic costs from lost productivity resulting from presenteeism, absenteeism
from work, and premature death of employees due to tobacco-related illnesses
can be substantial, and consist of lost earnings for employees and lost revenues
for the employers. Most of the available evidence comes from the HICs. It has
been estimated that smokers are absent from work 6.6 more days per year than
non-smokers in the US (Bunn et al. 2006) and 2.7 more days in the UK (Weng et al.
2013). In terms of lost productivity, the estimated cost of smokers in the US is around
$US 151 billion (0.9 percent of GDP) and around $US 6 billion (0.03 percent of GDP)
for non-smokers due to second-hand smoke (SHS) exposure (USDHHS 2014), and in
Australia around $AU 8 billion (or 0.9 percent of GDP) (Collins and Lapsley 2008).
Moreover, the cost of presenteeism represents more than 50 percent of total lost
productivity attributed to tobacco use in the US (Bunn et al. 2006). Evidence from the
US, European Union, China and Japan shows that around four years post-cessation,
recent quitters report already higher work productivity than current smokers (Baker
et al. 2017; Suwa et al. 2017).

In a long term, due to insufficient resources to meet basic needs caused by
tobacco use and burden due to tobacco-attributed illnesses, mortality, and morbidity,
and resulting poor nutrition and health, and poorer education and skills, a household
can end up in a poverty trap (Haustein 2006; Liu et al. 2006), which may impair a
country’s welfare and economic development, and would widen social inequality.
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2.2. Alcohol

There is an extensive body of research on the health risks of alcohol consumption.
The relevance of alcohol consumption to health and global development is reflected
in its inclusion within the SDGs. Specifically, SDG 3.5 focuses on strengthening
prevention and treatment of substance abuse, including harmful use of alcohol.

Harmful use of alcohol contributed to 3 million deaths globally (WHO 2018b),
which was about 39 deaths per 100,000 people (Figure 3), or 5.3 percent of all global
deaths in 2016 (Figure 5). There is a significant variation in number and percentage
of alcohol-attributable deaths by country-income group and WHO region. In 2016,
the burden of deaths was the highest in lower-middle income countries (46.2 deaths
per 100,000 people) and low-income countries (42.1 deaths per 100,000 people)
and, regionally, in Africa (70.6 deaths per 100,000 people) and Europe (62.8 deaths
per 100,000 people) (Figure 6). While there is no safe level of tobacco use, harm
caused by alcohol use depends on the volume and patterns of drinking. In 2010,
alcohol-attributable cancer contributed to 4.2 percent of all cancer deaths (Parry et al.
2011). It has also been shown that alcohol increases the risk of coronary heart disease
and stroke (Corrao et al. 2004), and inadequate nutrition and obesity (Traversy and
Chaput 2015).

As in case of tobacco, economic costs of alcohol use can be very high, and range
substantially between countries. Global evidence, which, until recently, has mostly
been from HICs, on estimated economic burden of alcohol misuse ranges from 0.45
to 5.44 percent of GDP (Thavorncharoensap et al. 2009). In the US, the estimated
economic cost of excessive drinking in 2006 was US$ 223.5 billion (1.7 percent of
GDP), of which 72.2 percent was from lost productivity and 11.0 percent from
healthcare costs (Bouchery et al. 2011). Similar, the estimated cost in the EU in 2003
was 1.2 percent of GDP (Anderson and Baumberg 2006), and in the UK in 2009 was
1.4 percent of GDP (HM Government 2012). In Sri Lanka, it was estimated that the
economic cost of alcohol-related illnesses in 2015 was US$ 885.9 million, or 1.1 percent
of GDP (Ranaweera et al. 2018). A more comprehensive study conducted in South
Africa included both tangible and intangible costs, and estimated total economic cost
of harmful use of alcohol in 2009 at 10–12 percent of GDP (WHO 2014).
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Figure 6. Alcohol-attributable deaths per 100,000 people (age-standardized) in 2016,
by country-income group and WHO region. Source: Authors’ calculations using
WHO (2018b).

Alcohol consumption has multiple social and economic impacts. Firstly, harmful
alcohol use and poverty are connected in many ways, as alcohol use can be both a
response to, and a driver of, poverty. The risk of poverty is not related only to direct
spending on purchase of alcohol, but also the medical cost for treatment of related
illnesses and lost earnings due to disability and mortality. Evidence shows that
disadvantaged socioeconomic groups are more likely to bear heavier alcohol-related
burdens than the higher income groups with the same level of consumption (Smith
and Foster 2014). In LMICs, as in case of tobacco, alcohol use tends to crowd out
spending on basic necessities, such as healthy food, education, and healthcare. In
Sri Lanka, the poorest users of alcohol and tobacco spend more than 40 percent of
their income on these items (De Silva et al. 2011). In Madagascar, alcohol consuming
households spent 14.1 percent of average monthly income on alcohol in 2010, with
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33.6 percent of these households declaring that they had never been able to save
(Tsikomia and Şarpe 2012). Even in countries with relatively low spending on alcohol
and tobacco, such as Taiwan, the crowding out effect can be damaging to the lowest
income households (Pu et al. 2008).

In many vulnerable socioeconomic groups, children bear a disproportionate
burden of household’s alcohol consumption. With limited resources, spending on
alcohol crowds out spending on food and education, depriving children of nutrients
and their right to primary education, both necessary for living a productive life.
Moreover, heavy alcohol use among youth has been found to diminish chances
of completing a degree, especially among male youth from lower socioeconomic
background (Staff et al. 2008), and chances of being employed after college graduation
and of securing employment (Bamberger et al. 2018).

Work problems associated with alcohol use are very relevant in many market
economies due to their high costs of alcohol-related productivity losses and other
work problems (Rehm and Rossow 2001). The relationship between alcohol use and
earnings has received significant attention in the literature, especially in HICs. The
empirical evidence on the impact of alcohol abuse on earnings is inconclusive. While
some earlier studies suggested that moderate drinking may even be beneficial for
work performance (Baum-Baicker 1985), but that the wage premium may decline
as alcohol use increases (Berger and Leigh 1988), some more recent studies offer
a slightly different insight. A study from Canada found that heavy alcohol users
have lower earnings and lower returns to higher education relative to moderate
or abstinent users (Hamilton and Hamilton 1997). Similarly, in the US, evidence
suggests that alcoholism leads to lower earnings, but more due to reduced number
of work hours that to a reduction in hourly wage (Renna 2008).

2.3. Sugar-Sweetened Beverages

Obesity is a form of malnutrition and represents a significant risk to public
health and economic development. In 2016, 39 percent of world’s adult population
(18 years and above) were overweight and 13 percent were obese, which was an
increase from 2000, with 30.8 and 8.7 percent, respectively (Figure 7). In recent years,
the increases have been happening among children and young adults as well. In
2016, around 41 million children under the age of 5, and 340 million children and
adolescents aged 5–19, were either overweight or obese. Global trends show a positive
relationship between wealth and obesity (Low et al. 2009; Misra and Khurana 2008),
as almost 60 percent of population in upper-middle-income and more than 80 percent
in high-income countries were either overweight or obese in 2016. However, lower
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income countries have been catching up, as they have been experiencing a much
higher increase than higher income countries, with more than 50 percent growth in
overweight and obesity from 2000 to 2016 (Figure 7). While HICs do have a relatively
higher obesity problem than LMICs, with economic development in LMICs, such as
in China and India, obesity develops as well (James 2008). Almost half of overweight
and obese children under the age of 5 now live in Asia, and the number has increased
by almost 50 percent in Africa since 2000.
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Figure 7. Prevalence of overweight and obesity among adults (18+ years of age)
by country-income group, 2000 and 2016 (%). Source: Authors’ calculations using
WHO (2019a).

In 2016, 4.5 million deaths worldwide was attributed to obesity, in comparison
to 3.5 million in 2006 (Gakidou et al. 2017). Diabetes caused 1.6 million deaths in 2015,
which was 65.6 percent more than in 2000 (Figure 8). The increase has been much
more rapid in LMICs than in HICs, and, by region, in Africa, Eastern Mediterranean,
and South-East Asia.
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Overweight and obesity are among the main contributors to poor health
condition, as they may increase the risk of a large number of health problems, either
independently or in association with other diseases (Kopelman 2007). Overweight
and obese children are more likely to develop serious health problems, including
type-2 diabetes and high blood pressure, but also the psychological disorders. Added
sugar intake has been associated with multiple health risks, both among children
and adults (Bovi et al. 2017). SSBs, in particular, are known to have a very high sugar
content, and have been highly associated with overweight and obesity (Malik et al.
2006) and high blood pressure (Malik et al. 2014). The same amount of sugar and
calories consumed in solid foods results in a significantly lower overall calorie intake
than when consumed as liquids, because calories are less satiating in a liquid form
(Mourao et al. 2007).

The economic costs attributed to obesity can be substantial and will only
increase if the current trend continues. The global economic cost from obesity has
been estimated at USD 2 trillion per year, which accounts for 1.5 percent of the 2018
global GDP (PPP$) (Dobbs et al. 2014). As the evidence from LMICs is still emerging,
most evidence on economic costs of obesity is from the HICs. In the US, the direct
medical cost of treatment of severe obesity-related illnesses in 2014 was estimated
at US$ 69 billion (Wang et al. 2015), while the estimated cost of lost productivity
due to absenteeism in 2012 was US$ 8.65 billion (Andreyeva et al. 2014). When
converted to 2014 prices, these two costs together reached around 0.5 percent of
national GDP. The evidence from Germany suggests significantly lower estimated
economic costs of EUR 12.2 million in 2008 (Lehnert et al. 2015). A corresponding
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estimate for Thailand in 2009 was US$ 725.3 million, which accounted to 0.3 percent
of its GDP (Pitayatienanan et al. 2014). Recent study estimated that, if current trends
in overweight and obesity continue, around 92 million lives will be lost in OECD
countries by 2050, and GDP will decline by 3.3 percent, on average (OECD 2019).

Different socioeconomic groups are differently impacted in HICs and LMICs
by consumption of SSBs. A comparison of a relationship between obesity, economic
development and socioeconomic status, including income and education level,
in 67 countries, has produced some useful insights (Pampel et al. 2012). While
obesity problem increases with a country’s economic development, in HICs, higher
socioeconomic groups are less likely to be obese, while in LMICs, those with higher
income and education level are more likely to be obese. The authors highlight that this
trend has a very relevant development implication. While economic development
of a country is associated with an improvement in health condition of its citizens, it
does not mitigate the problem of poor nutrition, as with development malnutrition is
replaced by obesity. At the same time, some countries, such as India, with economic
development struggle with both malnutrition and obesity (Ravishankar 2012).

3. Taxation of Tobacco, Alcohol and SSBs and SDGs

There is a very convincing body of evidence from various countries that
substantially increasing prices of tobacco through taxation is the single most
effective way to reduce tobacco use and alcohol consumption (NCI and WHO
2016; Anderson et al. 2009). Evidence on SSBs is still emerging and suggests that
increased prices through sugar taxes are, similarly, an effective fiscal tool to promote
health (Guerrero-López et al. 2017). Moreover, taxes on these three groups of products
are also an effective policy measure for domestic revenue mobilization and meeting
SDGs. However, despite their potential to mitigate the risk factors of consumption
of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs to health and NCDs, taxes on these products are
underutilized by policymakers.

The economic justification for taxation of tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs is based on
the principle of correcting negative externalities (Pigou 1920) by imposing a tax on
a good, which would result in a reduction of consumption and increase in welfare.
Moreover, imposing a tax corrects for the information failure in markets of these
products, as consumers are misinformed about the full health consequences of their
consumption (Chaloupka and Powell 2019). These costs, which consumers impose
on themselves but do not correctly internalize, are called “internalities”, and are
used to make a distinction in the rationale behind “sin taxes” (Herrnstein et al. 1993;
O’Donoghue and Rabin 2006).
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While tobacco and alcohol can impose both direct externalities (e.g., second-hand
smoke, disturbing others by making noise while drunk), and indirect externalities
(e.g., medical costs for treating illnesses), the most important externalized costs of
consumption of SSBs are indirect externalities. These financial costs associated with
treatment of diseases attributed to tobacco, alcohol, and SSB consumption are, at
least partly, financed by health insurance, and therefore born by the whole society.
In other words, they are the costs of moral hazard (Allcott et al. 2019). Unlike
externalities, internalities are born by the consumer. As explained above, they can
happen either because of imperfect information or just because the consumer may
be depreciating the potential future health costs associated to present consumption.
Therefore, levying a tax on tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs would discourage consumption
and reduce both negative externalities and internalities, and would increase welfare.

Extensive evidence on the responsiveness of consumption of addictive products
to price changes over the last few decades showed that, in contrary to the conventional
wisdom, the demand is in fact somewhat responsive in the short run, and more
responsive in the long run (Chaloupka and Powell 2019). Most of the available
evidence is on the impact of prices on consumption of tobacco products and alcohol,
while the evidence on SSBs is still emerging.

Consumption of tobacco products in LMICs is most often more responsive to
price than in HICs, with estimates from LMICs ranging between −0.2 and −0.8,
clustering around −0.5, and in HICs clustering around −0.4. Evidence, although
mostly from HICs, shows that youths are more responsive to tobacco price increases
than adults. Economic theory suggests several reasons why this is the case, including
limited income, peer effect, and lower addiction level due to a shorter period of
consumption since initiation. A few studies have also estimated the impact of
tobacco price increase on consumption by gender, but have produced mixed evidence.
Moreover, several studies have examined the substitution among tobacco products,
particularly among similar products (e.g., between cigarettes, roll-your-own tobacco,
and little cigars) as a result of their relative price changes (NCI and WHO 2016). While
results from HICs offer the evidence of substitution, the evidence from LMICs is mixed.
Finally, as income increases, consumers tend to switch to more expensive products,
such as from domestic to international brands (Chaloupka and Powell 2019).

In terms of the responsiveness of different socioeconomic groups, the evidence
from both HICs and LMICs has been rather mixed. In the U.S. while more studies
find that lower socioeconomic groups are more responsive to tobacco price change
than higher socioeconomic groups (Farrelly et al. 2001; Chaloupka 1991; Colman and
Remler 2008), some offer mixed evidence (Franks et al. 2007). In other HICs, such as UK
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and Australia, evidence also suggests that smokers in higher socioeconomic groups
are much less impacted by price change than those in lower groups (Townsend et al.
1994; Siahpush et al. 2009). Findings from LMICs have been more mixed (Chaloupka
et al. 2012; Levy et al. 2004). For example, while evidence from Bangladesh (Nargis
et al. 2014), China (Verguet et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2015), or Indonesia (Adioetomo
and Djutaharta 2005) shows significantly larger responses in lower income groups
than among wealthier ones, findings from a few other countries, such as Nepal
(Karki et al. 2003), Turkey (Onder 2002), or Thailand (Sarntisart 2003) have been
less consistent.

While taxes on tobacco have been widely recognized as both a public health
and a revenue generating tool, taxation of alcohol has been mostly used as a revenue
instrument, but is increasingly gaining attention among policymakers as a tool for
health promotion and disease prevention. There is a general consensus among
scholars that increasing prices of alcohol may reduce consumption by youth and
alcohol addiction (Chaloupka et al. 2002). Moreover, an increase in alcohol taxes may
reduce motor vehicle accident mortality and suicide rates (Son and Topyan 2011).
Evidence from HICs suggests that price elasticity ranges from −0.51 to −0.77, while
limited studies from LMICs find it to be around −0.64 (Chaloupka and Powell 2019).
Additionally, heavy drinkers are found to be less responsive, with price elasticity
of around −0.28. Consumption of wine and spirits is more elastic (price elasticity
between −0.68 and −0.80) than beer (between −0.36 and −0.46), and increase in
income is associated with higher increase in alcohol consumption (Wagenaar et al.
2010; Gallet 2007). It has also been documented that alcohol users are more likely
to smoke and that, in such cases, focusing on only one policy rather than a synergy
would result in much smaller health benefits (Son and Topyan 2011; De Silva et al.
2011). Evidence on the different in response to change in alcohol price of different
socioeconomic groups is missing.

Unlike taxation of tobacco and alcohol which have been levied in almost all
countries, not as many governments levy a tax on SSBs. As of end of 2018, around
40 countries levy some type of tax on sugary drinks (WCRF 2018). Based on the existing
evidence, taxation of SSBs leads to their lower consumption and to substitution to
beverages with lower content of sugar (Backholer et al. 2018), with price elasticity
clustering around −1.2 (Chaloupka and Powell 2019), and could reduce obesity
rate (Escobar et al. 2013). Increasing prices on SSBs has a relatively larger positive
impact on consumption in LMICs than in HICs. Evidence from Mexico, Ecuador,
Chile, Guatemala, and South Africa finds price elasticity between −1.09 and −1.39
(Chaloupka and Powell 2019). Additionally, in almost all countries, consumption
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of bottom-income groups is more price elastic than of the higher-income groups
(Sassi et al. 2018). Taxation of SSBs could have a substantial public health impact,
while generating much needed revenues. A 2011 study from the US estimated that a
national penny-per-ounce SSB tax would reduce consumption of SSBs by 24 percent
within four years, and generate USD 79 billion of new tax revenues (Andreyeva
et al. 2011). Mexico’s SSB tax, which was introduced in 2014, reduced sales of
SSBs by 5.5 percent in the first year, and by 9.7 percent in the second year after the
implementation (Colchero et al. 2017). Similarly, it has been estimated that the newly
adopted SSB tax in the Philippines could generate USD 813 million (0.25 percent of
GDP) per year in additional revenues, and USD 627 million (0.19 percent of GDP) in
healthcare savings (Saxena et al. 2019).

In addition to their public health objective, excise taxes are also an important
source of government revenues. One of the central actions of the 2015 Addis Ababa
Action Agenda is domestic revenue mobilization, which has recognized tobacco
taxes as a key policy measure to reduce the burden of NCDs and help meet the SDGs
(UN 2015a). This argument is supported by a great deal of evidence, including from
LMICs, demonstrating that tobacco taxes are a powerful tool for reducing tobacco
consumption while providing a source of government revenues (Chaloupka et al.
2012). For example, in South Africa, as a result of the tax increase, the real prices of
cigarettes increased by 115 percent between 1993 and 2003, consumption decreased by
around 40 percent, while real government revenues increased by almost 150 percent
(Van Walbeek 2005). WHO has estimated that a 50 percent increase in taxes on
cigarettes in LICs would generate enough additional revenues to finance more than
25 percent of their current government health spending (Stenberg et al. 2010).

Recent study commissioned by the Bloomberg Summers Task Force on Fiscal
Policy for Health (Summan and Laxminarayan 2019) simulated health and revenue
impacts of different increases of price of tobacco, alcohol, and SSB through tax
increase, and found potential health and revenue benefits even in the short run. The
study assessed what would happen over a period of 50 years if all countries increased
taxes enough to raise prices by 20, 30, 40, and 50 percent (Table 1). The results showed
the highest health impact of increased tobacco taxes, with around 11 million saved
lives, with additional revenue of US$ 1.6 trillion in 2016 prices (around 1.3 percent of
2016 global GDP (PPP$)) if prices increased by only 20 percent. Potential revenue
impact of alcohol taxes is the highest, mostly because current taxes are low. Alcohol
price increase by 20 percent could generate additional US$ 8.9 trillion (in 2016 prices),
or 7.3 percent of 2016 global GDP (PPP$). Potential impact of increases taxes on SSBs
is relatively lower than on tobacco or alcohol, as consumption is not as widespread
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and only a set of products would be affected, and the estimate only captures the
impact on body-mass index (BMI), but does not capture other effects, such as reduced
obesity. Nevertheless, its potential impact is not negligible.

Table 1. Projected health and revenue impact of tax increase on tobacco, alcohol,
and SSBs.

Tobacco Alcohol SSBs
Price Increase

via Tax Averted
Deaths 1

Gained
Years of
Life 1

Tax
Revenue
Gain 2

Averted
Deaths 1

Gained
Years of
Life 1

Tax
Revenue
Gain 2

Averted
Deaths 1

Gained
Years of
Life 1

Tax
Revenue
Gain 2

20% 10.8 212.0 1.6 9.4 238.7 8.9 0.8 23.7 0.7

30% 16.3 321.4 2.2 13.7 348.7 12.2 1.3 35.0 1.0

40% 21.8 428.6 2.6 17.9 455.0 14.8 1.7 46.5 1.2

50% 27.2 535.7 3.0 21.9 557.8 16.7 2.2 57.8 1.4

1 In millions; 2 in trillions of 2016 USD. Source: The Task Force on Fiscal The Task Force on
Fiscal Policy and Health (2019); Summan and Laxminarayan (2019).

One of the common concerns of policymakers against taxation of tobacco, alcohol,
and SSBs is that they may be regressive, by mostly considering only the average
ratio of the amount of tax paid and income. However, this measure does not take
into account any health benefits of a tax from reduced consumption of unhealthy
products. Lower income households most often respond to a price increase by
reducing their consumption relatively more than the higher income households
(Sassi et al. 2018). Moreover, as different socioeconomic groups can have different
prevalence of consumption, the tax burden may be relatively higher in those groups
with higher prevalence. As the goal of taxes on tobacco, alcohol, and SSBs is a
reduction in prevalence and quantity of consumption, it is therefore important
to account for a reduction in prevalence resulting from a tax when evaluating its
distributional impact. In other words, in determining whether a tax is regressive or
progressive, one needs to know the consumption patterns across income groups and
their responsiveness to price (Summers 2018).

The distributional impact of these taxes depends on various factors, including
prevalence rates and price elasticities by socioeconomic group, access to healthcare,
and other fiscal policies. The potential equity implications of these taxes need
to be addressed through other fiscal policy measures, such as direct subsidies or
other targeted strategies that would incentivize behavioral change in vulnerable
socioeconomic groups. Moreover, the revenue raised though taxes can be used for
development spending. When they are used progressively or within a broader tax
reform, they can relatively more benefit the poorer households. For example, the
Philippines generated an additional US$ 1.5 billion from increased tobacco taxes
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between 2013 and 2015, and used most of this revenue to almost triple the national
health insurance coverage for poor families (Nugent et al. 2018; Goodchild et al. 2017).
Similarly, Denmark made changes in the income tax code to offset the potential equity
impact of the new tax on saturated fats in 2011 (Sassi et al. 2018).

Furthermore, the burden of the tax should be put in the context of a burden
of NCD disease (Summers 2018). Given that lower socioeconomic groups bear
disproportionally larger burden of NCD disease (IHME 2019), and are, therefore,
more likely to die prematurely, the burden of disease is regressive. Moreover, the
economic costs associated with these diseases are also regressive, as lower income
households are likely to bear relatively higher costs than the wealthier households.
Therefore, an excise tax would, in fact, be progressive as the poor households would
benefit relatively more through a significant reduction of these costs. For example,
a 50 percent increase in cigarette excise taxes in China was estimated to reduce the
tobacco-attributed medical costs borne by lower income household by US$ 6.7 billion
(Verguet et al. 2015). Similarly, if cigarette tax in Thailand was increased by 50 percent,
it was estimated that, as a result of reduced consumption, the bottom-income group
would bear only 6% of the new tax, and would benefit from 58 percent of averted
premature deaths (Jha et al. 2012). In Finland, after the government reduced taxes on
alcohol in 2003, alcohol-related mortality increased by 16 percent among men and
31 percent among women (Herttua et al. 2008).

Evidence from several countries shows that a tobacco tax is progressive because
health benefits from reduced consumption due to tax and price increase more than
offset the increase in tax liability, especially for lower socioeconomic groups (Fuchs
et al. 2019). Another study compares the burden of excise taxes on tobacco and
alcohol in Chile, Poland, and Turkey, and taxes on SSBs in a group of LMICs to assess
their distributional impact (Sassi et al. 2018). The tax burden is found to be relatively
larger for the bottom-income quintiles in case of tobacco, and for the top-income
groups in case of alcohol and SSBs. However, when only households who consume
these products are taken into account, the bottom-income groups bear the highest tax
burden for all three products.

Indeed, in some countries tax structures are designed in a way to keep the prices
of some products at a low level in order to keep them affordable for low-income
consumers. While the argument for such a policy is that it is “pro-poor”, in fact it is
not as it leads to lower income groups bearing a disproportionate share of the health
and economic burden of these products, due to their greater consumption (Bobak
et al. 2000). As a result, such tax policy is indeed regressive. However, considering
the empirical evidence presented above, even if the current tax is regressive, a tax
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increase can be progressive. To the extent that concerns about the impact on the poor
persist, they can be addressed by using the additional revenues in ways that benefit
the poor, such as expanding health coverage for lower-income households.

The Politics of Taxes on Tobacco, Alcohol, and SSBs: Selected Examples

Commonly, governments’ reluctance to commit to a tax increase is due to a
lack of evidence on the relevance of these taxes for health and development, low
technical capacity of relevant government agencies, limited political commitment,
and lack of coordination within the government. In addition, industry opposition
and interference play a significant role. As a result, the legislative process is usually
slow and often delayed. The industries are very fierce in their campaigns against a
tax increase. They use their arguments strategically and present themselves as a very
relevant stakeholder, with which they justify the need to be part of the policy dialogue.
As a result, their interests often prevail against the public interests. However, it is not
a random case that the proponents of the tax increase have successfully challenged
the industry influence in the policy formulation (McCambridge et al. 2018). Some
examples of successful policy reforms, despite very strong industry opposition, are
presented below.

The Philippines had a long history of strong opposition from the tobacco industry
to tax increases, and several politicians had close connections to the industry. Things
changed in 2010 when Benigno Aquino III was elected as the new president, who,
unlike his predecessors, did not accept the campaign contributions from the industry
(Madore et al. 2015). Aquino had government reform and poverty reduction high on
his political agenda, which included increasing sin taxes. Strong opposition from the
industry was expected, and tobacco farmers and factory workers were mobilized to
protest the bill. At the same time, most legislators in the Ways and Means Committee
in the House of Representatives had known connections to the industry. As a
result, the objectives of the proposed reform were strategically formulized around
emphasizing that the additional revenues would be used for expanding the national
health insurance (PhilHealth) coverage to low-income households and for economic
development projects in tobacco growing provinces. Interestingly, empirical evidence
on the economic and health impact of smoking, including estimates of the economic
cost, already existed in the Philippines, but no policymaker used this evidence in any
of the previous attempts to push for a tax increase (Madore et al. 2015).

Despite strong opposition, the bill was passed and signed into Law in 2012,
becoming effective in January 2013. A compromise was made with the tobacco
industry in terms of the tax rate simplification—instead of an immediate transition
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to a unitary system, a gradual move from the existing four-tier to a two-tier system
was agreed on, with an implementation of the unitary system in 2017. Additionally,
to gain the support for the reform of the alcohol tax, an agreement was made with
San Miguel Brewery, which represented 90 percent of the Philippines beer market, to
include its popular premium beer brand in the lower of the price tiers of the fermented
liquor brands. While distilled spirits were taxed at a uniform rate starting 2013, the
two-tier system for fermented alcohol transitioned to the uniform system in 2017. As
a result, cigarette taxes increased by 340 percent between 2012 and 2013, resulting in
48 percent increase in the average price per cigarette pack. The collection of tobacco
excise tax revenue in 2013 increased by 114 percent relative to 2012, while alcohol
tax collections increased by 38 percent. Most of the additional funds (85 percent
of tobacco tax and 100 percent of alcohol tax revenues) were earmarked for health,
with 80 percent of the funds being used to increase the PhilHealth enrollment of
low-income Filipinos, achieving 100 percent enrollment among this income group.
It was reported that smoking prevalence among adults declined from 29 percent
in 2012 to 26 percent in 2014, with a highest reduction in the lowest-income group
(from 38 to 25 percent) and among adults between 18 and 24 years of age (from 35 to
18 percent) (Madore et al. 2015).

Similarly, Ukraine has a long history of tobacco industry price manipulation and
interference in tobacco excise tax policy (Hoe et al. 2020). The goal of tobacco industry
lobbying in Ukraine has, for a long time, been keeping tax and price increases at a
low level to assure that the changes do not exceed the rate of inflation. However,
despite their strong effort, for the first time since 1998, the increase in cigarette tax
in 2008 finally outpaced inflation, and despite the 2009 economic recession, which
reduced the real affordability of cigarettes by half, the government continued to
substantially increase the tax until 2017. This reform was supported by newly elected
president Petro Poroshenko, who signed the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement
in 2014. As a result, during this nine-year period, the average excise tax increased
20 times and tobacco tax revenues increased 11 times, while smoking prevalence
decreased by 35 percent and consumption of cigarettes by 46 percent. Moreover, in
2017, the government adopted a seven-year plan to further increase the specific excise
tax by almost 30 percent in 2018 and annually by 20 percent between 2019 and 2024.
In proceeding with the proposed reform, the government had three main concerns,
including the impacts on revenue collection, the poor, and illicit trade. Extensive
empirical evidence was produced and provided to the Ministry of Finance offering
arguments and reassurance that these concerns were not justified.
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As SSB taxes are relatively new, at least in comparison to taxation of tobacco and
alcohol, not as many country examples are available to illustrate the political economy
of the issue. That, however, does not mean that the resistance of the SSB industry has
not been fierce. One good example is Mexico, where the SSB industry has long had
ties with the Mexican government and society, including the former chief executive
of Coca Cola Mexico being elected President of Mexico in 2010 (James et al. 2020).
There had been attempts before 2012 to introduce the SSB tax in Mexico, but they
were not successful. Opponents of the tax, including the SSB industry, sugar cane
industry, and retailers used to run aggressive campaigns, calling on the Congress to
oppose the tax, arguing that the tax would be regressive, would reduce employment,
and would not reduce obesity rates. Finally, in 2012, the supporters, including civil
society, politicians, and academics, effectively organized and supported the SSB tax
proposal. The proposal also received strong support from the President Enrique
Peña Nieto.

As the Ministry of Finance kept the tax plans secret, the opponents of the
tax did not anticipate it and were not very active before the President announced
the tax. One reason may be that they were relying on their historically strong
ties with the government. Once it was sent to the Congress for consideration, the
SSB industry began aggressively lobbying against the proposal. However, by the
time the opponents managed to organize, the supporters already had messages
framed around all negative implications of excessive SSB consumption and produced
evidence providing counter-arguments to the anticipated industry arguments. As
a result, the House of Deputies and the Senate passed the bill in October 2013
(James et al. 2020).

Scotland presents a case of implementing a minimum price per unit of alcohol,
which was a successful policy reform, but not without a fierce opposition. The
policy was proposed in 2012 with an objective of reducing consumption and its
harmful impact. However, the Scotch Whiskey Association and the European trade
associations for spirits and wines challenged it and took it to the EU Court of Justice.
They argued that the policy would not be effective in meeting its objective, that it
would hurt the poor, lead to illicit trade, and harm businesses (Shona et al. 2014).
While the court did not dismiss the case, in December 2015 it requested additional
evidence that an alternative policy, such as higher taxes, would not be effective in
meeting public health objectives. Based on this evidence, the UK Supreme Court
rejected the industry’s case in November 2017, and the law came into effect on
1 May 2018.
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Based on these examples, it is obvious that passing a tax on tobacco, alcohol,
and SSBs is a difficult process and involves many factors. Factors that made a
difference and provided support to the Ministry of Finance in proceeding with the
reform were: high-level support and strong political will and collaboration between
different parts of the Government working in partnership toward a common goal;
thorough understanding of the political economy context in the country; available
strong empirical evidence providing the counter-arguments to the concerns about the
potential impact of the policy; and support provided by civil society and international
organizations.

4. Conclusions

As it is becoming increasingly clear that economic prosperity and health are
interdependent and that NCDs are a serious obstacle for achieving several SDG
targets, fiscal policies targeting people’s incentives for healthy behavior are becoming
more and more appealing to the policymakers. When properly designed, these
policies can improve health and raise much needed revenues, while eliminating
the potential equity impact of taxes, thereby supporting the achievement of SDGs.
NCDs are disproportionally clustered in lower socioeconomic groups of a society,
and are a significant contributor to impoverishment, thereby worsening inequality.
Tax policies can avert impoverishment, enhance workers productivity and economic
growth by discouraging consumption of unhealthy products and improving diet,
thereby contributing to prevention and control of NCDs and reducing the burden,
and incentivizing support of human capital development.
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Transforming Regional Agrifood
Productions to Challenge NCDs—From the
DiMeSa Study to the PASSI Project
and Beyond

Giuseppe Carruba

1. Foreword: Can Two Emergencies Make an Opportunity?

In our country, like in many other regions worldwide, two major, apparently
unrelated, crises are deeply impacting the wellbeing and health of the population
and the economy. There is, however, substantial indication that these two distinct
emergencies are strictly interdependent, if not faces of the same coin, and that, thereof,
systemic, cross-sectional strategies, implemented for and merging critical issues of
both sides, could be highly effective in providing an answer, in the medium- and
long-term, to this highly demanding, global occurrence.

The Italian agrifood system is of considerable importance both in terms of
turnover and number of businesses and employment for the characterization of the
Made in Italy and, more in general, the Italian lifestyle across the world. The Italian
food industry faces today a phase of profound evolution based, on one hand, on the
internal dynamics of the system and, on the other, on the more general process of
globalization that profoundly affects the entire world economy. These changes are
influenced by and, in turn, influence new consumer behavior trends, though factors
associated with regional level and individual cultural diversities significantly and
systematically impact impulsive purchasing behavior (Kacen and Lee 2002).

The radical changes in the production, commercial and distribution systems
related to food products have generated socio-economic changes that have in turn
modified consumers’ eating habits (Greendex 2014). In recent decades, we have
witnessed weighty social phenomena, such as the destructuring of the family
nucleus, the increasing inclusion of women in both the labor market and economic
activities, the spread of the market nonstop opening hours and the steady increase in
out-of-home food consumption, which have all determined a profound reorganization
of life rhythms and contributed to generating significant changes in eating patterns.
The latter are also featured by an ever increasing degree of processing, hence favoring a
decrease in the time allocated for food preparation and consumption and determining
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a consequential preference for products with a higher content of additional services
that consumers are willing to purchase at higher prices.

Another phenomenon that has expanded in recent years is the demand for safe
food products with stable quality over time, providing the consumer with a high
level of satisfaction based on taste (Grunert 2005). This is, in turn, closely connected
to other important aspects, such as the impact on both individual and collective
health status and well-being, the genuineness and naturalness of the agricultural
raw materials used, the link with the territory, its history and traditions, factors that
have all contributed to the realization of systems for the traceability of food products
and the valorization of different food and wine cultures dispersed throughout the
national and regional territories, including our own. Furthermore, recent changes
in the Italian agrifood system originate from the transformation of the distribution
systems, which have become increasingly similar to those already established in most
advanced European countries, whereby, along with the considerable gigantism of
major companies in the large-scale retail trade that compete on prices and dictate the
conditions for other companies to enter the market, there are small/medium-sized
agricultural and agrifood enterprises, generally characterized by low bargaining
power and limited capacity to occupy significant market segments. Moreover, these
companies, being generally based on atomistic structures, suffer the ensuing difficulty
of developing innovative, competitive products on the market at large.

As far as our regional agrifood sector is concerned, although it has the highest
number of enterprises in the country, with the greatest percentages of agricultural area
used for vineyards, fruits and vegetables cultures, it has, on average, one of the lowest
company dimensions, in terms of either hectares or employees per company (ISTAT
2010). Furthermore, regional investments in the agrifood sector lie well below the
national average (nearly 50%), with the agriculture added value in Sicily plateauing
and occupation units in the agroindustry having decreased over the last decade
(INEA 2013). Additionally, small/medium enterprises (SMEs) in the field are often
featured by a limited innovation potential, a poor integration with public-private
research institutions and an insufficient systematization and organization of the
existing resources in an extended territorial networking. This results in increasing
difficulties for SMEs to run both domestic and foreign markets with characteristics of
quality and competitiveness.

According to WHO, noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), mostly represented by
cardiovascular disease, cancer, chronic respiratory disease and diabetes, accounted
for 71% of the 57 million deaths worldwide in 2016 (WHO 2018a). In our own region,
NCDs account for nearly 80% of all causes of death in both sexes (ReNCaM 2014).
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However, the global risk of dying from any one of these four major NCDs in people
aged 30 to 70 years has steadily decreased in the last two decades (from 22% in
2000 to 18% in 2016) (WHO 2018b). On the other hand, several epidemiological
studies clearly indicate that all Western countries, including Italy, are witnessing real
epidemics of these NCDs and both adult and childhood obesity, mostly because of
the dramatic changes that have occurred in both food systems and consumer eating
habits and behavior globally (Hunter and Reddy 2013). Furthermore, the appearance
of many chronic diseases is occurring today at an average age earlier than ever, with a
progressive leftward shift in the onset age of various illnesses, including diabetes,
cancer and obesity (Gale 2002).

Paradoxically, or subsequently if you like, these changes have produced the
most profound and rapid consequences in Southern European countries, including
Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain, eventually leading to a significant increase in
incidence rates of NCDs, along with high percentages of overweight and/or obese
children (Wijnhoven et al. 2014), as a result of cultural, social, economic and genetic
transformations. The progressive decline in mortality from NCDs, combined with the
rise in their incidence worldwide, has produced an alarming “scissor” phenomenon,
consisting in a remarkable and continuous increase in the total number of chronically
ill individuals, that is to say of NCD prevalence (Hunter and Reddy 2013). This trend
causes economic, social and health issues of outstanding relevance worldwide
and eventually led the World Health Organization (WHO), along with all major
health institutions, to launch a pluriannual action plan (2013–2020) for the primary
prevention and control of NCDs based on intersectorial strategies targeting the
removal of key risk factors for these diseases, including tobacco use, air pollution,
physical inactivity, harmful use of alcohol and, notably, unhealthy diet (WHO 2013).

In this framework, the increasingly high prevalence of NCDs is basically a
consequence of the transition from traditional to contemporary dietary patterns
and physical activity. This shift, often named nutritional transition, is based on the
increasingly large availability of inexpensive, high calorie-dense food, quite often
at the expense of biodiverse, local and healthier products. In particular, processed
and ultra-processed food, rich in salt, refined sugar or sweeteners, saturated and
trans fats, is largely outpacing healthy food, rich in micronutrients, including fresh
fruits, vegetables, legumes and nuts. Furthermore, while the intake of unrefined,
whole grains is fading and that of fruits and vegetables remains largely insufficient,
the consumption of meat, dairy products and sweetened drinks has markedly
expanded in most regions around the world. In a recent Italian study, Giampaoli and
colleagues compared the food consumption of a self-reported survey recorded in
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1960 in a southern Italian village (Nicotera) with that of an OEC/HES survey carried
out in 2008–2012 on 1968 men and 2062 women, aged 40–59 years. The authors found
that the consumption of cereals has dropped to less than 40% in both sexes, while the
intake of meat, dairy products, milk and sweets has increased from 2- up to 4-fold
(Giampaoli et al. 2015).

By definition, a food system comprises “all the elements (environment, people,
inputs, processes, infrastructure, institutions) and activities that relate to the
pre-production, production, processing, distribution, preparation and consumption of
food and the outputs of these activities, including socioeconomic and environmental
outcomes” (High Level Panel of Experts on Food Security and Nutrition 2017).
In this wider context, individuals procure and consume food in the food environment,
defined as “the interface that encompasses external dimensions such as the availability,
prices, vendor and product properties, and promotional information, as well
as personal dimensions such as the accessibility, affordability, convenience and
desirability of food sources and products” (Turner et al. 2018).

A number of disparate factors determine the structure of food systems (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of food system and its outcomes. Source: Modified 
from Branca et al. (2019), used with permission. 

They relate to a vast array of drivers and policies, as described by Branca and 
colleagues (Branca et al. 2019). The former include demographic issues, 
globalization, urbanization and climate changes. The latter comprise 
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globally. According to Turner and associates (Turner et al. 2018), food 
environments consist of both external and personal domains, whereby a variety of 
dimensions coexist and shape the environment: the external domain comprises 
subjects relevant to food availability and prices, characteristics of vendors and 
products, marketing and its regulation; the personal domain is based on individual 
dimensions, including food accessibility, affordability, convenience and 
desirability. The authors consider that people’s food acquirement and 
consumption is generated by a series of intricate interactions between these 
domains and their assorted dimensions.  

In the food environment, consumer behavior has a central role and is subjected 
to a multiplicity of influencing factors, belonging to cultural background and 
individual knowledge; personal preferences; food availability and accessibility, 
either physical (reachability) or economic (affordability); time and effort allocable 
for food purchase; preparation; cooking; and consumption. In recent decades, 
consumer behavior has been the primary target of aggressive marketing strategies 
of major food companies and large retail chains, eventually corrupting the food 
system and delivering mostly inexpensive, unhealthy food, with devastating 
effects on public health, especially for low-income, developing countries and 
vulnerable and marginalized populations. Today, although citizens are are literally 
soaked in a liquid milieu of innumerable news, information, reports, forums, blogs, 
advertisements and mass and social media, all available on the internet, quite often 
most of them come from an extremely large and doubtful variety of sources that 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of food system and its outcomes. Source:
Modified from Branca et al. (2019), used with permission.

They relate to a vast array of drivers and policies, as described by Branca and
colleagues (Branca et al. 2019). The former include demographic issues, globalization,
urbanization and climate changes. The latter comprise environmental, agricultural,
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commercial and economic policies, either locally or globally. According to Turner
and associates (Turner et al. 2018), food environments consist of both external
and personal domains, whereby a variety of dimensions coexist and shape the
environment: the external domain comprises subjects relevant to food availability
and prices, characteristics of vendors and products, marketing and its regulation;
the personal domain is based on individual dimensions, including food accessibility,
affordability, convenience and desirability. The authors consider that people’s food
acquirement and consumption is generated by a series of intricate interactions
between these domains and their assorted dimensions.

In the food environment, consumer behavior has a central role and is subjected to
a multiplicity of influencing factors, belonging to cultural background and individual
knowledge; personal preferences; food availability and accessibility, either physical
(reachability) or economic (affordability); time and effort allocable for food purchase;
preparation; cooking; and consumption. In recent decades, consumer behavior has
been the primary target of aggressive marketing strategies of major food companies
and large retail chains, eventually corrupting the food system and delivering mostly
inexpensive, unhealthy food, with devastating effects on public health, especially
for low-income, developing countries and vulnerable and marginalized populations.
Today, although citizens are are literally soaked in a liquid milieu of innumerable
news, information, reports, forums, blogs, advertisements and mass and social media,
all available on the internet, quite often most of them come from an extremely large
and doubtful variety of sources that can heavily affect and/or undermine consumer
behavior and beliefs. Luckily enough, however, the basic idea that food is important
for human health has pervaded the general population at large and generated an
increasingly greater demand for healthy food, with a greater intake of fruits and
vegetables and a growing interest in products containing superfoods as healthful
ingredients. In this highly fragmented and complicated context, there is an urgent
need to develop policies, programs and campaigns for the nutritional counseling
and education of citizens based on scientific, solid evidence and shared, verifiable
information.

Based on this combined consideration, promoting both the production and
competitiveness of traditional food products—in regional, domestic and international
markets, through a series of activities aimed at increasing their health and/or
nutraceutical potential, to clinically validate their effects on both health and chronic
disease(s); to enable the rapid technological transfer and industrial development of
either processes or products; and to exploit large, population-based interventions
of nutritional and behavioral education to develop individual knowledge and
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competences (empowerment) concerning lifestyle, nutrition and health—would
represent a systemic strategy of high impact in the short, medium and long term
for important expected outcomes from an economic, technological and healthcare
standpoint.

2. The DiMeSa Study

The DiMeSa study1, where DiMeSa stands for Dieta Mediterranea e Salute,
simply Mediterranean Diet and Health, was funded by the Italian Ministry of
University and Research (MIUR) to the leader Institution, the AgroBioPesca
Technology Cluster. The project, which ran from October 2012 up to December
2015, was named “DiMeSa—Valorization of typical products of Mediterranean Diet
and their use for health and nutraceutical purposes” and aimed at increasing the
attractiveness and competitiveness, in either the domestic or international market,
of traditional products from major regional agrifood chains. In particular, the main
objective of the DiMeSa project was, using different approaches, to develop and exploit
innovative industrial research and experimental activities that would eventually lead
to improving the health potential of traditional food products and that, at the same
time, would scientifically validate the existing relationship between these products
or their components and health, both in terms of maintaining, both individually
and collectively, a wellbeing condition and, especially, of the primary prevention
of NCDs.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the DiMeSa project was arranged into 4 major objectives,
precisely:

1. the analysis and identification of traditional food processes and the development
of innovative biotechnological protocols for the production of food with high
nutritional and health potential, including extra virgin olive oil, cereals or
vegetables and their transformed derivatives;

2. the definition and implementation of procedures and methodological
approaches for the production of functional foods (extra virgin olive oil, pasta,
juices) through their combination (functionalization) with natural substances
and/or plant/byproducts extracts with high health potential and their distribution
through innovative vending machines;

3. the clinical validation of specific health claims through the implementation
of randomized, controlled clinical trials to assess the health effects of selected

1 Based also on previously published work by Carruba et al. (2016).
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functional food products on cohorts of either healthy, high-risk or diseased
study-subjects through the evaluation of the impact of dietary intervention
on some clinical and biomolecular end-points, such as: (a) anthropometric
measures; (b) immunological markers of inflammation; (c) oxidative stress and
endothelial function; (d) hormonal profiles and gene/miRNA expression;

4. the economic evaluation of the concept, traceability and industrial scale-up
of either prototypal products or processes aiming to allow their immediate
industrialization and successful marketing.
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Figure 2. Framework of the Dieta Mediterranea e Salute (DiMeSa) project and its 4 major 
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The DiMeSa project was a multicenter study, characterized by a large regional 
partnership, which included universities and other public research institutions, on 
one hand, and small/medium enterprises (SMEs) in the field, on the other (see 
Figure 3).  

Figure 2. Framework of the Dieta Mediterranea e Salute (DiMeSa) project and its 4
major objectives. Source: Figure by the author.

The DiMeSa project was a multicenter study, characterized by a large regional
partnership, which included universities and other public research institutions, on one
hand, and small/medium enterprises (SMEs) in the field, on the other (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Partnership of the DiMeSa project, including public research bodies and
small/medium enterprises (SMEs). Source: Figure by the author.

In the framework of the DiMeSa project, we conducted two main clinical trials,
both belonging to Objective 3 of the project.

In the first randomized study, we assessed the health impact of monocultivar
extra virgin olive oils (EVOs) on 2 cohorts of study subjects represented by
healthy postmenopausal women and patients with breast cancer. All study
subjects were recruited at the Azienda di Rilievo Nazionale e di Alta
Specializzazione (ARNAS)—Civico, Di Cristina, Benfratelli (CDB). Overall, 103
healthy postmenopausal women and 35 breast cancer patients were enrolled in the
study. Two different mono-cultivar EVOs, one at a lower (Biancolilla cultivar, BL)
and one at a higher (Cerasuola cultivar, CS) content of polyphenols and oleocanthal,
were used in the study; both EVOs were produced by the Department of Agriculture
and Forestry Sciences (SAF) of Palermo University, under the supervision of Prof.
Tiziano Caruso. As regards healthy women, after an initial one-week wash-out
period (“no EVO” week), the subjects consumed a daily amount of 30 mL of the
BL EVO for 4 weeks, followed by another one week wash-out period (“no EVO”)
and an additional 4 weeks intervention with the CS EVO, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Conversely, breast cancer patients were randomized into one BL EVO and one CS
EVO intervention group that consumed daily amounts of 30 mL of either BL or
CS EVO for 4 weeks (see Figure 4). Both healthy and breast cancer study subjects,
before and after any EVO intervention, undertook the following: (a) compiled a food
frequency questionnaire originally developed for the EPIC study (Pisani et al. 1997);
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(b) measured anthropometric indexes, including height, weight and waist-to-hip
ratio; (c) were administered psychometric tests (HADS, SF-36); (d) collected both
fasting blood samples and 12 h urine samples. The latter samples were used to
determine the potential effect of dietary intervention on an array of both plasmatic
and serum biomarkers, the expression profiles of a set of previously selected genes,
the whole miRNome and the urinary profile of sex steroid hormones.

Healthy PostM (103)

Olive oil at lower content of 
polyphenols and oleocanthal  

(4 weeks)

Olive oil at lower content of 
polyphenols and oleocanthal  

(4 weeks)

Olive oil at higher content of 
polyphenols and oleocanthal  

(4 weeks)

Olive oil at lower content of 
polyphenols and oleocanthal  

(4 weeks)

Wash-out (1 week)

Wash-out (1 week)

Breast cancer patients (35)

Figure 4. Flow chart of a randomized clinical trial in the DiMeSa project to assess
the effects of selected monocultivar extra virgin olive oil on selected parameters in
both healthy postmenopausal women and breast cancer patients. For explanation,
see text. Source: Figure by the author.

Biological samples (plasma, serum and urine) were collected and stored in a
biobank until analyses. A web-based study database was also created and data
processed using advanced statistical analysis and appropriate software.

As reported in Table 1, the consumption of BL EVO resulted in significant
changes of various plasmatic biomarkers in both healthy subjects and breast cancer
patients. In particular, the reduction in glycemia, insulinemia and total cholesterol
levels appears to be of special interest.

On the other hand, the consumption of CS EVO produced several modifications
in selected biomarkers (see Table 1), including a significant increase in HDL
cholesterol and reduction in LDL cholesterol. Interestingly, this EVO also induced
a marked decrease in the plasmatic levels of estradiol. It appears noteworthy that,
when comparing the two EVOs, BL EVO appeared to be more effective in reducing
glycemia, while CS EVO proved to be more effective in decreasing plasmatic estradiol
(see Table 2).
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Table 1. Effects of BL and CS extra virgin olive oil (EVO) on plasmatic biomarkers
in both healthy postmenopausal women and breast cancer patients.

BL Extra Virgin Olive Oil CS Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Variable Baseline After p-Value * Variable Baseline After p-Value *

Azotemia 30.85 28.48 0.002 Cretininemia 0.69 0.63 <0.001

Uricemia 4.17 4.29 0.001 Uricemia 4.23 4.43 0.002

Glycemia 85.35 83.59 0.021 Glycemia 89.16 88.48 0.023

Insulinemia 10.33 8.79 <0.001 Glycated
hemoglobin 5.64 5.51 <0.001

Total
cholesterol 207.48 197.12 <0.001 HDL

cholesterol 57.87 59.31 0.023

Gamma GT 21.90 24.50 0.001 LDL
cholesterol 119.62 102.12 0.047

Total
Proteinemia 7.00 6.91 0.005 Testosterone 0.39 0.36 0.033

Sideremia 76.95 67.02 <0.001 Estradiol 31.40 23.95 0.002

* paired T test, ANOVA. BL, Biancolilla cultivar; CS, Cerasuola cultivar. Source: Carruba et al. 2016.

Table 2. Comparison of the effects of BL and CS EVO on glycemia and estradiol
levels in both healthy postmenopausal women and breast cancer patients.

Variable BL EVO CS EVO p-Value

Glycemia 83.59 88.48 0.023

Estradiol 37.21 23.95 0.027

BL, Biancolilla cultivar; CS, Cerasuola cultivar. Source: Carruba et al. 2016.

This would imply that different EVOs may have distinct impacts on either
glycemic control or hormonal (sex steroid) status, also depending on the cultivar and
on the phenology of fruit ripening (the earlier the stage, the greater the content of
polyphenols).

The results of gene expression, microRNA profiling and patterns of urinary sex
steroids are currently under complex analysis and are awaited with great expectation
and interest.

In the context of the DiMeSa project, we conducted another clinical trial to
assess the impact of a pasta product supplemented with an extract of cladodes of
Opuntia Ficus Indica (OFI) on the lipid profiles of subjects presenting with at least
one component of the metabolic syndrome (MS).
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As illustrated in Figure 5, eighty-six healthy subjects of both sexes, among over
2500 employees, participated voluntarily in the study at the Division of Research
and Internationalization of the ARNAS-Civico, Di Cristina, Benfratelli healthcare
comprehensive center (Palermo, Italy) for 8 months.

Out of these 86 subjects, 52 aged 40–65 years (13 male and 36 female; age:
56 ± 5 years) were recruited in the study based on the inclusion criterion of presenting
with one or more risk factors of MS according to the American heart Association
(AMA), precisely: (a) fasting glucose ≥ 100 mg/dL (or receiving drug therapy for
hyperglycemia); (b) blood pressure ≥ 130/85 mm Hg (or receiving drug therapy
for hypertension); (c) triglycerides ≥ 150 mg/dL (or receiving drug therapy for
hypertriglyceridemia); (d) HDL-C < 40 mg/dL in men or <50 mg/dL in women (or
receiving drug therapy for reduced HDL-C); (e) waist circumference ≥ 102 cm in men
or ≥88 cm in women.

Dietary intervention consisted in the weekly consumption of 500 g of the
dried pasta functionalized with a 3% soluble extract of OFI cladodes for a total
of 4 weeks and was maintained as an add-on to the cardio–metabolic therapies
already in use. At baseline and at the end of dietary intervention, all study subjects
underwent the following: (1) anthropometric measures; (2) psychometric tests;
(3) medical examination; (4) biochemical assessment of circulating biomarkers,
with special emphasis on the LDL-C subfractions (conducted at the Unit of Diabetes
and Cardiovascular Prevention at the University of Palermo, Italy—Proff. G. Montalto
and M. Rizzo).

N86 Subjects (45–65 yrs) volunteerd

N 52 Subjects (40–65 yrs) at risk  
of Metabolic Syndrome

N 49 Subjects (40–65 yrs) completed the trial

*Anthropometric measures, psychometric tests, biochemical analyses

4 week dietary intervention with pasta functionalized 
by 3% extract of Opuntia Cladodes 500 gr/week

Figure 5. Flow chart of a randomized clinical trial in the DiMeSa project to assess the
effects of pasta supplemented with a 3% extract of cladodes of Opuntia Ficus Indica
on selected parameters in subjects at risk of metabolic syndrome. For explanation,
see text. Source: Figure by the author.

In particular, the LipoPrint System (Quantimetrix Corporation, Redondo Beach,
CA, USA) was used to separate and measure LDL-C subclasses, as described elsewhere
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(Hoefner et al. 2001). LDL subclasses were divided into seven bands (LDL-1 to LDL-7,
respectively), LDL-1 and -2 being defined as large LDL, while LDL-3 to -7 were
defined as small LDL (Rizzo and Berneis 2006). At baseline, all participants were
asked not to vary their food and/or physical activity during the period of the study.
After a complete description of the study, written informed consent was obtained from
all participants. The procedures adopted were approved by the Ethics Committees
(EC) of both ARNAS-Civico (EC2) and the Policlinico University of Palermo (EC1).
Overall, 49 subjects completed the study.

After 4 weeks dietary intervention with the OFI-supplemented pasta, a limited
but significant decrease in waist circumference was observed, while neither body
weight nor body mass index (BMI) showed any significant change (Table 3).

Table 3. Changes of biometric parameters after 4 weeks dietary intervention with
Opuntia Ficus Indica (OFI)-supplemented pasta.

Variable Baseline 4 Weeks p Value *

Weight (kg) 69.5 (14.6)
67.8 (47.9–125.4)

69.8 (14.1)
69.1 (47.8–123.4) 0.8665

Waist circumference (cm) 92.3 (12.3)
92 (73–132)

91.4 (10.5)
91 (72–129) 0.0297

BMI (kg/m2) 25.9 (3.9)
25.3 (20.8–41.4)

26.1 (3.7)
25.5 (20.8–40.8) 0. 8788

Values are mean (±SD) and median (min–max). * Wilcoxon paired test. Source: Carruba et al. 2016.

Furthermore, dietary intervention resulted in a statistically significant
modification of several biochemical plasmatic parameters, including a significant
reduction in blood urea nitrogen (BUN), creatinine, glucose, triglycerides, aspartate
transaminase (AST) and sideremia; conversely, some hormonal parameters, including
estrogens (estradiol and estrone) and sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG), showed
a significant increase. As far as plasma lipids are concerned, total cholesterol (TC),
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(HDL-C) remained unchanged (see Table 4).

Interestingly, dietary intervention with the OFI-enriched pasta produced a
significant increase in LDL-1 (from 49.6 ± 0.3 to 65.1 ± 0.2%, p = 0.0002) and a
concomitant reduction in LDL-2 (40.1 ± 0.3 to 29.7 ± 0.2) and LDL-3 (8.3 ± 0.2 to
4.6 ± 0.1%, p = 0.0004). In addition, LDL-4 and LDL-5 also subclasses decreased,
though differences were not statistically significant (see Table 5). No correlation was
found between changes in sdLDL and any other metabolic parameter.
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Table 4. Changes of plasmatic parameters after 4 weeks dietary intervention with
OFI-supplemented pasta.

Variable Baseline 4 Weeks p Value

BUN (mg/dL) 32.7 (7.9)
33 (17–51)

43.3 (9.3)
43 (23–68) <0.0001 *

Creatinine (mg/dL) 0.74 (0.1)
0.71 (0.52–1.33)

0.72 (0.1)
0.71 (0.43–1.25) 0.0244 *

Glycemia (mg/dL) 84.6 (12)
84 (58–128)

74.4 (14.2)
72 (60–158) <0.0001 *

HbA1c (%) 5.4 (0.4)
5.3 (4.7–7.6)

5.4 (0.4)
5.3 (4.7–7.5) 0.9516 **

Total Cholesterol (mg/dL) 208.3 (36.1)
210 (115–267)

209.9 (35.6)
208 (129–266) 0.9620 **

HDL (mg/dL) 60.7 (13.9)
61 (30–88)

60.6 (13.3)
61 (30–88) 0.6672 **

LDL (mg/dL) 139.3 (32.9)
138 (65–195)

139.3 (33.6)
139 (78–200) 0.5274 **

Triglycerides (mg/dL) 104.6 (53.6)
82 (36–271)

92.8 (54.7)
71 (44–300) 0.0137 *

AST (mU/mL) 28.3 (8.2)
26 (17–63)

23.7 (8.4)
21 (15–62) <0.0001 **

ALT (mU/mL) 22.2 (11.4)
18 (8–65)

22.6 (13.0)
19 (8–69) 0.8830 **

Gamma GT (U/L) 31.5 (27.5)
27 (11–167)

33.6 (39.2)
25 (11–268) 0.3855 **

Sideremia (µg/dL) 87.3 (21.3)
87 (45–134)

78.8 (28)
78 (26–158) 0.0255 *

Estradiol (pg/mL) 34.1 (27.2)
22 (7–102)

56.4 (58)
43 (25–432) 0.0055 **

SHBG (nmol/L) 66.5 (30.8)
60 (18–143)

81 (44)
66 (21–195) <0.0001 **

Estrone (pg/mL) 23.7 (23.2)
15 (4–123)

77.7 (35.2)
64 (45–250) <0.0001 **

Values are mean (±SD) and median (min–max). * Student’s paired t test; ** Wilcoxon paired
test. Source: Carruba et al. 2016.
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Table 5. Effects of OFI-supplemented pasta on LDL-C subfractions.

LDL-C Fraction Baseline 4 Weeks p Value

LDL-1 49.6 ± 0.3 65.1 ± 0.2 0.0002

LDL-2 40.1 ± 0.3 29.7 ± 0.2 <0.0001

LDL-3 8.3 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.1 0.0004

LDL-4 1.3 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.0 0.2987

LDL-5 0.7 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 0.3223

Data represent average ± SD of percent values. Source: Carruba et al. 2016.

3. The PASSI Project

As a natural development of the DiMeSa project, we recently designed a new
project called the Produzioni Agroalimentari Sostenibili Salutistiche e Identificabili
in Sicilia—Sustainable, Healthy and Identifiable Agrifood Productions in Sicily
(123 PASSI). The general framework of this project is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The conceptual framework of PASSI project. This picture portrays the overall 
goal of the project and its domains, from farm to market, that will be primary focus of the 
project’s activities across major food chains. Additionally, the potential impact of key 
issues (from sustainability to marketing) on food system is also here highlighted as 
addressed in the project.  
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Figure 6. The conceptual framework of PASSI project. This picture portrays the
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highlighted as addressed in the project.

The general goal of the PASSI project consists not only of the systematization of
experimental evidence and results accomplished with the DiMeSa project, both in
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terms of processes and products, but also to overcome its intrinsic limits by creating
a collection of functional food products, traditionally belonging to the regional
agrifood system, through research and development actions set up in different
domains (production, processing, packaging, distribution and trade) throughout
each supply chain (horizontal objectives)—along with those relevant to sustainability
(environmental and industrial), traceability, food security, health potential and
equity of access (vertical objectives)—generating knowledge of the supply chain and
its identity value and, therefore, increasing consumer skills and decision-making
capacities (empowerment) also through the use of algorithms (Blockchain, Distributed
Ledger Technology) for the traceability of food supply chains and their health value
(see Figure 7). The general objective of this project consists of the promotion and
valorization in either domestic or international markets of high-quality functional
food products typical of the traditional region, which are sustainable, traceable
and safe, and whose health effect is proven in controlled and randomized clinical
trials. The specific objectives comprise the development and exploitation of supply
chain programs (from field to table; from farm to fork) that allow the production,
processing, packaging, distribution and marketing of high-quality foods with a high
health potential in major regional agrifood chains, precisely: (a) the extra virgin
olive oil (EVO) chain; (b) cereal chain; (c) citrus chain; (d) fresh and dried fruit; (d)
vine and wine chain. The activities to be developed consist of industrial research
and experimental development activities, structured according to an immediate
transfer of technologies and competences to the industrial setting for the production
and realization/marketing of processes/products widely used and consumed in the
Sicilian agro-industry. The project is divided into 8 implementation objectives (ORs),
of which the first 5 (OR1–5) relate to food chain programs, while the remaining 3 (OR
6–8) to transversal research activities (see Figure 7).

The PASSI project is now being developed through its 9 implementation
objectives and also integrated with additional, though highly relevant, aspects,
with special emphasis on the use of agricultural byproducts and co-products to
functionalize food of high consumption in the general population.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

Doubtlessly, the primary prevention of NCDs through dietary interventions, in
the wider context of health promotion through a life-course approach, as endorsed
by WHO, requires the design and exploitation of systemic strategies, implemented
both locally and globally, that would include radical changes in food systems and
environments in order to provide identifiable, safe, healthy and affordable food to
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the current population. Virtually all aspects of food chains, including pre-production,
productive processes, transformation, packaging, distribution, marketing and retail,
should be renovated according to comprehensive approaches and policies shared at
regional, national and international levels.
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In particular, the adoption of incentives for primary producers and suppliers to
produce and distribute healthy food sustainably should be accomplished. Conversely,
fiscal policies to tax unhealthy, processed or ultra-processed food should also be
implemented. Changes in food storage, transportation and distribution, aimed at
providing easy access to nutritionally valuable, perishable food, should be introduced.

It is well recognized that health determinants consist of a vast array of personal,
relational, social, economic and environmental factors that influence, individually
and collectively, health status. According to Dahlgren and Whitehead (1991),
socio-economic, cultural and environmental conditions include education, agriculture
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and food production as important pillars of wellbeing. In other words, health (in
its in broadest sense) cannot be considered as an issue belonging solely to the
welfare sector; conversely, it must be dealt with using intersectoral, multidimensional
approaches and systemic strategies. In this paper, the PASSI project proposes a
cross-sectoral model for the production and marketing of high health potential food
products, addressing either internal (production, processing, packaging, distribution
and trading) or external (sustainability, identity, traceability, safety, functionality
and marketing) factors of major food chains. This approach, intrinsically, impacts
various SDGs included in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, precisely:
(1) Goal 2: end hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote
sustainable agriculture; (2) Goal 3: ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for
all at all ages; (3) Goal 12: ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.
Furthermore, it is indirectly related to the following SDGs: (4) Goal 4: ensure inclusive
and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all;
(5) Goal 8: promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for all; (6) Goal 15: protect, restore and
promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.

We recently designed an innovative, multi-actor approach based on the
integration of a variety of data, skills, expertise and competences to create a
knowledgeable platform and a strategic plan for the sustainable consumption
and production of healthy, identifiable, safe and traditional food products. This
project, with the SHAPE acronym standing for Sustainable, Healthy and identifiable
Agri-food Production Enterprise, represents the natural evolution of the PASSI
project, as it is molded upon a consumer-centered food system model that comprises
individual taste and preferences; equitable access and affordability; socio-economic,
psychosocial and behavioral determinants of food behaviors; cultural identity;
innovative marketing strategies; and comprehensive nutrition education all with the
goal of strengthening the valorization of the health benefits of the Mediterranean
diet in different populations groups. This innovative model could be developed and
implemented in a series of “Mediterranean” countries, including Italy, Greece, Malta,
Lebanon, Jordan (partners of the project), Portugal and Spain, where the dramatic
changes that have occurred in both food systems and consumer eating habits and
behavior in recent decades have led to a significant increase in the incidence rates
of NCDs, along with high percentages of overweight and/or obese children. In this
respect, the innovative SHAPE approach could also be used, in the short and medium
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term, as a primary prevention strategy to tackle the increasingly large prevalence of
noncommunicable diseases in Mediterranean regions.

Importantly, food environments should be transformed, before anything,
culturally, by defining and implementing measures of nutritional education, from
primary schools to adulthood, to seminally diffuse healthy behaviors not only in
term of eating patterns but also regarding physical activity.

In this respect, the Department of Health (DASOE) of the Sicilian Region
initiated the Program named “Formazione Educazione Dieta” (FED), aimed at the
promotion and diffusion of healthy lifestyles, according to the Mediterranean Diet
(Requirez et al. 2016). The major methodological strength of the FED program
consists of an intervention of health prevention and promotion based on two strategic
elements: a centralized planning, adjustable according to outcome indicators, and a
multiyear action plan, with cyclic activities throughout three regional networks
(health, education and agribusiness). The program is synergistically focused
on: (a) a cascade training program, aimed at qualifying people to become expert
trainers/educators able to influence the cultural changes, behaviors and lifestyles of
the population, by acting specifically on the various recipients, in accordance with
appropriate methodologies and evidence-based content; (b) the activation of local
networks built to promote capillary activities in the regional territory (see Figure 8).
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system, governed by the Scientific Board and divided into 3 levels: (a) central,
addressed to beneficiaries from Health, Education and Agrifood macroareas (1st
level trainers); (b) provincial, addressed to beneficiaries from selected macroareas
and stakeholders (2nd level trainers); (c) regional, with the creation of an Integrated
Territorial Network consisting of representatives from the Scientific Board, 1st and
2nd level trainers for seminal diffusion of education activities throughout the region.
Source: Figure by the author.
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Using an integrated multiprofessional approach, the experts develop an
operational and training program with centrality and uniqueness, making it uniformly
applicable to the distinct organizational realities of the Sicilian territory.

Today, just ten multinational companies control over 70% of the food supply
on the planet, owning nearly 500 different brands and providing the largest market
ever of unhealthy, high-calorie food. Against their economic and organizational
supremacy, governments should put in place strict policies to protect the production
and marketing of traditional food through investments in short-chained, territorial
healthy products.

In this framework, outstanding importance is also assigned to the transition
from a linear economy to a circular economy in the agrifood industry, providing
an array of opportunities at all stages, from primary production using precision
agriculture techniques, to the recycling and use of agricultural byproducts or waste
to produce functionalized, healthy food.

In a holistic view, global efforts are being made through several international
initiatives, notably the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development including its
17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), to radically modify food systems and
environments with the ambitious objective of preventing NCDs while protecting the
human right of equitable, accessible and affordable nutritious food.
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Impact of Public Health and Sustainability
of Global Health Action for Achieving
SDG 3

Florian Fischer and Franziska Carow

1. Introduction

In current debates—be it on political, societal or economic levels—the term
“globalisation” is used quite frequently. However, it tends to be misused and
overused, because there is missing clarity about its meaning and its impact on
individuals and society. Despite the complexity behind it, globalisation can be
summarised as a social transformation, manifesting in spatial (e.g., migration, as
well as exchange of information, capital, goods and serves across national borders),
temporal (e.g., caused by speeded up interaction through modern communication and
transportation technologies) (Oke 2009; Lee 2004), and cognitive changes—meaning
the way how we see ourselves and the world surrounding us. This leads to changes in
creating, exchanging and applying knowledge, ideas, norms, beliefs, values, cultural
identities, and other thought processes (Lee 2003, 2004; Bettcher and Lee 2002).
Currently, humanity is facing a rapid global change, which differs substantially
in its extent from previous episodes of global change (Sachs et al. 2019; National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 1992). Due to demographic,
epidemiological, environmental, social, political, economic, technological, and
cultural driving forces, we have encountered a “transformative change” which
is gaining momentum (Sachs et al. 2019). All of these forces are interconnected,
leading to the overall complexity associated with changes in the health status of
individuals and (sub-)populations. Health impacts of globalisation are positive and
negative at the same time. The impact may vary according to geographical location,
sex/gender, age, ethnic origin, education level, and socioeconomic status (Lee 2004;
Huynen et al. 2005).

For that reason, globalisation causes divergence as it can be seen in several
examples such as the global reorganisation of production and the emergence of
a global labour market, the incremental mobility of financial capital, the growing
importance of binding trade agreements and processes as well as global political
agendas focusing on sustainability, and the persistence of debt crises particularly in
low- and middle-income countries (Schrecker et al. 2008). All of these examples are
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not directly from the health(care) sector, but all of them impact on health. Therefore,
reducing global burden of disease and improving health is an effort, which goes
much beyond healthcare system and health policies. It needs to include policymakers
and stakeholders at community, regional, country, and global level, originating from
all disciplines and policy fields. This relates to the “Health in all policies” approach,
which determines the impacts of policymaking of all kinds and of all levels on health
and the health system. This approach supports policymakers to include health
in their decisions at the regional and national levels, but can also be adapted for
supranational level decision-making (WHO 2014).

The United Nations declare health and well-being as a specific goal of their
overall 17 worldwide Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (UN 2015b). In terms
of ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being for all at all ages—as claimed
in SDG 3—this approach should be transferred to the global level. The targets and
indicators for SDG 3 can be summarised as a call for universal health coverage,
including quality essential access to health services, to sexual and reproductive
healthcare services, to safe and affordable medicine and vaccines for everyone, the
reduction of the global neonatal and maternal mortality, as well as reduction of
suffering and deaths caused by communicable and non-communicable diseases,
pollution and accidents (UN 2016). For reaching these aims and allowing for a
sustainable development, an acknowledgement of sectors others than public health,
e.g., food and agriculture industry and education, is crucial (Laaser and Epstein
2010). Furthermore, this emphasises the need to consider the aims of all other SDGs
also in the context of their relationship to SDG 3, in terms of direct or indirect effects
on health.

Impacting on the health status of the world population as well as allowing
sustainability in the context of public health and global health are challenging tasks.
Within this contribution, we describe the challenges for public health on the global
scale. This is illustrated by four case studies, serving as examples for the relevance of
sustainability-focussed global health action for achieving SDG 3. This contribution
provides overarching suggestions and policy advice for further improvements to
strengthen a global response on today’s challenges and to gain the targets set within
the SDGs.

2. Global Health

Global health is defined as “an area for study, research, and practice that
places a priority on improving health and achieving equity in health for all people
worldwide” (Koplan et al. 2009). Beaglehole and Bonita (2010) emphasise the aspect
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of transnationality of research and action. The aim of global health is to overcome the
national–international divide and the divide between countries of different income
levels through mutual exchange and partnership. This includes joint responsibility,
funding, agenda setting, planning, and implementation (Berner-Rodoreda et al. 2019;
Gautier et al. 2018; Koplan et al. 2009). This characterisation is at least partly in
line with a dialectic approach for defining global health. According to this, “global”
can be understood as “worldwide”, as “supraterritorial”, as “transcending national
boundaries”, and as “holistic” (Bozorgmehr 2010). Therefore, global health has a
definitive political dimension. It corresponds with the aims of the SDGs for providing
universal health coverage and leaving no one behind (UN 2015b) and, therefore,
aims to reduce health inequities (in terms of unfair, avoidable differences arising
from poor governance, corruption or social exclusion) and health inequality (such
as the uneven distribution of health or health resources in or between populations)
(Reidpath and Allotey 2007).

2.1. Evolution of Global Health

Global health has experienced a major and rapid development in the past years
(Martin et al. 2014). In general, global health is based on concepts, aims, and methods
of public health. It followed similar foci during its evolution, and has, therefore, been
focussing mainly on disease prevention (particularly infectious diseases)—such as
“old” public health”—by providing access to clean water and more nutritious food, by
promoting hygiene (e.g., due to body and hand washing, disinfection, town sewerage
systems, quarantine laws), as well as by implementing population-based surveillance
and screening mechanisms (Kellehear 2017). The evolution of global health went on
to follow the ideas of “new” public health, which takes a holistic and interdisciplinary
perspective on aspects related to health and well-being. Modern public health
is understood as “the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life and
promoting health through the organised efforts and informed choices of society,
organisations, public and private, communities and individuals” (Wanless 2004, p. 3).
This definition includes health promotion, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation
of disease, and the efforts of all stakeholders. Inter alia, public health genuinely
deals with the reduction of health inequalities and includes social determinants
of health—not only by prevention on a behavioural, but also on a structural level.
Furthermore, public and global health have a focus on health policy and governance
(Carlson et al. 2015; Barbazza and Tello 2014). The scope has widened because
damage to the environment can also impact on health, as seen in the effects of climate
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change, environmental degradation, and biodiversity loss (Roe 2019). For that reason,
one can understand health as part of each of the 17 SDGs.

2.2. Health as a Human Right and Global Imperative

In the preamble of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) constitution, health
was declared as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO 1946). In 1948, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights pointed out that health is part of the right to an adequate
standard of living (art. 25) and was reaffirmed a human right in the Declaration of
Alma-Ata in 1978 (“Health for All”), which emerged as a central milestone in the field
of public health, is it expresses “the need for urgent action by all governments, all
health and development workers, and the world community to protect and promote
the health of all the people of the world” (WHO 1978). The 40th anniversary of this
declaration was used to renew its focus on the role of primary healthcare under
the lens of universal health coverage and the SDGs in the Declaration of Astana
(Walraven 2019; Tilford 2018; WHO 2018a).

The fact that there has been a legal basis for the right to health for over seventy
years, and that the goal of universal health coverage and equality have thus been
political issues for such a long period of time, is accompanied by ethical considerations.
This was particularly evident during the HIV/AIDS crisis starting in the 1980s, with the
following movement against the patent system for HIV/AIDS medication showing
how strongly human rights, ethics and health are related. The disparate burden of HIV
in low-income countries in conjunction with the AIDS activist movement have led to a
consideration of health as a global imperative over the past three decades, and revived
a human rights-based approach to healthcare (Keusch et al. 2010). The activities of
societies and stakeholders worldwide put enough pressure on the system to decrease
costs for HIV/AIDS treatment by up to 99% (Meier et al. 2018). Since this period,
an increasing number of countries have started to implement operating systems and
policies that centre on health as a human right (Gostin et al. 2018).

3. Challenges for Global Health Action

Despite the progress that has been made in global health in the past decades,
several manifold and complex challenges are hindering the success of developing,
implementing and evaluating effective and sustainable action plans to improve
the world population’s health. For example, Ridde (2016) emphasised the need
for more and better implementation science in global health, for bridging the
“know–do gap” (Means et al. 2016). A common mantra in implementation science
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in public health and global health is that we know what to do, but not how to do
it: “Therefore, it is not enough to know if a health intervention is effective; it is
also necessary to understand why the intervention works, how, for whom and in
which contexts” (Ridde 2016, p. 1). Impact evaluations need to go hand in hand
with the evaluation of implementation. We need further evidence to understand
implementation processes, causal mechanisms, and contextual factors affecting the
outcomes of complex interventions in global health (Ridde et al. 2020). This has to go
along with a strong theoretical foundation (Ridde et al. 2020; Van Belle et al. 2017).
Until now, implementation research in low- and middle-income countries has mainly
focused on evaluating the effects of implementation strategies. Problems of scale-up
and sustainability, which are key issues for global health interventions, have not
adequately been addressed (Alonge et al. 2019).

In addition to the lack of implementation research, another major challenge
is to consider the diversity and heterogeneity in the needs of the many
economically, socially, culturally, climatically and demographically different regions
and subpopulations (Mason et al. 2017). Furthermore, there is not enough or only
fragmentary research and limited data availability and/or quality in many countries,
which additionally compounds estimating problems and needs on various levels
(Asma et al. 2019). However, several attempts try to provide an overview in terms of
problems and successes of global health as well as outline the progress in reaching
SDG 3. Reporting on the global burden of disease and its development over time
and space and in relation to the SDGs is crucial, as performed by the Global Burden
of Disease study (Lozano et al. 2018), the United Nations (UN 2019b) and WHO
(WHO 2019b).

3.1. Financing

In the past, global health, especially in industrialised countries, was seen from a
perspective of providing development aid. Development projects have frequently
been implemented with a vertical structure. However, these top-down approaches
used by several funders often had no (long-term) effects. Due to a lack of coordination,
inefficient use of funding, and a strong focus on improving individual health within
these approaches and programs directed at specific diseases—rather than public
health or community approaches—many projects had no sustainable denouement
and sometimes even led to adverse effects on the health status of the addressed
country or region (Laaser and Epstein 2010; McCoy et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2019).

Despite the overall steadily increasing amounts of money used for global health
financing, one major reason for the only modest achievements since the Declaration of
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Alma-Ata is, therefore, its ineffective use (Laaser and Epstein 2010). The WHO points
out that the global needs are clearly not being met by current funding. Although
external funding (aid) represents less than 1% of global health expenditure (WHO
2019b), only 0.3% of all direct grants were received by low-income countries in 2016
(WHO 2018b), with an increasing trend for low-income countries and a declining
proportion of health spending in middle-income countries (WHO 2019b). At the same
time, the funding situation of the official development assistance (ODA), focussing
on the poorest countries worldwide, has increased by 61% in real terms from 2010
to 2019 (UN 2019a). Nevertheless, the rural poor of large middle-income countries
are neglected, although they are important target groups. It is important to note
that out-of-pocket spending especially affects the poor. In 2010, 11.7% of the global
population spent at least 10% of their household budget on healthcare, an estimated
1.4% worldwide were impoverished by financing healthcare the same year (WHO
2018b). This inequality strongly addresses SDG 3, but also SDG 1 (“No poverty”),
SDG 2 (“Zero hunger”), and SDG 10 (“Reduced inequalities”). For achieving the
goal of universal health coverage and better health and well-being, an efficient and
effective financing is fundamental.

Furthermore, the United Nations and WHO state that workforce to provide
health services in many countries is not strong enough (WHO 2019b; UN 2019a).
Within the last five years, 40% of all countries had fewer than ten medical doctors per
10,000 people (UN 2019a). The education of medical staff is crucial to implementing
essential healthcare and to covering the needs of low- and middle-income countries.
This problem not only addresses SDG 3, but also SDG 4 (“Adequate education”),
SDG 10 (“Reduced inequalities”), SDG 11 (“Sustainable cities and communities”)
and SDG 16 (“Peace, justice and strong institutions”).

All these aspects highlight the necessity for re-organising the ODA (Chan 2013),
as “at least half of the world’s population does not have full coverage for essential
health services” (WHO 2018b). Additionally, a review and modelling of the past,
present and future financing of global health, for the years 1995 to 2050, projects
a persistent and growing gap in per capita health spending, leading to growing
disparities between countries worldwide (Chang et al. 2019).

3.2. Responsibility

In 2019, the WHO designated leadership and engaging partnership on
health-matters, the setting of standards and monitoring their implementation, shaping
the research agenda, assessing health trends and articulating policy options as its
core-functions (WHO 2019a). Although many countries support the WHO and its
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goals, the financing of the WHO is a problem that needs to be addressed. WHO
continues to experience immense financial stress, as it is currently visible in public
debates after the United States of America called to suspend their funds (Nature
2020). This leads to questions about the future of WHO in global health governance
(Reddy et al. 2018). The WHO is funded by mandatory and voluntary member state
contributions and other non-state organisations (Clift and Røttingen 2018). Clift
and Røttingen (2018) have stated that a shift to tied voluntary donations can be
observed within the last few years. This means that the WHO is not in power of
controlling how 80% of its budget is spent. Bennett et al. (2018) also claim that 80%
of the funding of the WHO is earmarked for specific purposes. They emphasise
that many countries resist non-earmarked funding, because funders want to know
where the money goes and need to justify their donations. However, a focus on
global priorities (i.e., non-communicable diseases and universal health coverage),
which currently cannot be given enough attention due to funding, requires a more
transparent, flexible, and predictable fund allocation for the WHO (Bennett et al.
2018; Reddy et al. 2018).

Progress has been achieved in terms of responsibility, when the Millennium
Development Goals (UN 2015a) were expanded by the amendment of sustainability
in 2015. To accelerate this progress, 193 countries adopted the SDG Agenda 2030 at
the Sustainable Development Summit in New York, in September 2019. Additionally,
countries and stakeholders can voluntarily undertake acceleration actions that
“contribute to a speeded up implementation of the 2030 Agenda” (UN 2019b).
The rationale for international cooperation is most compelling in the field of global
health, since global interdependence is most acute. Coherence across all areas of
public policy is needed to realise health equity and well-being for all. Governance
mechanisms and intersectoral initiatives are needed and should be based on the
SDGs, which provide a framework for strengthening policy coherence for achieving
health equity (WHO Europe 2019).

During the coronavirus pandemic the crucial need for scientific collaborations
in both the public and private sectors at the global scale became visible to develop
diagnostics, vaccines and treatments in order to tackle health emergencies. However,
this was also the time when we have seen various national responses, with a lack
of globally coordinated approaches and missing responsibility for global action.
Furthermore, the collateral effects of the COVID-19 pandemic caused by global
economic downturn, social isolation and movement restrictions, are unequally
distributed and mainly affecting those in the lowest power strata of societies
(Shadmi et al. 2020).
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3.3. Changing Patterns of Morbidity, Mortality, and Population Dynamics

Global health actions need to encounter the demographic (Kirk 1996) and
epidemiological transition (Omran 1971). The demographic transition describes a
population’s shift from high mortality and high fertility to low mortality and low
fertility. However, this pattern in population dynamics does not happen uniformly
across countries and regions worldwide. Therefore, some countries experience
demographic ageing and population decline (particularly industrialised countries),
whereas others are characterised by a robust population growth (Blue and Espenshade
2011). Recent conceptual adjustments incorporated the nonlinear changes towards
very low fertility and a diversity of union and family types (Zaidi and Morgan 2017).
Despite these considerations, one needs to recognise that the demographic patterns
affect population’s health. The epidemiological transition describes the shift from
infectious diseases to non-communicable disease entities. However, this shift takes
place at different pace and from different starting points (Jamison et al. 2013).

For example, neonatal, infant, and child mortality is still an important (global)
public health challenge in low- and in some middle-income countries (Burstein
et al. 2019). The same applies to infectious disease. Infectious diseases are a major
risk in low- and middle-income countries due to poverty, insufficient healthcare,
unawareness or unavailability of preventive measures (Dye 2014), and the impact of
climate change additionally facilitate outbreaks (Liang and Gong 2017). Vaccination
is known as one of the most cost-effective and successful public health interventions
with enormous contributions to global health (Greenwood 2014). A significant
proportion of childhood mortality in low-income countries has been reduced due
to vaccination programs which promote herd immunity, eradicate diseases in the
long-term and by doing so ensure health and well-being (Glatman-Freedman and
Nichols 2012). For example, vaccination coverage for the prevention of diphtheria,
tetanus and pertussis increased from 72% in 2000 to 85% in 2015 (UN 2019a) as
a result of the Global Vaccine Action Plan (WHO 2013) and the Global Alliance
for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI), a public–private partnership committed
to saving children’s lives and protecting people’s health by increasing access to
vaccinations (GAVI 2019).

In terms of global health—oriented toward the concepts of “old” public
health—the Ebola (Honigsbaum 2017) and Zika (McNeil and Shetty 2017) outbreaks
were obvious signals highlighting the need for pandemic preparedness for avoiding
public health emergencies of international concern. Experiences gained during the
global health crisis triggered by Ebola led to improvements in early response systems,
in the development of interdisciplinary and intersectoral responses, and, most
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importantly, in close cooperation between civil society and communities (Raguin and
Girard 2018). The perspective of “new” public health also takes social determinants
into account: for example, cholera is a strong indicator of inequality and lack of social
and economic development, because it disproportionately affects the world’s poorest
and most vulnerable populations. Most of the time, cholera outbreaks occur as a
result of conflicts, natural disasters, famines, unsafe drinking water and deficient
sanitation facilities (WHO 2018b). Cholera treatment requires early detection and
immediate healthcare and medication. For cholera outbreaks, the WHO recommends
the establishment of surveillance systems and rapid response teams and calls for
supply readiness and higher laboratory capacities (WHO 2018b). SDG 3 is not the
only goal pertinent to the issue of preventing or eliminating infectious diseases:
reducing inequalities (SDG 10); ensuring the availability and sustainable management
of water and sanitation (SDG 6); protecting, restoring and promoting sustainable
use of ecosystems, and halting biodiversity loss (SDG 15); taking action to combat
climate change and its impact (SDG 13); promoting peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development; providing access to justice for all and building effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels (SDG 16) also relate to this issue.

Furthermore, the global burden of non-communicable diseases is no longer just
a phenomenon of high-income countries. Several non-communicable diseases are
socially patterned and related to behavioural risk factors such as tobacco smoking,
alcohol consumption, low levels of physical activity, and unhealthy eating habits,
which are getting much more common also in low- and middle-income countries
(Marmot and Bell 2019; Stringhini and Bovet 2017). These countries are prone to suffer
from a double burden of disease due to a high proportion of infectious diseases and
non-communicable diseases (Boutayeb 2006). For example, in 2016 almost 340 million
(18.4%) children and adolescents (5–19 years) were overweight or obese globally
and, thus, at a high risk for suffering from non-communicable diseases later in life.
The rate of obese children is higher in high-income countries, but the number of
obese children and adolescents in low- and middle-income countries is increasing
faster (WHO 2018b).

4. Case Studies: Global Health and Sustainability

Sustainability has become a central criterion in evaluating public health
programmes. In global health, a major shift took place from development to
sustainability as well (The Lancet 2012). However, there are discussions about the
conceptualisation and measurement of sustainability criteria. Overall, health is an
investment that is itself sustaining and sustainable (Yang et al. 2010).
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Global health action requires a mind shift towards a new political and social
movement for health (Kickbusch 2014) which addresses the social, cultural, physical,
environmental, commercial and political determinants of health. These approaches
need to ensure a balance between domestic and global action while recognising the
commitment to common goals such as the SDGs (Kickbusch 2016). Politicians and
scientists representing a wide range of disciplines, businesses, civil society, and local
communities, need to be new agents of change (Moallemi et al. 2019). A global and
holistic perspective is needed for understanding (transnational) health issues and
its determinants. This perspective needs to be applied at the local level to improve
health and to gain sustainability (Rowthorn 2015). For highlighting the complexity
of gaining impact and sustainability in global health and for showing the need of
participatory, inter- and transdisciplinary approaches, some examples in form of case
studies are delineated.

4.1. Antimicrobial Resistance

The rapid and ongoing spread of antimicrobial resistance poses a serious threat
to global health (Watkins and Bonomo 2016; Hay et al. 2018). The indiscriminate use
of antibiotics in human medicine and agriculture are a main driver contributing to
resistance (Laxminarayan et al. 2013), leading to health crises arising from infections
that were once easy to treat (Hay et al. 2018). In high-income countries, patients
with resistant infections frequently have the opportunity to turn to newer-generation
antibiotics, which are more expensive. In low-income countries, where infectious
diseases are leading to a high disease burden, patients might be unable to obtain or
to afford second-line treatments (Laxminarayan et al. 2013). Infections resistant to
antimicrobial treatment frequently result in longer hospital stays, higher healthcare
expenses, and increased mortality (Hay et al. 2018).

To combat antimicrobial resistance, comprehensive national and international
plans, like the Antibiotic Stewardship programme in the European Union (Allerberger
et al. 2009), are needed to allow for rationale antibiotic use in hospitals (Laxminarayan
et al. 2013). Furthermore, due to the connection between antimicrobial resistances
and the agricultural sector, the One Health approach comes into play. The One Health
approach supports global health security by improving coordination, collaboration
and communication at the human-animal-environment interface. For doing so,
multiple disciplines working locally, nationally, and globally are included, to address
shared health threats such as zoonotic diseases, antimicrobial resistance, food safety
and others (American Veterinary Medical Association 2008; Sinclair 2019).
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4.2. Climate Change

The 2019 report of The Lancet Countdown on health and climate change
emphasised that the health of a child born today will be affected by climate
change over its whole lifespan (Watts et al. 2019). Therefore, climate change is
an emerging threat to global health, as it has myriad implications for the health of
humans and the ecosystems (Machalaba et al. 2015; Patz et al. 2014). The effects of
climate change are closely linked to social and ecological determinants of disease
mitigating or exacerbating forecasted adverse health outcomes (Machalaba et al.
2015). Climate change is also highly inequitable, as the greatest risks are to the
poorest populations, who have contributed least to greenhouse gas emissions
(Campbell-Lendrum and Corvalán 2007). There is a substantial overlap between
underlying determinants of health inequity and environmental change. Friel et al.
(2008) claimed that they “are signs of an economic system predicated on asymmetric
growth and competition, shaped by market forces that mostly disregard health
and environmental consequences rather than by values of fairness and support”.
For that reason, multidisciplinary collaboration and a shift in priorities in economic
development towards healthy forms of urbanisation and infrastructure, more efficient
and renewable energy sources, and a sustainable and fairer food system is needed
(Friel et al. 2008). Without immediate actions, climate change will impact on the
health of current and future generations, will pose challenges to already overwhelmed
health systems, and will undermine the progress towards achieving the SDGs and
universal health coverage (Watts et al. 2019).

4.3. Migration

Globalisation is characterised by increases in population movement.
International migration is a complex phenomenon affecting a multiplicity of economic,
social and security aspects. However, with about 250 million international migrants in
2015, and a projection of more than 400 million in 2050 (IOM 2018), and significantly
more people moving within their country of birth, there is an urgent need to
engage with the topic of migration in global health (Wickramage et al. 2018).
Therefore, the UCL-Lancet Commission on Migration and Health called on “nation
states, multilateral agencies, non-governmental organisations, and civil society to
positively and effectively address the health of migrants by improving leadership
and accountability” (Abubakar et al. 2018). Despite the human right to health,
national sovereignty concerns frequently overshadow legal norms, as attention to
migration focuses largely on security concerns (Abubakar et al. 2018). This has
been highly visible at the so-called “refugee crisis” impacting Europe in 2015/2016,
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which was much more a “crisis of solidarity” (Bozorgmehr and Wahedi 2017).
In this regard, fundamental human rights have been restricted to asylum seekers
in many recipient countries, because access to adequate healthcare was denied
(Bozorgmehr and Razum 2016).

In the context of global health, it is mandatory to consider the “Health in all
policies” approach, because the steady increase in international migration has led
to hostile migration policies worldwide, such as expanded border controls in the
European Union and attempts to rescind legal protection granted to undocumented
migrants in the United States. All these policies have not been designed to negatively
affect migrant’s health, but their role as social or political determinants of health is
undisputable (Juárez et al. 2019).

4.4. Digitalisation

Digitalisation, one of the megatrends of our time, is of particular relevance for
global health. First of all, it affects our lives like nearly no other societal, technological
or economic development. Second, digitalisation is global itself. In developed
and developing countries alike, modern communications technology is no longer
a convenience—it is a necessity. Due to its importance, the increase in access to
information and communication technologies is addressed in SDG target 9c. Digital
strategies have been recognised as a critical strategy for health systems strengthening
to help meet the SDGs and universal health coverage targets (Labrique et al. 2018).
Digitalisation is crucial for precision global health, which is describes as an approach
similar to precision medicine. Through innovation and technology, it facilitates
better targeting—or even tailoring—of public health interventions on a global scale
(Flahault et al. 2017). For that reason, digitalisation brings new potential for global
health, but further reflections on its ethical implications and social impacts are needed
(Dockweiler and Fischer 2019).

5. Conclusions

Never before has global change happened so quickly. The societal,
epidemiological and demographic changes we face require new and particularly
global strategies to gain the common goal of universal health coverage. Global health
is closely linked to sustainable actions. Indeed, global health actions need to be
sustainable to improve the world population’s health in the long term and to reduce
health inequities.
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All global health actions should be based on the best available scientific evidence.
Therefore, Rudan and Sridhar (2016) summarised the “basic needs” of the global
health research system that emerged from the past:

• coordination of funding;
• prioritisation of the plentiful research ideas;
• recognition of results of successful research;
• broad and rapid dissemination of results and their accessibility;
• evaluation of return on investments.

Best practice examples could serve as prototypes for a better coordination and
organisation for the common goal of a higher standard in public and global health
without causing substantial or additional costs for research, development and design
(Rudan and Sridhar 2016).

Until the recent past, the European Union for example defined global health
mainly in terms of strengthening “global and third countries’ national capacities
of early prediction, detection and response to global health threats” (European
Commission 2010) rather than focusing on cross-border health threats. Germany
used its presidencies of the G7 and G20 summits in 2015 and 2017 to give more
prominence to global health in supranational political discussion (Berner-Rodoreda
et al. 2019). However, the focus has been relatively narrow. Therefore, McBride et al.
(2019) recommended expanding the focus to neglected SDG3 health targets to place
greater emphasis on upstream determinants of health, provide stronger commitment
to equity and leaving no-one behind, adopt explicit commitment to rights-based
approaches, and make commitments that are of higher quality and which include
time-bound quantitative targets and clear accountability mechanisms.

Reaching SDG 3 targets is undeniably an enormous challenge that comes along
with structural and financial demands, which are compounded by additional hazards,
such as political conflicts, natural disasters and famines, but also new global problems,
for example antibiotic resistances and the adverse health effects causes by climate
change. Therefore, sustainable development needs to be at the core of the global
agenda (Kickbusch 2014), allowing for a long-term implementation of public health
infrastructure, is needed to accomplish SDG 3. Action on the social determinants
of health—based on a “Health in all policies” approach—is required to reduce
inequities in health (Donkin et al. 2018). Accountability, vested interests, ethics and
democratic legitimacy are conditional for future sustainability of population health
(Byskov et al. 2019).

The overall changes in the past years, in terms of the increasingly globalised
nature of economy, society and culture, combined with, e.g., the effects of climate
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change and environmental degradation as well as the evolution of antibiotic resistance,
have led to shift the boundaries. These factors expose both new and forgotten
similarities between populations. Furthermore, they highlight the need for global
cooperative responses to health threats. Therefore, the grand challenges can serve
as “a catalyst for global solidarity, which justifies, and provides motivation for, the
establishment of solidaristic, cooperative global health infrastructures” (West-Oram
and Buyx 2017, p. 212).

Reaching the goal of a better health and universal health coverage also implies
changes in other areas than health and, thus, addresses more SDGs than just SDG
3. Therefore, integration of global health concerns into the law and governance of
other, related disciplines should be given high priority. This emphasises the need
for developing and implementing a “global health” policy, and not only a global
“health policy”.
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On the Relationship between Health Sectors’
Digitalization and Sustainable Health Goals:
A Cyber Security Perspective

Stefan Sütterlin, Benjamin J. Knox, Kaie Maennel, Matthew Canham and
Ricardo G. Lugo

1. Towards Sustainable Digitalized Healthcare

Digitalization in the health sector is, as in all societal domains, motivated by
a range of anticipated positive consequences, such as increased effectiveness of
prevention, treatment and follow-up, a generally improved resource efficiency and
improved health care availability. This chapter will discuss how the ambition of
achieving sustainable health goals may be affected by measures of digitalization. This
will be done by covering digitalization from a cyber security perspective and how
new potential threats to privacy may influence the public’s trust in their health care
system, thereby affecting the envisaged goals of sustainable health care performance.
It will also discuss further how digitalization in the healthcare sector unleashes an
enormous potential in terms of cost-effectiveness, decentralization and the availability
of specialist services and expertise, which risks and countermeasures these changes
entail, and how they are currently dealt with and the role of cyber resilience in
ensuring rapid digitalization does not come at the cost of essential trust mechanisms
that are quid pro quo in the health sector.

Transformation to a digitalized healthcare system must be governed and framed
by a range of measures in various societal domains. The World Health Organization’s
(WHO) report on the status of eHealth in the European region (WHO 2016) states that
its member states “acknowledge and understand the role of e-Health in contributing
to the achievement of universal health coverage and have a clear recognition of
the need for national policies strategies and governance to ensure the progress and
long-term sustainability of investments. However, leveraging eHealth as a national
strategic asset demands a more coordinated approach [ . . . ]” (WHO 2016, p. xi).
The WHO acknowledges the fact that a majority of its member states developed or
are developing “national strategies or policies for eHealth, universal health coverage
or national health information systems, and ensuring sustainable funding for their
implementation.” (WHO 2016, p. xi). The report requests the member states to
develop an “inclusive and intersectorial approach to the development of national
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eHealth strategies” (p. xii). These international efforts to adapt to the consequences
of technological development provide an example for the wide ranging consequences
that the digitalization of health systems entails for legal security measures relating
to a state’s power over its citizens, institutional development, policy and practice,
education, and cyber security. We argue that cyber security, in turn, is not just one of
many subjects to consider, but instead it pertains to and penetrates all other affected
domains, such as the aforementioned organizational structures, policymaking, and
education of non-technical healthcare professionals, as well as legal structures.

The healthcare system’s efficiency and effectiveness depends on policies and
procedures such as the rapid and precise exchange of health-related information
between its different acteurs. In recent years, more national healthcare systems
approached sustainable health benefits for their populations by digitizing their
services and administrative procedures, enabling new innovative models of health
care delivery and efficient data sharing amongst stakeholders. Digitalization on a
system level led to increasingly centralized databases offering synergies for new
research possibilities, and the opportunity to improve individualised, time- and
cost-efficient healthcare covering hitherto underserviced areas, such as disadvantaged
parts of society or structurally weak geographical spheres. The manifold effects of
digitalized healthcare result from a large variety of technological innovations on
individual, institutional or system level.

The concept of e-Health combines aspects of areas such as healthcare business
and administration, public health, and medical informatics. This broad term covers
aspects of healthcare delivery, data administration and relies, to a large extent, on the
availability of web-based patient care via communication platforms. e-Health is both
a technical tool of practical healthcare delivery as well as a governance instrument.
The term is also used as a more general description of a larger variety of digitalized
healthcare. On the contrary, the term m-health (“mobile health”) is a particular
aspect of e-health describing medical and public health practice via mobile (wireless)
electronic devices such as smartphones or specific monitoring devices such as EKG
monitors or glucometers. Telehealth is a rather broad term referring to remote clinical
services, as well as non-clinical activities such as training and medical education.
The narrower term telemedicine is the aspect of telehealth dealing with remote
clinical services. These various manifestations of digitalized healthcare contribute
to the gradual achievement of sustainability goals in a number of ways. Within the
last ten to fifteen years, electronic health records have become a universal feature of
digitalized healthcare. This increased availability of digitalized information and the
overall improved information management by healthcare professionals accelerated
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decision-making time, provided an information basis for better outcomes of clinical
decisions, facilitated interdisciplinary cooperation, reduced the fragmentation of
information between healthcare providers, and reduced duplicate tests and other
treatment risks or side effects (Atasoy et al. 2019).

In developing countries, digitalization and thus this universally available
information has increasingly been used not only to process patient-related information,
but also to make medical services and the competence of rare and remote health
care providers accessible to rural and secluded regions with lacking or insufficient
medical infrastructure (Zhang and Zaman 2019) by means of eHealth. While eHealth
has been mostly seen in terms of reducing inequality to access of healthcare, a
discussion on unequal access to these benefits emerges. As mHealth contributes
to an increased autonomy and strengthening of the patient role as administrator
and gatekeeper over own health-related data, this increases the demands towards
patients considerably. The access to “patient-facing” mHealth and a consequently
more responsible and autonomous patient role are raising concerns related to digital
inequality and cognitive skills. Unequal access to the benefits of digitalization for
deprived societal groups could be particularly pronounced in countries with rather
limited universal healthcare, such as the USA or developing countries.

2. Digitalization and Increased Vulnerability

Highly digitized healthcare systems relying on electronic health records are a
vital part of a nation’s critical infrastructure. Critical infrastructure describes the
“physical and cyber systems and assets that are so vital [ . . . ] that their capacity or
destruction would have a debilitating impact on [ . . . ] physical or economic security
or public health or safety” (Department of Homeland Security 2019).

The model of an increasingly patient-centered healthcare emphasizing the
individual’s needs, rights, autonomy, preferences and values guiding all medical
decisions is increasingly promoted and spread as a development unfolding parallel
to digital change. Healthcare systems involve patients to an increased extent in
ambulatory data collection, provide more insight into patient documentation, secure
the patient’s rights to own the data and become more inclusive when choosing
amongst treatment options. As an effect of the increased cooperation between patient
and numerous other acteurs in the healthcare system, the increased amount of
patient-centered sensitive data is bundled, stored and processed in centralized or
highly interconnected digital infrastructures.

The amount and availability of patient-related data are tempting high-value
assets for criminal undertakings. The extent to which the healthcare sector has
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become a primary target of cyber crime is reflected in the number of cyber attacks on
hospitals in recent years. More than 2000 breaches involving a total of 176 million
patient records were reported between 2010 and 2017, with individual breaches
ranging from 500 to nearly 79 million patient records. The total number of breaches
increased from 199 in 2010 to 344 in 2017 (e.g., McCoy and Perlis 2018). One of
the first occasions when the international general public became aware of cyber
attacks on the health care sector was the 2017 WannaCry ransomware attack infecting
an estimated 230,000 windows systems in 150 countries (Chen and Bridges 2017).
The unprecedented scale of this cyber attack brought the relatively neglected field of
cyber security in the healthcare sector onto the agenda of media, healthcare providers
and policy makers.

The many years of negligence towards cyber security made many healthcare
providers particularly easy targets, especially when compared to highly protected
societal domains such as the military, law enforcement, and innovation-driven
economy safeguarding their intellectual property or high-value tactical or strategic
decisions. The Norwegian data breach of 2018 is a particular—but not
exclusive—example of a targeted attack with the criminal intent to obtain sensitive
patient data exploiting the lack of awareness and preparedness. The targeted attack
resulted in the extraction of 2.9 million datasets, including patient records, resembling
more than half of Norway’s population (Hughes 2018; Johansson 2018). The attack
is believed to have been carried out by highly sophisticated attackers explicitly
targeting patient records stored by the health authorities in the South-East region
of Norway. Following further investigations, it was assumed that the attackers
were focused on the health service’s relationship with Norway’s armed forces and
potential information regarding a major NATO exercise organized in Norway later in
the year. The cyber attack seems to have benefitted from lax security standards and
outdated operating systems no longer supported by security updates. According
to the investigations of a national newspaper, as late as in 2017, about 1200 of
the Health-South-East’s computers were still running on Windows XP, about three
years after Microsoft ceased supporting the popular operating system (Irwin 2018;
VG 2017).

While these events demonstrate clearly the need for heightened cyber security
awareness and preparedness, the viciousness of criminal hackers—be they rogue
criminals with economic interests, financed by nation-states, competitors or
others—data breaches do not necessarily presuppose criminal intent. Human
failure is known to be the major vulnerability of all technical systems with which
humans interact (“socio-technical systems”). Human failure provides numerous
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“attack vectors”, i.e., opportunities to exploit a person’s individual vulnerability in
order to access a targeted network. However, while processes, people and technology
need to be designed, trained, and maintained in a way that reduces the risk of
human failure enabling third parties with malicious intent to get access to sensitive
data, the loss of sensitive patient data does not necessarily require malicious intent.
Amongst some of the most prominent—known—health data breaches made public
in recent years include the breach of data on 150,000 patients by the UK’s National
Health Service being shared without their permission in 2018. In fact, the patients
whose data were made public actively opted out of any use of their data beyond
own treatment. The breach was later explained as a “coding error”, i.e., an internal
human failure without any criminal intent (Canham et al. 2020). The National Health
Service (NHS) data breach of 2018 indicates how cyber security breaches and efforts
to improve information security management routines are of crucial relevance for
the patients’ trust in the healthcare system, even in the absence of any criminal
attempt, as it undermines the public trust in the institutions’ very ability to maintain
secure information processing as a part of their daily routines, and in the absence
of acute threats. The case of the NHS data breach demonstrated impressively how
a digitalized data administration potentiates the detrimental impact of singular
human failure.

The motivation for targeting the health sector is comparable to other large societal
sectors such as public authorities, governmental or non-governmental organizations
or industry. With cybercrime dominating, hacktivism and cyber espionage are
the major motivations behind cyber attacks in the healthcare sector (Passeri 2017).
The often-reported observation that human factors seem to play a particular role in
cyber breaches targeting the healthcare sector, has been associated with the particular
lack of security awareness, training, and security-related attitudes (Kim 2017). As a
result, health and hospital trusts are frequently considered “low hanging fruits” by
cyber criminals aiming for financial profits on the black market for patient data.
In addition, and in the comparably smaller but potentially more devastating case
of nation-actors, the healthcare sector provides a relatively easy entrance for the
acquisition of sensitive information required to paralyze a potential enemy’s critical
healthcare infrastructure in a conflict situation.

Cyber security rests upon three pillars; confidentiality, availability, and integrity
(Conrad et al. 2012; Canham et al. 2018). Cyber-attacks focused on the confidentiality
pillar expose private information (such as credit card or health information) to
unauthorized persons. The American Medical Collection Agency (AMCA) data
breach in which 12 million patient records were exposed is an example of an attack
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using the confidentiality pillar. The integrity pillar represents the prevention of
unauthorized modification of a system or data. Attacks against the integrity pillar
modify data in such a way that it becomes untrustworthy, and the attack may
not be discovered even after the damage has been done. In a healthcare context,
cyber threat actors who attack the integrity pillar might change a patient’s dosage
instructions and create a potentially unsafe situation for that patient. The Stuxnet
worm is often cited as an example of an attack on information integrity that caused a
large number of Iranian uranium centrifuges to malfunction. This attack employed
malware specifically designed to provide false performance readings to operators
that left them unaware of an impending problem (Chien et al. 2012). Security
researchers have conducted proof-of-concept attacks against the Integrity Pillar of
neuro-prosthetic devices and were able to inject commands that disrupted the device’s
normal functionality (Canham and Sawyer 2019; Cusack et al. 2017). The availability
pillar focuses on information assurance; in other words, ensuring that users are able
to access the data that they are authorized to access. Examples of attacks against the
availability pillar include the multitude of ransomware attacks against hospitals and
healthcare facilities over the past few years.

The examples of major data breaches provided above are only a very small part
of the overall picture and do by no means cover a substantial part of known cyber
threats. Commercial cyber security providers publish regular lists of conducted cyber
attacks that have become known. At the time point of detection, cyber attacks have
usually already happened, and a considerable number of attacks and conducted data
extractions may remain undetected or unreported. The majority of attacks directly
target individual hospitals as key centers of gravity, with direct access to patients’
sensitive data, while being known to be lagging far behind other institutions of
comparable size in terms of their cyber security standards. Where a few hospitals
with low resources for cyber security threaten the entire infrastructure due to their
interconnectedness, the efforts to become a less attractive goal for cyber criminals
needs to step up considerably. These efforts need to go beyond current regulations
which largely focus on questions related to data privacy, but not data security
(Jalali and Kaiser 2018). A surge in related analyses and systematic research on
risk factors and potential countermeasures in recent years indicates an increasing
awareness amongst the stakeholders, which may lead to increased future investment
in technology, processes and personnel (Coventry and Branley 2018; Kruse et al. 2017;
Martin et al. 2017).
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3. Improving Sustainable Healthcare and Ensuring Cybersecurity:
The Estonian Case

As digitalization as a means to improve national healthcare systems’ effectiveness
and efficiency comes with increased data exchange accompanied by an increased
potential of vulnerabilities towards security threats, governments work towards
finding a balance between technically feasible solutions maximizing the outcome
benefits, whilst minimizing the threat potential with cyber security measures. Cyber
resilient healthcare systems contribute to and maintain public acceptance for further
transformation and sustainable development initiatives, and bolster public perception
of information security. When discussing these future trends, the digitalization of
the Estonian healthcare system may serve as a blueprint for future developments in
other countries, too. The Baltic country with approximately 1.2 million inhabitants is
considered a world leader in both e-government as well as cyber security. Estonia is
regarded to be one of the most digitized countries of the world and has firsthand
experience of being subject to hostile cyber attacks by a foreign state power. In 2007,
a Russian cyber attack brought the Estonian public authorities, organizations, media
and with it, the usual public life, to an abrupt hold. The attacks were interpreted as
an expression of Russia’s disagreement with the relocation of a Sovjet-era bronze
soldier statue in the capital city Tallinn. In the aftermath of these attacks and
reinforced by a continuously perceived threat by Russian interference, the country
publicly and privately invested heavily in cyber security infrastructure, processes
and competences. Both the level of digitalization of the country’s healthcare services
and the technological advancements in cyber security make Estonia an interesting
case study and “laboratory” providing possible insights into future developments
on an international scale. Trends and consequences in Estonia are likely to be—in
similar or partial form—also introduced in other countries.

Estonia’s healthcare system’s patients and doctors, hospitals and the government,
have to rely on e-services for health. Each person in Estonia that has visited a doctor at
least once has an online e-Health record. The core of the Estonian e-Health System is
the digital health record that functions as a centralized, national database and retrieves
data as necessary from various providers, who may be using different systems, and
presents it in a standard format via the e-Patient portal (e-estonia.com). These
e-Health records are, among other purposes, used for prescriptions and in emergency
situations. E-ambulances are available in emergency situations to detect and locate
an emergency call within 30 seconds. On board the e-ambulance, a doctor can use
a patient’s ID code to read time-critical information, such as blood type, allergies,
or recent treatments. To balance these obvious advantages in availability, efficiency
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and cost-effectiveness on the societal level, data privacy for the individual is secured
by various means. Sensitive patient information is only accessible by authorised
individuals identified via national electronic ID cards. Highly secure state-of-the
art data transmission encryption techniques (Keyless Signature Infrastructure (KSI)
Blockchain technology) are used for the system to ensure data integrity and mitigate
internal threats to the data. Data transport and security layers are provided for by the
government’s data transmission software (“X-Road”), ensuring that only digitally
signed and encrypted data are exchanged (Priisalu and Ottis 2017). The electronic
databases are organised in a decentralized manner ensuring that cyber attacks or leaks
cannot compromise the overall system. There are no so-called super-administrators
with unrestricted access to patients’ health records (Health and Welfare Information
Systems Centre (TEHIK) (2019)). By default, medical specialists can access data
using their unique individual identifier, but any patient can choose to deny access
to any case-related data, to any, or all care providers; including one’s own general
practitioner (Priisalu and Ottis 2017). Every patient thus keeps full autonomic control
over the stored data, provides permission and keeps the full overview over which
individual person has accessed their personal information. Each data view leaves an
identifiable trace and record.

The privacy and processing of personal data processed in the Estonian healthcare
system and other public databases is regulated by the country’s Personal Data
Protection Act and the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). The governing principle is to provide an open and transparent attitude
as a prerequisite for a robust trusted relationship between the citizens and the
state. By investing in a person’s confidence in the government’s ability to keep
their data secure and guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability. While
there are no direct survey data describing the public and individual trust into the
Estonian eHealth services available, the high rate of access and usage since the
system’s introduction in December 2008, the constantly high ratings of perceived
quality of healthcare in public surveys indicate a level of acceptance (Lai et al. 2013).
The Estonian example combines state-of-the art e-government services with newest
cyber security technology, maximizing the potential of “security by design”, i.e.,
providing technology with least possible vulnerabilities and robustness towards
human failure. To ensure public acceptance and trust, the patient is given full
autonomy and transparency over the use of his/her personal information.

There are currently no known comprehensive data breaches following attacks
on the Estonian healthcare system. While security-by-design solutions are a powerful
and necessary means to provide cyber resilience, the human factor remains a
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considerable risk factor, particularly in less advanced partially digitalized systems
and healthcare systems with lower degrees of centralization, as typical in larger
countries. Human behaviour thus remains a constant threat of cyber security that is
subject to intensifying research efforts by behavioural and interdisciplinary scientists.

4. The Human Factor in the Healthcare System’s Cyber Security

Research on the human factor in cyber security acknowledges that technology
does not exist in isolation, but that interpretations, conclusions and decisions are
made by individuals or groups of humans with the “inbuilt guarantee” to commit a
whole range of human failures if given the opportunity. Thus, even the best designed
system for processing and storing sensitive data in a healthcare system faces human
users and thus human failures, which potentially compromise data security at least
on an individual, if not even systemic level, in unforeseen ways. These human
failures—such as the coding error enabling the 2018 NHS data breach—occur on
individual levels following erroneous conclusions and decision-making processes,
insufficient or biased information as a decision-making foundation following
inappropriate or inaccurate communication between individuals, teams, institutions
or authorities. Given the relatively recent awakening concerning awareness of cyber
vulnerabilities in the healthcare sectors, we argue that the human factor based on
training, education and compliance, is of particular importance. In areas such as
aviation, acute medical care, and many safety- and security-critical sectors, the
devastating effects of human failure, for example by miscommunications, are well
documented and acknowledged. In the area of cyber security, knowledge about the
sources and underlying reasons of human failure and performance is still relatively
scarce and “work in progress”, but the amount of systematic research in this field is
growing (Sütterlin et al. 2019).

Amongst the various ways in which human failure occurs and threatens cyber
security, procedural compliance is one. A lack of procedural compliance when
technology users do not adhere to existing security protocols can result from such
protocols being too complicated, formulated in a, not understandable way, and highly
technical. Other factors include the failure of organizational cultures, where enforced
hierarchies and authoritarian leadership styles foster a culture of low tolerance to
criticism and constructive feedback upwards along the vertical axis, making available
competencies of lower ranking and technologically savvy younger experts unavailable
for strategic decisions (Jøsok et al. 2016). Communicative challenges between
individuals, teams, organisations and sectors particularly in interdisciplinary groups
set up in an ad hoc manner and without established collaborative routines provide an
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environment that is particularly prone to misunderstandings, misinterpretations, and
the loss of relevant information, resulting in discrepant mental models of a cyber threat
situation. The reason why cyber security is particularly vulnerable to communicative
challenges is the highly technical nature of the threat. A profound understanding
and interpretation of a technical situation, its real-life consequences, options to act
and their various anticipated consequences and associated risks in a cyber threat or
cyber incident situation, with high stakes, that is potentially also characterized by
time pressure and based on ambiguous information, creates an enormous cognitive
individual and organizational workload prone to human errors. The creation of a
shared situational awareness between technicians, decision-makers, and all other
stakeholders requires a high degree of technical specialization in combination with
efficient communication routines across disciplines, departments, organisations
and societal sectors. The availability of understandable, yet accurate, technical
information providing this shared situational awareness and decision-making ability
gives technologically less informed decision-makers the ability to react and act with
appropriate tactical and strategic decisions. The challenge is to provide an accurate
yet simplified description of a given threat situation. The consequential options to
act as well as the probabilities of anticipated consequences pose particular challenges
in a context where not the shortage of information, but the overwhelming availability
of it, adds to an enormous cognitive load for all stakeholders. In the communication
of cyber threats, it is therefore not the situational status per se, but the outcome of its
perception, interpretation, and communication by the cyber security technician that
shapes the decision-makers’ experienced reality. The decision-maker on the receiving
end depends upon their understanding and thus upon the technician’s simplification,
selection, weighting, and interpretation. Knox et al. (2018) described the conditions
that need to be put in place to facilitate information exchange on recognized cyber
pictures between individuals and propose an orient-locate-bridge-model (OLB)
describing how institutions can apply educational methods to enable both their cyber
security personnel as well as their leaders in the effective communication of cyber
security related situations (Knox et al. 2018).

Lacking procedural compliance and ineffective communication only represent
examples of a number of ways in which human failures affect cyber security in and
beyond the healthcare system. While there is a lack of research on human factor-related
cyber security risks in the healthcare sector, the more extensive human-factor related
knowledge from other domains can be transferred and applied in the healthcare
sector as well. Human factor research can contribute to risk identification and the
development of training approaches to facilitate cyber resilience. With 94% of malware
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distributed via email in 2018 (Verizon Communications Inc. 2019), phishing mails are
the tool of choice to breach targeted networks. Empirical research has identified four
categories of risk factors for susceptibility to phishing mails. These are situational
factors, social engineering techniques, cultural factors, and individual differences
(Canham et al. 2019). Employees who might not, under “normal” circumstances,
be susceptible to a phishing attacks may be susceptible when distracted, or under
significant cognitive load; in this way, situational factors play a major role in
susceptibility. The social engineering techniques employed by threat actors can be
very sophisticated and even appear to originate from known contacts. Some research
suggests that cultural influences along the individualism–collectivism spectrum may
significantly contribute to susceptibility (Butavicius et al. 2016). Finally, individual
differences relating to personality and propensity to trust appear to account for some
users being more susceptible than others. The most vulnerable users, sometimes
referred to as “repeat clickers”, represent a small minority of users who repeatedly fall
prey to simulated phishing campaigns meant as training exercises. While these users
usually only account for one to two percent of users within an organization, they can
represent nearly 50% of the total simulated phishing failures (Canham et al. 2019).

Health care workers seem to fulfill some of these criteria, as they have shown
a high propensity to click on phishing scams and have limited awareness of
threats (Priestman et al. 2019). In a sector where women make up over 70% of
workers in the health sector (WHO 2019) and usually rank higher on traits such as
neuroticism, agreeableness (Parrish et al. 2009; Weisberg et al. 2011) and reward-based
decision-making, known risk factors for maladaptive cyber behaviours cumulate.
Getting targeted training to health care workers is essential in establishing and
maintaining cyber resilience on an organisational level (Ghernaouti-Helie 2013).
Other influencing factors determining susceptibility to fraudulent emails serving
as an attack strategy to achieve entrance into sensitive IT systems are personality
factors. IT users who are agreeable, emotionally less stable, and technically less
knowledgeable, show higher risks of all unintended security violations in phishing
attacks (Gratian et al. 2018; Halevi et al. 2013).

These vulnerabilities are usually addressed in cyber security education and
training programmes. While these trainings are by far not sufficiently available and
widespread in the healthcare sector, they are not even suitable to address all sources
of errors. Even though general security training has shown to increase pro-security
behaviors to some extent (Darwish et al. 2012), more targeted education is required
to reach a significant improvement and lasting effects on behaviour.
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In 2018, the United Kingdom’s Information Commissioner (ICO) commissioned
Kroll to conduct a study of all data breaches experienced by the UK government
in 2017, 2124 incidents in total (Targett 2018). This study found that 88% of all
data breaches involving UK government entities resulted from unintentional human
error, without the direct involvement of a cyber threat actor. Examples of these
errors included emailing unencrypted confidential patient information to the wrong
recipient (21%), loss or theft of paperwork (20%) and data left in an insecure location
(7%). Of the reported malicious cyber breaches, unauthorised access was the most
common, accounting for 4% of the total, followed by malware (2.5%), phishing attacks
(2.4%) and ransomware (1.5%). The healthcare sector accounted for the majority
(57%) of these breaches, followed by general business (17%), education and childcare
(16.7%), and local government (15.4%).

Knowledge workers in the information economy are often overworked, facing
staffing shortages and constant deadlines. These workers commonly experience a
tension between complying with security policy friction and accomplishing assigned
tasks within deadlines (Posey and Canham 2018). Workers in the health care sector
are no exception to this situation. One of the leading causes of (or contributing factors
to) human error, is time pressure. Time pressure manifests in errors in two primary
ways, deliberate policy violations and unintentional human errors (Reason 1990;
Norman 2013).

The two categories of deliberate policy violations are routine violations and
situational violations. Routine violations occur when policy non-compliance is so
common that it is mostly ignored. A frequent example of this is the emergence of
“shadow IT” systems. Shadow IT systems represent workarounds that users adopt
in order to complete their work in an easier (but often less secure) manner. Examples
include using unauthorized external cloud services or installing unauthorized
wireless networks in secured spaces. Situational violations occur during exceptional
circumstances. For example, in order to save a patient’s life, emergency department
medical staff might leave a proximity card on a monitoring cart in order to prevent the
lock screen from activating. These violations are not routine, and usually occur when
the cost of following proper security procedures is higher than abiding by them. Both
routine and situational deliberate policy violations should give security staff pause, to
reflect on the appropriateness of the policies causing these circumstances. If a policy
is so cumbersome as to lead to it being deliberately ignored, this may be a good area
to explore policy alternatives as a way to encourage secure behaviors. If existing IT
infrastructure is so cumbersome to use that users are leveraging external resources,
perhaps the existing infrastructure can be made more user friendly. Devices that
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utilize timeout lock screens might be modified to include an “emergency mode” so
that they will not lock for the duration of the emergency.

Human errors, in contrast to deliberate violations, are unintentional and usually
result from two distinctly different sources. The first type of human error is known
as slips. Slips occur when an individual intends for one action to occur, but instead
executes a different action. In this case, the person understands the correct action
to take, but inadvertently takes the wrong action. An example of a slip might be
pouring milk into coffee, but then placing the coffee cup in the refrigerator instead of
replacing the milk (Norman 2013). In a cyber context, email address auto-complete is
likely responsible for a great number of slip errors. Recall that the Kroll study found
that emailing unencrypted confidential patient information to the wrong recipient
was responsible for 21% of the 2017 data breaches (the largest number). In contrast to
slips, mistakes are another type of human error that occur when an individual has
the wrong goal (Norman 2013). Humans form mental models for how tools, artifacts,
and environment operate and interact (Johnson-Laird 1983). These mental models
encapsulate a simplified mental representation that allows the human mind to make
predictions for actions taken with the things we interact with. Unfortunately, these
mental representations are not always correct. When they are incorrect, this often
leads to the wrong goal being formed, and an error then usually occurs. If a user
believes that their employer has stronger security than what they have at home, they
might forward a questionable email that they receive at their personal email account,
to their work account, with the belief that the organization’s security resources are
better equipped to manage malicious software than their home system is. If this were
the case, then this person would be taking the correct action, but of course this is
false and based on an incorrect mental model.

This distinction between error types comes with consequence. In the cyber
security industry, much emphasis is placed on user awareness training, with the
implication being that if users were simply more aware of the inherent risks associated
with their actions, they would be less vulnerable to attacks or committing errors
leading to breaches (Carpenter 2019). While this may be true in some cases such as
mistake type errors, it is untrue with regard to slip type errors. Slip errors result from
highly learned behaviors that have become automatic and usually occur without
conscious processing. In fact, slip errors tend to be more common in expert users,
because they are so familiar with these actions. No amount of awareness training
will fix slip errors; the best method to deal with these will likely be better design of
interfaces and processes. Mistake errors result from incorrect goals, usually derived
from incorrect mental models. Mental models can be updated through training
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and, therefore, these types of errors might be corrected through awareness training.
Because these policy deviations can have radically different causes, they need to be
addressed through different means (Canham et al. 2020). Security personnel in the
health sector would be served well to track these errors in relation to data breaches
and security violations and use these as a guide for developing corrective actions.

5. Cyber Resilience and Trust

In the previous sections, we laid out how digitalization transformed the way
healthcare systems perform and the benefits these changes entail, as well as the
vulnerabilities that come with large-scale health data administration. We also
provided examples of how human behaviour can pose a large risk for breaches of
sensitive data. Cyber resilience is more than the prevention of valuable data being
stolen or the direct and collateral damages associated with a cyber attack. While data
can in many cases be restored by backups, malware isolated and eliminated, and
access to blocked data can be regained (ransomware)—there is a wider picture to it.
Stolen data or access credentials and system vulnerabilities can spread in uncontrolled
manners and be sold on illegal markets. The whereabouts of breached data remain
usually unknown for long time periods, occasionally for years. The perpetrators
can, in most cases, not be clearly identified, which adds an additional component
of insecurity for the victims of cyber attacks, widely known as the “attribution
problem”. Cyber threats in the healthcare sector can have acute detrimental effects
in times of national crisis (functionality of the healthcare system), hybrid warfare,
or international conflicts above or below the threshold of war. In peacetime and in
western democracies, however, breaches of data that were administered by private or
public bodies (healthcare providers, insurances, etc.) can also undermine the public
trust in these institutions. Public awareness and scepticism therefore influence policies
around the digitalization of healthcare and consequently affects the development of
institutions at the frontline of healthcare and achievement of sustainable development
goals. The crucial role of people’s trust in the protection of their privacy and thus in
the integrity of the healthcare system as a whole has been recognized by state actors
and lead to the development of relevant legal frameworks facilitating privacy, security
and thus overall cyber resilience as a prerequisite of trust in a sustainable healthcare.
According to the World Health Organization, trust in privacy legislation is key for the
population’s “confidence in their national eHealth programme” (WHO 2016, p. 77).

To reach a sufficient level of cyber resilience allowing for the further development,
implementation and maintenance of digital solutions in healthcare, the vast majority
of industrialized countries have established national legislation regulating the sharing,
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storing and use of personal data and/or personal health-related information as well as
information exchange. While these legal frameworks have been put in place, the lack
of cyber resilience on institutional levels makes healthcare institutions still an easy
prey for malicious attacks or human failures due to mistakes and behavioural slips.
One such cognitive barrier to prioritising cyber-resilience is the cost of investing in
managing something that steals time from the primary and measurable role of the
institution (Elgsaas and Heireng 2014). Investing time and resources into cyber secure
systems and the people capable of ensuring persistent network resilience comes at
considerable costs and is only rarely seen as a necessary and important investment
in value generation (Coventry and Branley 2018). This is especially so when future
funding for health institutions is very often performance related. Unfortunately,
performance of cyber and information security is not the key criteria, meaning that
in many countries, speed and efficiency of digital systems is prioritised ahead of
security and resilience. For this reason, the introduction and implementation of
digital systems in healthcare with the security by design principle at the forefront of
development, and meet certain recognized classification frames, should be a step in
adding cyber resilience from the start.

In Europe, national legal frameworks are directly affected by supernational
legislation. The European Union Cyber Security Act of 2019 aims to increase EU
resilience and response to cyber-attacks. The act established an EU framework for
cybersecurity certification aimed at boosting the cybersecurity of digital products
and services in Europe, including the various national healthcare sectors. In practice,
the certification framework means improved cybersecurity across a wide spectrum
of existing digital products and services, including the Internet of Things, as well as
critical infrastructure such as, for example, hospitals. Even though these measures are
not specifically aimed at cyber resilience in the healthcare sector, it contributes to the
harmonization of cybersecurity standards, increasing the effectiveness in responding
to cyberattacks as the system or device has a familiarity to it based on it meeting
prescribed criteria. Manufacturers of healthcare technology are incentivised to invest
in cyber security for their products, consequently giving them a potential competitive
edge as customers see that certification is dependent upon a security-by-design
approach to product development. When considering how the aforementioned
potential of telemedicine and eHealth will rely heavily on the Internet of Things
and the newest 5G data transmission standards, these new supernational legal
frameworks can add a significant level of resilience; as it takes a stride in ensuring
good cyber security as the foundation for trust in digital systems that should be able
to guarantee information security.
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Until legal frameworks such as the aforementioned legislation on harmonized
certification have been implemented, security concerns remain a relevant factor
influencing the users’ trust in the healthcare system’s ability to protect their sensitive
data. The rise and investment in telemedicine to take advantage of the internet
in support of ambulatory, more self-responsible monitoring and treatment in a
“hospital-at-home” is heavily reliant upon security-by-design solutions minimizing
or excluding the possibility of data breaches caused by unaware end-users. Such
user-driven, self-monitoring of health care is ideal from a cost saving efficiency
perspective as it is designed for people in certain risk-groups, people that might
otherwise be re-hospitalized, and to assist people who are more likely to recover
faster in their own home, whilst providing autonomy and enhanced quality of life.
However, patients are required to place complete trust into their own network and
the integrity of the data presented to them, or that they are required to share; as
well as ensuring that the precise data that they need are available to them, their
devices as well as to their healthcare professional, whenever it is needed and in
real time. Lastly, the patient data must remain confidential in accordance with
legal requirements. These demands are dependent upon a stable information and
communication technology platform. Currently, many experts regard the Internet as
simply not yet good enough for eHealth due to persisting reliability, availability and
security issues. Each of which can undermine a patients’ wellness due to the explicit
risk related to telemedicine application and its dependency upon data management
and data security.

Where even unintended individual human errors (slips) can cause massive
data breaches, sensitive data of high value administered by poorly prepared and
insufficiently aware healthcare professionals pose a huge incentive for malicious
cyber attacks. The resulting limited trust in the system’s integrity directly impairs
the political incentives to facilitate digitalization further and increases the economic
and organizational costs of further establishing robust cyber resilience. Precautions
to ensure cyber resilience slow down or functionally impair the overall service
performance by patients, due to delays, less user-friendly interfaces and identification
requirements. As a result of diminished trust into both privacy and security, users
may only reluctantly share highly personal data such as stigmatizing mental and
sexual health conditions with a depersonalized and intransparent environment
(Shenoy and Appel 2017). There is, to the best of our knowledge, currently no
evidence-based knowledge on how far cyber security impairs the trust into
the healthcare system and how reduced trust into cyber resilience impairs its
performance or cost-effectiveness. Considering these likely side effects of hastily
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implemented digitalization without parallel implementation of a robust, transparent
and technologically advanced cyber security strategy, we find the transparent,
user-friendly and so far outstandingly successful cyber resiliency strategy provided
by the Estonian example as a promising blueprint for future developments in
other countries.

6. Conclusions

The digitalization of healthcare environments is changing the way healthcare
systems operate and how they are organized, with significant changes for the
patient’s roles, responsibilities and opportunities. The benefits are manifold
and relate to improved decision-making processes, availability of services,
cost-effectiveness, and patient autonomy. The foundation of these changes is
the constant and instant availability and exchange of patient- and service-related
data that coordinate actors, communicate health-related patient data, provide the
foundations for decision-making and facilitate the administrative processes at large.
The comprehensive datasets occurring in this process provide the basis of the benefits
of digitized healthcare, as well as the major challenge and vulnerability. A series of
massive data breaches and enormous growth rates of cybercrime targeting valuable
data processed in the healthcare systems, as well as a number of unintended breaches
resulting from human failures, demonstrate an overproportional vulnerability of this
societal sector, in which cyber security awareness is considered to lag behind other
areas where security concerns appear more intuitively natural.

The health sectors’ drive for digitalization to realize opportunities in, for example,
eHealth and telemedicine will require far greater investment in cyber resilience if
availability and security are to match the potential and ambitions of efficiency and
effectiveness. Any progress towards ensuring the digitalization of the health sector
needs to be measured against the current vulnerabilities to confidentiality, integrity
and availability of before, between and after treatment data. Critical applications that
are implemented to support achieving sustainable health goals may lack sufficient
trust and reliability. Contact-tracing applications as they are introduced in the later
phase of the COVID-19 pandemic have raised privacy and security concerns. While
it is currently too early to thoroughly evaluate the outcomes of this particularly
controversial symbol of accelerated digitalization in terms of public health benefits,
the controversy around contact tracing apps provides an impressive example of the
necessity of trust and its tight relationship with healthcare outcomes.

We argue that trust in healthcare systems affects its performance in a number
of ways: (a) Patients hesitate to share sensitive data on their personal conditions if
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these are likely to be exchanged or administered in online databases and possible
accessed by third parties. (b) The enormous additional investments in cyber security
measures such as security-by-design or the engagement of qualified cyber security
professionals as well as the related infrastructure increasing costs, planning and
implementation time for digital innovations and thus slows down the transformation
process. (c) Educational efforts by users including healthcare professionals, healthcare
administrators, patients and third parties (for example, insurers) are necessary to
develop cyber hygiene and reduce the risk of human failures, adding further to the
time and financial costs of digitalized services.

Cyber security is fundamentally a human factor challenge and will require
significant investment and research into achieving ways to develop a shared
understanding across legal, institutional and national boundaries. The security
aspect needs to be incorporated in the very early stages of designing and making it a
central part of all digitalization processes.

While these measures to be taken may facilitate cyber resilience, increase the
trust into a digitized healthcare with increased patient autonomy counteracting the
simultaneous risk of privacy threats, parallel efforts have to be undertaken to ensure
that all societal groups benefit from a more digitized healthcare. The empowerment
and patient autonomy that comes with digitalization is of particular advantage for
patients who know how to make use of their opportunities. Those with less technical
affinity, but empowered, cannot take responsibility for their data security. This
requires a balance of giving users full control and oversight over the use of their
sensitive data, but without giving them the responsibility of making decisions that
could unintentionally compromise their privacy.

In sum, the digitalization of healthcare is a potential major breakthrough in the
development of sustainable healthcare worldwide. Sustainable healthcare system
transformation, however, builds on the trust of its users and all measures taken to
further improve the systems’ effectiveness are subject to cost-benefit-analysis. Cyber
resilience of healthcare systems plays an important role in building and ensuring
ongoing trust as a central pillar of sustainability.
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Sustainable Work Ability during Midlife
and Old Age Functional Health
and Mortality

Subas Neupane and Clas-Håkan Nygård

1. Introduction

Because of changes in demographics, the world is facing the challenge of aging
societies, which can cause financial burden, as they generate less income for health
services and pension systems, as well as a shortage of hands for production and taking
care of the elderly. To overcome this problem, many national policies aim to further
extend working careers by increasing the statutory retirement age. Extended working
careers mean longer labor market participation and longer work exposure. However,
if people should be in the labor market for a longer period, they ought to be in good
physical and mental health and have access to more flexible working arrangements,
healthy workplaces, and lifelong learning and retirement schemes. The process of
living and working conditions that enable people to continue working for a longer
period is here called sustainability (Eurofound 2015). Good health and wellbeing
throughout life is one of the 17 sustainable goals of the United Nations (UN 2015),
which ensure a healthy working life and promote the wellbeing of people at all
ages. This means one of the key themes addressed by this SDG target is promoting
health and safety in the workplace to ensure a healthy working environment and,
thus, healthy lives during working careers and beyond by decent work, employment
creation, social protection, and rights at work for productive employment and
sustainable economic growth. Job quality and good working conditions contribute
to wellbeing and a good quality of working life (Drobnič et al. 2010). However,
workplace health and working conditions in most developing countries are generally
poor in many work sectors, which means that the overall subjective wellbeing is poor
in these countries (Robertson et al. 2016; Eurofound and ILO 2019).

Quality of life is one of the dimensions of sustainable work and is perceived to
decrease by age; however, when controlled for potential factors, the effects of age may
disappear. Sustainable work is an important topic worldwide. Several indicators, such
as sustainable employment, employability, work engagement, and organizational
commitment have been used in the literature to describe sustainable work concepts
(Ilmarinen et al. 2005; Van Dam et al. 2017). However, making sustainable work
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requires a balance between the requirements of work, such as demands and control,
and the needs of individuals, such as an individual’s capacity, as both change over
time. Moreover, whether a healthy and longer work-life is possible for every person
remains unclear (Ilmarinen 2013). Good health among individuals is a prerequisite
for this continuation, but knowledge about the possible health consequences of
an extended working life is limited. Earlier research shows that retirement rather
than an extended working career tends to be a relief for those who suffered from
suboptimal self-rated health, sleep disturbances, fatigue, depression or headache
diseases (Westerlund et al. 2009; Stenholm et al. 2016), or musculoskeletal pain
(Neupane et al. 2018), whereas retirement seems to have an immediate positive
effect on the risk of the incident of chronic conditions. Other studies have shown
that exposure to poor working conditions at earlier stages of the working life may
increase the possibility of poor health and disability in later life. The number of risk
factors of physical functioning in later life start to accumulate from early to midlife,
and include behavioral, environmental, lifestyle-related, and sociofactorial factors
(Guralnik et al. 1993; Brown and Flood 2013). Yet, only a little is known about the
link between work-related exposures from midlife and functional health in later
life. There exists some evidence on the negative association between occupational
physical activities (Hinrichs et al. 2014) and work stress (Verbrugge and Jette 1994),
as well as work ability (Kulmala et al. 2014) in midlife and mobility limitations in
later life. Physically demanding work with vigorous occupational physical activity
in midlife increases the risk of mobility limitations in later life (Hinrichs et al. 2014),
which could eventually progress to disability. Similarly, lower work-related stress
(Kulmala et al. 2014) and better work ability (von Bonsdorff et al. 2016) in midlife
have been reported to be protective to mobility limitations in later life, while poor
work ability was reported to be associated with mortality (von Bonsdorff et al. 2011).

The occupation in midlife also plays a vital role in the onset of later life
disability, with unskilled blue-collar workers being the high-risk group compared to
white-collar workers (Prakash et al. 2016). Work-related high physical exposure and
job strain in midlife were strongly associated with the severity of disability in later
life (Prakash et al. 2017).

Sustainable work ability is a multifaceted concept that involves the matching
of the needs and abilities of the individual with the quality of jobs on offer.
Although sustainable work ability is often mentioned in reference to an aging
workforce, it should be noted that sustainability relates to workers of all ages
(Van Vuuren and Van Dam 2013). In order to stay in the workforce until retirement,
it is important that employees work in a healthy workplace, whatever their age.
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Work ability, defined as people’s ability to cope with their work demands, is a
broad concept and an important human capital of workers throughout their working
career (Ilmarinen 2019). It requires continuous processes at workplaces, aiming to
improve the fitting of human resources and work environments together. Proper
working conditions enable a good fit between work and the characteristics of the
individual throughout their working life. To achieve this dual goal, employers are
required to develop new solutions for working conditions and career paths that
help workers to maintain their work ability over an extended working life. Work
ability tends to decline with age (Ilmarinen Juhani and Matti 1997), although the
mean work ability of the working population between the ages of 20 and 65 years
remains at a good or excellent level (Gould et al. 2008). In this chapter, work ability
maintained at good or excellent during the work career was considered sustainable
work ability. We studied the impact of sustainable work ability by examining
trajectories over 16 years. Wellbeing was measured in terms of mobility limitations
in old age after 12 years using longitudinal data on employees in a large amount
of blue- and white-collar municipal occupations. We also studied the difference in
survival and any cause of death among people in work ability trajectory groups. Our
hypothesis was that people with sustainable work ability during midlife would have
less mobility limitations and better survival than those who did not have sustainable
work ability.

2. Materials and Methods

The Finnish Longitudinal study on Aging Municipal Employees (FLAME)
was conducted among municipal workers from 1981 to 2009 (Ilmarinen et al. 1991;
Tuomi et al. 1997; von Bonsdorff et al. 2011). At baseline, in 1981, a postal
questionnaire was sent to 7344 municipal workers all around Finland. In total,
6257 (85.2%) 44–58-year-olds having worked as municipal workers for at least 5 years
responded. Follow-up data were collected with postal questionnaires in 1985
(n = 5556), 1992 (n = 4534), 1997 (n = 3815), and 2009 (n = 3093) (von Bonsdorff et al.
2011). In this study, we analyzed work ability data from 16 years of follow-up from
1981 to 1997, which covers the work career of people from midlife until retirement.
For inclusion in the trajectory analysis, the respondent must have replied at baseline,
while in the regression analysis, we analyzed only those participants who had
information on the outcome variable (mobility limitations) from the last round (2009)
of follow-up (n = 2918). The respondents’ exact retirement dates and mortality dates,
from any cause, were obtained from the national pension registry and linked with
the survey data. Figure 1 presents the follow-up process in detail.
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The Ethics Committee of the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland approved the study.

2.1. Measurement of Variables

2.1.1. Work Ability

In this analysis, we used two types of work ability measures from the work
career. Work ability index (WAI) was the composite measure of seven items (Table 1)
based on subjective survey instruments (Ilmarinen et al. 1991). WAI indicates the
wellbeing, health status, and quality of life as it measures how good a worker is at
present and in the near future, and ability to work with respect to work demands
(Ilmarinen et al. 2005). WAI was measured only at baseline

Table 1. Items of work ability index.

Items Range

1. Current work ability compared with the lifetime best 0–10

2. Work ability in relation to the demands of the job 2–10

3. Number of current diseases diagnosed by a physician 1–7

4. Estimated work impairment due to diseases 1–6

5. Sick leave during the past year (12 months) 1–5

6. Own prognosis of work ability 2 years from now 1–7

7. Mental resources 1–4

The WAI ranges from 7 to 49, and the higher the score, the better the work ability.
Based on the scores, WAI has been classified into four standard categories (poor 7–27,
moderate 28–36, good 37–43, and excellent 44–49) (Gould et al. 2008). In this analysis,
good and excellent work ability was combined.

The work ability score (WAS) was measured using a single item; the first
item of the WAI is “current work ability compared with the lifetime best” with
a score from 0 to 10, where 0 is incapable to work and 10 is the work ability at
its best (von Bonsdorff et al. 2011; Ebener and Hasselhorn 2019). WAS is strongly
associated with WAI and can be used as a simpler indicator for assessing work
wellbeing (Ahlstrom et al. 2010). WAS was measured identically in all four surveys.
The developmental patterns of work ability from four time points were used as the
main independent variable in this analysis.
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2.1.2. Mobility Limitation

Mobility Limitations (MLs) as an outcome of interest in this study were
measured using self-reported questionnaires distributed among the participants
in the last round of the follow-up in 2009. The International Classification of
Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) was used to define the mobility limitations
(World Health Organization 2001). Nine items related to activities and the mobility
of the participants were used to create a final score. Table 2 shows the items included
in defining mobility limitations. All the items, except walking 2 km, were assessed
on a four-point scale of difficulty (manage without difficulties, manage with little
difficulties, manage with lots of difficulties, and cannot manage). Walking 2 km was
assessed on five levels (no difficulty—cannot manage with the help of others as well).
In this analysis, all nine items were first dichotomized (no difficulty vs. at least some
difficulty), then combined to make a summary score of 0 to 9 (score ‘0’ represented
no limitations in carrying out any of the 9 tasks and those who had at least some
limitations in carrying out one or more of the 9 tasks scored ‘1–9’ depending on the
number of tasks entailing limitations) (Prakash et al. 2019; Hinrichs et al. 2014).

Table 2. International classification of functioning (ICF), disability, and health
categories used to create mobility limitation (ML) (0–9).

Mobility List of Categories Questions Range

Changing and
maintaining body

position

Changing basic
body position

1. Squatting and standing up
again? 1–4

2. Bending down deep? 1–4

Maintaining a body
position

3. Maintaining body
position/sitting still for 2 h? 1–4

Carrying moving
and handling

objects

Lifting and carrying
objects

4. Lifting and carrying more than
10 kg? 1–4

Fine hand use 5. Precise movements of hands? 1–4

Hand and arm use 6. Lifting hands over the head? 1–4

Walking and
moving

Walking 7. Walking 2 km? 1–5

Moving around 8. Running 100 m? 1–4

9. Climbing three floors/stairs? 1–4
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2.1.3. Mortality

The study participants were followed for mortality between 1 January 1981 and
31 July 2009. Data on date of death, from any cause, were obtained from the Finnish
National Population Register.

Demographic Information

Age (44–58 at baseline) was used as a continuous and categorical (44–49 vs.
50–58 years) variable in the analyses. Occupational class (white-collar, blue-collar)
was created based on a detailed analysis of job profiles among 88 occupational titles,
clustered into 13 job profiles and later, into two major groups (Kulmala et al. 2014;
Prakash et al. 2016). Information on gender (female/male) was obtained from the
questionnaire survey.

Lifestyle Characteristics

Leisure-time physical activity (LTPA) in the past year was collected in five
categories (1—brisk exercise at least twice a week; 2—brisk exercise at least once
a week; 3—some exercise at least once a week; 4—some exercise less than once a
week or no exercise) and classified as high (1–2) or low (3–4) (Neupane et al. 2018).
BMI (kg/m2) was calculated using self-reported height and weight and dichotomized
as <25.0 (normal) or ≥25.0 (overweight/obese). Those reporting current smoking
>1 cigarette per day or past smoking were classified as smokers.

Morbidity

Information on morbidity was obtained by the question “Please indicate in the
list below which diseases or impairments you have at present. In addition, check
whether a physician has diagnosed or treated this condition”. The list covered
47 items. We used the following categories (yes/no) of physician-diagnosed diseases:
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, respiratory, and metabolic diseases. The information
on the number of diseases was summed up and categorized into three—0, 1, 2,
or more morbidities.

Physical Workload

Physical workload at baseline was assessed with eight questions about current
exposure to the following: vibration, repeated movements, standing still, bent or
twisted postures, other poor postures, continuous walking or movement, carrying
objects, and sudden strenuous efforts. Response options ranged from 0 (not at all)
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to 4 (quite often). The composite score (Cronbach’s α = 0.82) ranging from 0 to 32
was dichotomized into high and low at the median value of 12, with median value
included in high physical workload (Neupane et al. 2018).

2.2. Statistical Analyses

We first analyzed the mean distribution of the work ability index by age (as a
continuous variable) using the box plot method. The cut-off line was plotted to
separate out ‘good and excellent’, ‘moderate’, and ‘poor’ work ability.

Growth mixture modeling (GMM) was applied to identify trajectories of the
work ability score (WAS) from four time points. The basic assumption of GMM
is that all individuals follow the growth pattern of a random variation. GMM
also accounts for within-class variations in the estimation of class memberships
(Ram and Grimm 2009). All the study participants who responded at baseline to
the survey were included in the trajectory analysis. The number of trajectories
and their shape were determined first. The quadratic function best represented the
patterns of change in the WAS. The final model was chosen based on a range of
fit criteria (see appendix), including the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), sample size adjusted BIC, entropy, and posterior
probabilities and meaning and their interpretability (Nylund et al. 2007). Based on
these, a three-trajectory model was selected. The trajectory groups were illustrated
by plotting the means of the WAS against survey year.

Baseline characteristics of the study participants were presented as frequencies
and percentages by work ability trajectory. The difference between trajectories was
tested by the Chi-square test.

Sixteen-year trajectories of the WAS were then used to study the associations
with mobility limitations of the people after 12 years. A generalized linear model
(GLM) with a Poisson function was used to calculate the incidence rate ratios (IRR)
and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the associations. Three models were
fitted, the first model was the bivariate association of the trajectories of the WAS
with mobility limitations. Bivariate association of the sociodemographic, behavior,
and work-related variables from the baseline with the mobility limitations was
also calculated in Model I. In Model II, the association of work ability trajectories
with mobility limitation was adjusted for sociodemographic variables (age, gender,
and occupational class). Model III was further adjusted for all the sociodemographic,
lifestyle-related, morbidity, and work-related variables from Model I. The estimates
with their 95% CIs are also presented for all the covariates used in the Model III.
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Nelson–Aalen cumulative hazard estimates were plotted for mortality from
any cause by trajectory membership. The follow-up time started from the baseline,
1 January 1981, and ended with censoring resulting from death or end of follow-up
in 2009.

Trajectory analysis was conducted in Mplus v7.2 and the other analyses in
R-studio and Stata v15.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the mean distribution of work ability index at baseline by age of
respondents. It shows that, in general, the work ability decreases with increasing age.
The mean work ability was maintained as either good or excellent until the age of
51 years; after that, the mean level of work ability index decreased to moderate.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the work ability index (7–49) by age (44–58 years) among
study participants at baseline.

Participants were followed for 16 years after the baseline survey until 1997 to see
the changes in WAS. We used trajectory analysis to see the change in work ability score
using self-reported WAS data from four time points. Figure 2 shows the trajectories
of mean WAS at different follow-up times. We found three distinct trajectories.
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Figure 2. Trajectories of the mean of the work ability score from 1981 to 1997 among
study participants.

Of the total subjects studied, the majority (65%) had good work ability during
the 16 years of follow-up. The mean work ability score was about 8 at the baseline,
which slightly decreased to, on average, 6 during the follow-up. This group of people
who maintained good work ability during their work career was considered here as
the sustainable work ability group. About 25% of the study participants had L-shaped
decreasing work ability. They started with a mean WAS of 6 at baseline, which then
later decreased in L shape during the follow-up. The third group consisted of about
10% of the participants, who had a U-shaped decreasing work ability. They started
with a mean WAS of 5 at baseline, which decreased as U-shaped during the follow-up.
In the good and L-shaped decreasing trajectories group, the decrease in the work
ability score was steep until 1992; after that, the work ability mostly remained constant
or improved. Meanwhile, among those in the U-shaped trajectory group, a slight
improvement in work ability was observed already from 1992.

Table 3 shows the baseline characteristics of the study population by work ability
trajectories. There were significantly more younger workers who had a good work
ability trajectory compared to their older counterparts, while more older workers
had L- or U-shaped decreasing work ability. Significantly more women, white-collar
workers, high LTPA, low (<25) BMI, no or one comorbidity, and workers with low
physical workload had good work ability. More men and more blue-collar workers
had L- and U-shaped decreasing work ability. Meanwhile, ther was no significant
difference in the distribution of work ability trajectories by smoking status.
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Table 3. Baseline characteristics of the study sample by work ability trajectory groups.

Characteristics Total
N = 2918

Trajectory Membership

Good
(n = 2083)

L-Shaped
Decreasing

(n = 661)

U-Shaped
Decreasing

(n = 174)
p-Value

Age (Years) <0.001

44–49 1529 1149 (75.1) 319 (20.9) 61 (4.0)

50–58 1389 934 (67.2) 342 (24.6) 113 (8.1)

Gender <0.001

Women 1858 1348 (72.5) 410 (22.1) 100 (5.4)

Men 1060 735 (69.3) 251 (23.7) 74 (7.0)

Occupational class <0.001

White-collar 1688 1318 (78.1) 307 (18.2) 63 (3.7)

Blue-collar 1230 765 (62.2) 354 (28.8) 111 (9.0)

Smoking 0.447

No 1873 1345 (71.8) 424 (22.6) 104 (5.6)

Yes 1045 738 (70.6) 237 (22.7) 70 (6.7)

LTPA † <0.001

High 1505 1130 (75.1) 294 (19.5) 81 (5.4)

Low 1354 915 (67.6) 350 (25.9) 89 (6.5)

BMI ‡ <0.001

<25.0 1442 1091 (75.7) 283 (19.6) 68 (4.7)

≥25.0 1449 976 (67.4) 368 (25.4) 105 (7.2)

Comorbidity <0.001

0 1337 1145 (85.6) 168 (12.6) 24 (1.8)

1 810 557 (68.8) 202 (24.9) 51 (6.3)

2 or more 771 381 (49.4) 291 (37.7) 99 (12.8)

Physical workload <0.001

Low 1464 1195 (81.6) 229 (15.6) 40 (2.7)

High 1454 888 (61.1) 432 (29.7) 134 (9.2)

† Leisure-time physical activity; ‡ Body mass index.
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The distribution of mean value of mobility limitations with their 95% CIs by
work ability trajectories is presented in Table 4. It shows that the mean number of
mobility limitations was lowest (mean 3.38, 95% CI 3.27–3.49) among those in the
good work ability trajectory group, while it was highest (5.51, 95% CI 5.13–5.90)
among those in the U-shaped decreasing trajectory group. Similarly, in the same
table (Table 4), the mean work ability score is presented by survey year. This shows
that the mean score decreased by survey year because of the increase in age of the
workers in each survey round.

Table 4. Distribution of the mean mobility limitations (0–9) according to work
ability trajectory group and mean work ability score (0–10) by year of survey.

Work Ability Mobility Limitation Mean, 95% CI

Good 3.38 (3.27–3.49)

L-shaped decreasing 4.71 (4.51–4.92)

U-shaped decreasing 5.51 (5.13–5.90)

Year of Survey Work Ability, Mean ± SD

1981 7.65 ± 1.70

1985 6.93 ± 2.14

1992 5.62 ± 2.79

1997 5.65 ± 2.42

The associations of work ability trajectories with the mobility limitation are
presented in Table 5. It shows strong and statistically significant associations of
L-shaped and U-shaped decreasing work ability trajectories with increased mobility
limitations compared to those belonging to the good work ability trajectory group,
so-called people with sustainable work ability. The crude model (Model I) shows that
belonging to the L-shaped and U-shaped decreasing work ability trajectory groups
was associated with increased risk of mobility limitations in the 12 years follow-up
compared to those in the good work ability trajectories group. The associations
remained statistically significant even after adjusting for age, gender, and occupational
class in Model II. After further adjustment with smoking status, LTPA, BMI, morbidity,
and physical workload in Model III, the association remained strong and statistically
significant (IRR for L-shaped decreasing work ability 1.24, 95% CI 1.18–1.30 and
U-shaped decreasing work ability 1.37, 95% CI 1.28–1.47). The magnitude of the
association was higher for those in the U-shaped decreasing trajectory group in
each model.
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Table 5. Associations of 16-year work ability trajectories with mobility limitations
in 28 years follow-up. Incidence rate ratios (IRR) and their 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) from a Poisson regression model.

Characteristics N † = 2533
IRR, 95% CI for Mobility Limitation

Model I Model II Model III

Work ability

Good 1751 1 1 1

L-shaped decreasing 615 1.40 (1.34–1.46) 1.37 (1.31–1.42) 1.24 (1.18–1.30)

U-shaped decreasing 167 1.65 (1.54–1.76) 1.57 (1.46–1.68) 1.37 (1.28–1.47)

Age (Years)

44–49 1278 1 1 1

50–58 1260 1.28 (1.23–1.32) 1.23 (1.18–1.27) 1.19 (1.14–1.23)

Gender

Women 1707 1 1 1

Men 826 0.80 (0.76–0.83) 0.76 (0.73–0.79) 0.73 (0.69–0.76)

Occupational class

White-collar 1460 1 1 1

Blue-collar 1078 1.13 (1.09–1.18) 1.13 (1.09–1.17) 1.03 (0.99–1.08)

Smoking

No 1639 1 1

Yes 899 1.00 (0.97–1.04) 1.11 (1.06–1.16)

LTPA †

High 1252 1 1

Low 1233 1.25 (1.20–1.29) 1.16 (1.11–1.20)

BMI

<25.0 1202 1 1

≥25.0 1313 1.32 (1.27–1.37) 1.25 (1.20–1.30)

Comorbidity

0 1092 1 1

1 731 1.27 (1.21–1.33) 1.16 (1.11–1.22)

2 or more 715 1.53 (1.46–1.60) 1.28 (1.22–1.34)

Physical workload

Low 1230 1 1

High 1308 1.27 (1.22–1.32) 1.08 (1.04–1.13)

† Participants with at least some mobility limitations. Model I: Bivariate model; Model II:
Adjusted for age, gender, and occupational class; Model III: Adjusted for all variables from
Model II + smoking, LTPA, BMI, comorbidity, and physical workload.
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The increasing rate of mobility limitations was found to be associated with
older age, those who never smoked, low LTPA, higher BMI, those with one or more
comorbidities, and those who reported high physical workload. These associations
remained statistically significant in the final model (Model III). Meanwhile, compared
to women, men were associated with lower incidence rates of mobility limitations
and the association of blue-collar workers with mobility limitations was not clear in
the final model.

Figure 3 presents the Nelson–Aalen cumulative hazard estimates by work ability
trajectories group for all-cause mortality. The estimates in the different trajectory
group already started to diverge after 5 years from the baseline survey. The hazard
was highest among those in the U-shaped decreasing work ability trajectory group
and lowest among those in the good work ability trajectory group. The estimates in
the good and L-shaped decreasing work ability trajectory group started to diverge
after 10 years of follow-up.
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Figure 3. Nelson–Aalen cumulative hazard estimates of all-cause mortality by work
ability trajectory group between 1981 and 2009.

4. Discussion

We used good work ability as an indicator of sustainable work ability in a
long-term prospective follow-up study of municipal employees to study the health
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impact in later life. We found that about two-thirds of our study population had good
or sustainable work ability during their late work career. Sustainable work ability
was a very strong predictor of good health outcome in terms of mobility limitations in
old age. People belonging to the trajectories of decreasing work ability had increased
risk of mobility limitations in old age. They also had a high cumulative hazard of
death from any cause (i.e., worst survival) compared to those with a good work
ability trajectory. Overall, our findings supported the importance of a sustainable
work ability during the latter part of the work career.

Work ability has been used as a continuity construct since its establishment in
the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health (Tuomi et al. 1998; Ilmarinen 2009, 2019).
It considers the surrounding organizational and societal context, providing a wide
perspective on the relationship between the individual and the work and social
environment (Ilmarinen 2009). Work ability has been supported by the goal to prolong
work careers and to prevent work disability (Gould et al. 2008). Work ability is also
associated with health-related quality of life (Sörensen et al. 2008), which indicates
wellbeing at present and its sustainability. It is, therefore, important to maintain
work ability during the work career for better quality of life at midlife and beyond.

In our study, work ability was fairly stable for about two-thirds of the people
during 16 years of follow-up in their midlife and the rest had decreasing work
ability until the first 11 years of follow-up andm, then, slowly improved after that.
This indicates that the majority of the employees had sustainable work ability and
wellbeing at midlife. The work ability index at baseline also shows that the mean
work ability was maintained either at good or excellent until the age of 51 years;
after that, the mean level of work ability index decreased to moderate. There were
20–25% of 44–49 years old who had moderate or poor work ability. They risk losing
their work ability if no preventive actions are taken. The stability of work ability
indicates that the employees have enough resources to cope with their job demands,
although there is a wide variation between white- and blue-collar occupations but
less variation by gender. The majority of our study participants (75%) retired during
the second round of the follow-up in 1992, and by the end of 1997, almost all (99%)
were retired. The decreasing work ability trajectory group improved their mean
work ability score after 1992, which means that retirement improved their perceived
work ability. This means the quality of life and wellbeing of people improves when
there is no pressure of work demands.

These results of our study are consistent with the French GAZEL study, showing
that perceived health in older workers, exposed to poor working conditions,
is relaxed after retirement (Westerlund et al. 2009). Another study also showed
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the health benefits of retirement but only for upper occupational class employees
(Mein et al. 2003). Employees will be relieved from their physical and mental
demands of the work, which is beneficial to health and quality of life.

Consistent with our results, similar findings have been reported in earlier
studies. A study from the USA reported three trajectories of work ability with 74%
having good work ability, 17% declining, and only few, 9%, having poor work ability
(Boissonneault and de Beer 2018). An earlier study, from our FLAME study but with
a longer follow-up, until old age, reported five trajectories of work ability, with a
substantial proportion of individuals maintaining their work ability at a moderate
level (von Bonsdorff et al. 2011). Our earlier study among younger working aged
(mean age 42 years) people in the manufacturing industry showed that 90% had a
good work ability trajectory during six years of follow-up (Oakman et al. 2019).

Trajectories of decreased work ability in either an L- or U-shape were associated
with increased risk of mobility limitations in old age, even after controlling for the
effect of demographic, lifestyle factors, morbidity and physical workload in the
baseline. Mobility limitations in this study were used as an indicator of functional
health in old age. Mobility limitations are associated with poor quality of life among
older adults and predict all-cause mortality (Bergland et al. 2017). Consistent with
our findings, an earlier study reported that better work ability protects from old
age mobility limitations among those who retire due to non-disability and disability
(von Bonsdorff et al. 2016). Other studies found that vigorous occupational physical
activity (Hinrichs et al. 2014), higher work stress (Kulmala et al. 2014), and shift
work (Prakash et al. 2019) were associated with mobility limitations in old age.
We also found that among studied covariates, older age, being a woman, smoker,
low leisure-time physical activity, high BMI, having multiple morbidities as well as
having high physical workload at baseline were statistically significantly associated
with an increased risk of mobility limitations in old age. Moreover, higher cumulative
risk of mortality from any cause was found among those in the decreasing trajectories
group compared to those in the sustainable work ability group.

Sustainable work ability is beneficial to everyone, industries and society
as a whole. Individuals can benefit from better work outcomes, smoother
transitions between life stages, and longer working lives from the sustainable
work ability, whereas, for industries, sustainable work ability may lead to an
improved efficiency or productivity. This implies that society will benefit from
healthier populations, higher employment rates, more inclusive labor markets,
and lower pressure on public budgets. Due to the ageing of the population
and the shrinking workforce, new sources of growth and economic progress are
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needed where the sustainable work ability concept would be relevant. Sustainable
work ability promotes a holistic approach that considers workers’ health, personal
characteristics, family, and social responsibilities. Those with a diminishing work
ability can be promoted for example, decreasing physical workload, adjusting
work–rest schedules, and introducing age-management practices, flexible working
time schedules, and teamwork (Ilmarinen and Rantanen 1999).

Sustainable work ability requires sustainable employment and wellbeing at work,
which then enhances the quality of work life and satisfaction. The aging workforce also
emphasizes the importance of sustainable employment; therefore, workers are willing
to work after their normal retirement age (Armstrong-Stassen and Schlosser 2008;
Gobeski and Beehr 2009), which can have the potential to achieve sustainable
economic growth. “Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all” is one part
of the agenda of the SDGs. Work organizations may have an important role,
which can draw attention to an age-supportive atmosphere for workers of all ages
(Oakman et al. 2016), although age-related changes are largely specific to individuals,
with wide interpersonal variability (Sluiter 2006). A major strength of our study
was the use of long prospective follow-up data from a representative population of
Finnish municipal occupations. Among other strengths, there was a high response
rate at baseline and follow-ups, use of official registers data on retirement and
mortality, and elimination of recall bias. About 50% of the baseline respondents also
participated in the last survey wave in 2009 after almost three decades. One can
consider some of the limitations of this study while inferring the findings. The work
ability scores as well as mobility limitations were both self-reported, which is possibly
subject to information and recall bias and could lead to over-reporting. Nevertheless,
these measures are validated tools and have been used extensively in earlier research
(von Bonsdorff et al. 2011; Prakash et al. 2019; Hinrichs et al. 2014; Ilmarinen 2019).
Another strength was that we used ICF classification of physical functioning that has
been validated and frequently used in earlier studies (Hinrichs et al. 2014).

5. Conclusions

In all, we found that the majority of people maintain fairly good work ability
during their work career in midlife, while a few have declining work ability.
Sustainable work ability protects from mobility limitations in old age, while decreasing
trajectories of work ability are associated with increased risk of mobility limitations
as well as premature mortality. It is, therefore, important to detect workers with
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diminishing work ability in order to promote their work ability and prevent from
future disability.
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